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Περίληψη

Στην παρούσα Διδακτορική Διατριβή μελετάμε λύσεις Μαύρων Οπών και Σκουληκότρυπων

στα πλαίσια της Γενικευμένης Θεωρίας Βαρύτητας Einstein-Scalar-Gauss-Bonnet (EsGB).
Ειδικότερα μελετούμε μια οικογένεια θεωριών όπου η συνάρτηση σύζευξης f(φ) ανάμεσα

στο βαθμωτό πεδίο της θεωρίας και τον τετραγωνικό βαρυτικό όρο Gauss-Bonnet έχει

εν γένει μια γενική μορφή. Αρχικά αποδεικνύουμε αναλυτικά ότι η οικογένεια αυτή των

θεωριών δεν υπόκειται στους περιορισμούς που υποβάλουν τα No-Scalar Hair theorems
του Bekenstein και νέες λύσεις ασυμπτωτικά επίπεδων μαύρων οπών μπορούν να βρε-

θούν. Στη συνέχεια, χρησιμοποιώντας μεθόδους αριθμητικής ολοκλήρωσης, προσδιορί-

ζουμε νέες λύσεις μαύρων οπών (επιλέγοντας κάθε φορά συγκεκριμένη μορφή για τη

συνάρτηση σύζευξης). Επιπλέον εξάγουμε τα χαρακτηριστικά τους, δηλαδή την μάζα τους,

το βαθμωτό τους φορτίο, την επιφάνεια και την εντροπία τους. ΄Επειτα, εισάγοντας μια

κοσμολογική σταθερά στην θεωρία ερευνούμε εκ νέου την ύπαρξη λύσεων μαύρων οπών.

Συγκεκριμένα θεωρώντας πως η κοσμολογική σταθερά μπορεί να είναι θετική ή αρνητική

βρίσκουμε αριθμητικές λύσεις οι οποίες είναι ασυμπτωτικά de Sitter ή anti-de Sitter αν-

τίστοιχα. Επιπλέον όπως και στην περίπτωση των ασυμπτωτικά επίπεδων λύσεων, σε κάθε

περίπτωση προσδιορίζουμε και τα χαρακτηριστικά των νέων αυτών λύσεων μαύρων οπών.

Τέλος, στα πλαίσια της EsGB θεωρίας βρίσκουμε λύσεις που περιγράφουν σκουληκότρυπες.

Οι Gauss-Bonnet σκουληκότρυπες είναι διασχίσιμες, μπορούν να έχουν μονό ή διπλό λαιμό

και δεν απαιτούν την ύπαρξη εξωτικής ύλης σε κανένα σημείο του χωροχρόνου.
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Abstract

In this Ph.D. dissertation we study the emergence of black-hole and wormhole solutions
in the framework of the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet (EsGB) theory. Particularly we
study a family of theories where the coupling function f(φ) between the scalar field of
the theory and the quadratic Gauss-Bonnet gravitational term has an arbitrary form.
At first, we analytically derive that the aforementioned family of theories may evade
the constraints imposed by Bekenstein’s No-Scalar Hair theorems and new solutions for
black holes may be found. Then, using numerical integration methods we find solutions
for black holes for many different forms of the coupling function. Also we derive their
physical characteristics namely their mass, scalar charge, horizon area and entropy as
well. Subsequently, by introducing a cosmological constant in the theory we investigate
the existence of novel black-hole solutions. Specifically, assuming that the cosmological
constant may be positive or negative we find numerical solutions which are asymptotically
de Sitter or anti-de Sitter. In addition, as in the case of the asymptotically flat black
holes, for each case we derive their physical characteristics. Finally, in the framework of
the EsGB theory we derive novel wormhole solutions. The Gauss-Bonnet wormholes are
traversable, may have a single or a double throat and do not demand the existence of
exotic matter.
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Πρόλογος

Η Γενική Θεωρία της Σχετικότητας είναι η θεωρία της Φυσικής η οποία περιγράφει την

Βαρύτητα και προτάθηκε το 1915 από τον Einstein. Είναι μια γεωμετρική θεωρία στην

οποία οι βαρυτικές αλληλεπιδράσεις μεταξύ των σωμάτων εξαρτώνται από τη γεωμετρία του

χωρόχρονου. Η θεωρία του Einstein εμπεριέχει την παραδοσιακή βαρυτική θεωρία του

Νεύτωνα, που περιγράφει ασθενή μόνο βαρυτικά πεδία, και ταυτόχρονα την συμπληρώνει

παρέχοντας ένα πλαίσιο μελέτης και των ισχυρών βαρυτικών πεδίων. Η Γενική Θεωρία

της Σχετικότητας κατάφερε να προβλέψει επακριβώς την παρατηρούμενη μετάπτωση του

περιηλίου του Ερμή, στην περιγραφή της οποίας η προσεγγιστική Νευτώνεια θεωρία είχε

αποτύχει, αλλά και πλήθος άλλων φαινομένων που επίσης επαληθεύτηκαν πειραματικά όπως

η καμπύλωση των ακτίνων του φωτός, η βαρυτική μετατόπιση προς το ερυθρό και πιο

πρόσφατα τα βαρυτικά κύματα και οι “σκιές” του ορίζοντα των μαύρων οπών.

Σε αντίθεση με την βαρυτική θεωρία του Νεύτωνα, η Γενική Θεωρία της Σχετικότητας

άνοιξε τον δρόμο για την μελέτη του ίδιου του σύμπαντος και για την εύρεση νέων βαρυτικών

λύσεων. Κάποιες από αυτές, όπως οι γυμνές ανωμαλίες, απορρίπτονται ως μη αποδεκτές

που η φύση δεν θα επιτρέψει την εμφάνισή τους. Κάποιες άλλες όμως, παρά τα αρχικώς

θεωρούμενα ασυνήθιστα χαρακτηριστικά τους, σήμερα συνδέονται με φυσικά αποδεκτές

καταστάσεις της συνηθισμένης ύλης. Το πιο χαρακτηριστικό παράδειγμα τέτοιων λύσεων

είναι οι Μαύρες Οπές. Οι λύσεις αυτές περιγράφουν την μορφή του χωρόχρονου γύρω

από ένα σώμα, το οποίο έχει καταρρεύσει βαρυτικά υπό το βάρος της ίδιας της μάζας

του. Χαρακτηρίζονται από το σημείο της χωροχρονικής ιδιομορφίας, το σημείο στο οποίο

έχει συγκεντρωθεί η μάζα του σώματος μετά την κατάρρευσή του, και τον ορίζοντα των

γεγονότων, που καλύπτει την ιδιομορφία από κάθε εξωτερικό παρατηρητή. Ενώ, σε μεγάλη

απόσταση από τον ορίζοντα, το βαρυτικό πεδίο μιας μαύρης οπής είναι το ίδιο με αυτό

ενός σώματος που ακόμα ισορροπεί, κοντά στον ορίζοντα, η κατάσταση αλλάζει δραματικά:

οτιδήποτε περάσει τον ορίζοντα, ακόμα και ένα φωτόνιο, δεν μπορεί ποτέ να διαφύγει- ο

ορίζοντας επιτρέπει μόνο την είσοδο στην μαύρη οπή και ποτέ την έξοδο.

Παρόλο που η Γενική Θεωρία της Σχετικότητας έχει επιβεβαιωθεί –και συνεχίζει να

επιβεβαιώνεται– πειραματικά, γνωρίζουμε πως δεν είναι μια τέλεια θεωρία. Για παράδειγμα,

το Καθιερωμένο Μοντέλο της Κοσμολογίας έχει αρκετά ανοικτά προβλήματα με κυριότερα

την φύση της σκοτεινής ενέργειας και ύλης, το σωστό πληθωριστικό μοντέλο καθώς και

το πρόβλημα της αρχικής ανωμαλίας. Τα παραπάνω μαζί με θεωρητικούς λόγους όπως το
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γεγονός ότι η Γενική Σχετικότητα δεν είναι επανακανονικοποιήσιμη αποτελούν τα κίνητρα

για την διατύπωση Γενικευμένων Θωριών Βαρύτητας. Τις τελευταίες δεκαετίες έχει προ-

ταθεί ένα μεγάλο πλήθος από εναλλακτικές θεωρίες. Ωστόσο, οι πιο απλές και παράλληλα

οι πιο γνωστές γενικευμένες θεωρίες είναι οι βαθμωτανυστικές (Scalar-Tensor) θεωρίες.

Σε αυτές, οι βαθμοί ελευθερίας της θεωρίας του βαρυτικού πεδίου αυξάνονται μέσω της

προσθήκης ενός ή και περισσότερων βαθμωτών πεδίων στην θεωρία. Τα τελευταία είκοσι

χρόνια μια Scalar-Tensor θεωρία η οποία είναι γνωστή ως Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet
έχει τραβήξει το ενδιαφέρον πολλών ερευνητών. Σε αυτή τη θεωρία, το βαθμωτό πεδίο

φ συζευγνύεται μη ελάχιστα (non-minimally) με το βαρυτικό πεδίο μέσω του βαρυτικού

τετραγωνικού όρου Gauss-Bonnet. Το πιο ελκυστικό χαρακτηριστικό αυτής της θεωρίας

είναι πως ανήκει στην οικογένεια της θεωρίας Horndeski. Αυτό σημαίνει πως οι εξισώ-

σεις κίνησης της θεωρίας είναι δεύτερης τάξης και συνεπώς δεν περιλαμβάνει ανωμαλίες

Ostrogradsky ή προβληματικές καταστάσεις γνωστές ως φαντάσματα (ghosts). Σε αυτή τη

διατριβή επικεντρωνόμαστε στην εύρεση νέων τοπικών βαρυτικών λύσεων στα πλαίσια της

θεωρίας Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet.

΄Ενα από τα πιο ενδιαφέροντα χαρακτηριστικά των λύσεων μαύρων οπών είναι η απλότητα

και η ομοιομορφία που τις χαρακτηρίζει. Στα πλαίσια της Γενικής Θεωρίας της Σχετικότητας

υπάρχουν μόνο τέσσερις δυνατές λύσεις μαύρων οπών (Schwarzschild, Reissner-Nordstrom
και Kerr[-Newman]) οι οποίες περιγράφονται μόνο από τρεις φυσικές ποσότητες: τη μάζα,

το ηλεκτρομαγνητικό φορτίο και τη στροφορμή. Οποιαδήποτε άλλα χαρακτηριστικά είχε

το αστροφυσικό σώμα από το οποίο προήλθε η μαύρη οπή εξαφανίζονται κατά την βαρυ-

τική κατάρρευση και οι μόνες πληροφορίες που απομένουν είναι οι προαναφερθείσες. Το

ίδιο ισχύει και για τα φυσικά χαρακτηριστικά ενός σώματος που πέφτει μέσα στη μελανή

οπή. ΄Ολα αυτά περιγράφονται από το γνωστό “No-Hair” θεώρημα της Γενικής Θεωρίας

της Σχετικότητας. Ακόμη και στην περίπτωση των θεωριών Scalar-Tensor, έχουν προταθεί

αντίστοιχα “No-Hair” θεωρήματα (γνωστά ως θεωρήματα “No-scalar-Hair”) τα οποία κά-

νουν δύσκολη την εύρεση νέων λύσεων για μαύρες οπές σε αυτές τις θεωρίες. Ωστόσο, ένα

μικρό υποσύνολο των Scalar-Tensor θεωριών δεν υπόκεινται στους περιορισμούς που θέτει

το θεώρημα “No-scalar-Hair”. Σε αυτές τις θεωρίες είναι εύκολο να βρούμε νέες λύσεις για

μαύρες οπές. Στο κεφάλαιο 1 της παρούσας διδακτορικής διατριβής κάνουμε μια σύντομη

ανασκόπηση της Γενικής Θεωρίας της Σχετικότητας και συζητάμε τις σφαιρικά συμμετρικές

λύσεις για μαύρες οπές και σκουληκότρυπες που μπορούμε να κατασκευάσουμε στα πλαίσιά

της. Επιπλέον κάνουμε μια μικρή εισαγωγή στις γενικευμένες θεωρίες βαρύτητας καθώς

και στην θεωρία Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet η οποία είναι η θεωρία που μελετάμε στα

πλαίσια αυτής της διδακτορικής διατριβής. Τέλος, κάνουμε μια αναφορά στα “No-Hair” και

“No-scalar-Hair” θεωρήματα.

Στο κεφάλαιο 2 ασχολούμαστε με την αποφυγή του θεωρήματος “No-scalar-Hair” στα

πλαίσια της θεωρίας Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet. Για να κάνουμε την ανάλυσή μας όσο

το δυνατόν πιο γενική, κρατάμε γενική την μορφή της συνάρτησης σύζευξης f(φ) ανάμεσα

στο βαθμωτό πεδίο και τον όρο Gauss-Bonnet. Αρχικά εξετάζουμε την αποφυγή του
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πρώτου “No-scalar-Hair” θεωρήματος του Bekenstein. Αυτό το θεώρημα βασίζεται στην

ολοκλήρωση της βαθμωτής εξίσωσης πεδίου σε όλη την εξωτερική περιοχή της μαύρης οπής.

Αποδεικνύουμε πως οι περιορισμοί που θέτει το πρώτο “No-scalar-Hair” θεώρημα μπορούν

εύκολα να αποφευχθούν για θετικές συναρτήσεις σύζευξης f(φ) > 0. Στη συνέχεια εξ-

ετάζουμε την αποφυγή του δεύτερου “No-scalar-Hair” θεωρήματος του Bekenstein. Το

δεύτερο θεώρημα, το οποίο είναι και πιο γενικό, βασίζεται στο πρόσημο της T rr συνιστώσας

του τανυστή ενέργειας-ορμής στις δύο ασυμπτωτικές περιοχές της μαύρης οπής. Πιο συγ-

κεκριμένα, βρίσκουμε πως για να αποφύγουμε τους περιορισμούς που θέτει το δεύτερο

θεώρημα του Bekenstein αρκεί να επιλέξουμε κατάλληλα την τιμή της πρώτης παραγώγου

του βαθμωτού πεδίου και να επιβάλουμε την συνθήκη r4
h > 96ḟ 2

h πάνω στον ορίζοντα της

μαύρης οπής. Οι παραπάνω συνθήκες επιβάλουν περιορισμούς στις τιμές των παραμέτρων

της θεωρίας αλλά όχι στην μορφή της συνάρτησης σύζευξης. ΄Ετσι, για οποιαδήποτε

μορφή της συνάρτησης σύζευξης μπορούμε να αποφύγουμε τους περιορισμούς που θέτει

το “No-scalar-Hair” θεώρημα και να κατασκευάσουμε νέες λύσεις για μαύρες οπές φτάνει

οι παράμετροι της θεωρίας να επαληθεύουν την παραπάνω συνθήκη. Επίσης, η παραπάνω

συνθήκη υποδηλώνει την ύπαρξη ενός κάτω ορίου για την ακτίνα του ορίζοντα της μαύρης

οπής rh και συνεπώς και για την μάζα της. Αυτό είναι ένα νέο χαρακτηριστικό που δεν

υπάρχει στις μαύρες οπές που εμφανίζονται στα πλαίσια της Γενικής θεωρίας της Σχετικότη-

τας.

Επιπλέον, στο κεφάλαιο 2 εξετάζουμε το φαινόμενο της αυθόρμητης βαθμοποίησης

(spontaneus scalarisation) των μαύρων οπών κρατώντας γενική τη μορφή της συνάρτησης

σύζευξης. Το φαινόμενο της αυθόρμητης βαθμοποίησης για μαύρες τρύπες μελετήθηκε για

πρώτη φορά στα πλαίσια της θεωρίας Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet για την εκθετική και

την τετραγωνική συνάρτηση σύζευξης. Το φαινόμενο εμφανίζεται για συναρτήσεις σύζευξης

οι οποίες αποδέχονται την Schwarzschild μαύρη οπή (συνοδευόμενη από ένα τετριμμένο βα-

θμωτό πεδίο φ(r) = φ0) σαν λύση της θεωρίας Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet. Σε αυτό

το υποσύνολο της Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet θεωρίας το οποίο αναγνωρίζεται από τις

συνθήκες ḟ(φ0) = 0 και f̈(φ0) > 0, η μαύρη οπή Schwarzschild με μάζα μικρότερη από

μια κρίσιμη μάζα Mc γίνεται ασταθής. Αυτό έχει ως αποτέλεσμα το σύστημα να μεταβαίνει

σε μια πιο σταθερή Gauss-Bonnet μαύρη οπή η οποία συνοδεύεται από ένα μη-τετριμμένο

βαθμωτό πεδίο. Παρόλο που το φαινόμενο της αυθόρμητης βαθμοποίησης παρέχει ένα πλαί-

σιο για να εξηγήσουμε πώς δημιουργούνται αυτές οι μαύρες οπές δεν αποτελεί θεώρημα

ύπαρξης. Ο μόνος τρόπος για να υπάρξει μια αυθόρμητα βαθμοποιημένη μαύρη οπή είναι η

επαλήθευση της συνθήκης r4
h > 96ḟ 2

h από τις παραμέτρους της (όπως συμβαίνει και με τις

υπόλοιπες λύσεις που επιδέχεται η θεωρία αλλά δεν ανήκουν στο υποσύνολο των αυθόρμητα

βαθμοποιημένων).

Στο κεφάλαιο 3 επεκτείνουμε την ανάλυση του προηγούμενου κεφαλαίου βρίσκοντας λύ-

σεις μαύρων οπών για ένα μεγάλο εύρος θεωριών Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet. Πιο συγ-

κεκριμένα μελετάμε ένα μεγάλο αριθμό επιλογών για την μορφή της συνάρτησης σύζευξης:

εκθετικές, πολυωνυμικές (άρτιες και περιττές), αντίστροφες πολυωνυμικές (άρτιες και περιτ-
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τές) καθώς και λογαριθμικές. Σε κάθε περίπτωση, θεωρώντας τις κατάλληλες συνοριακές

συνθήκες, χρησιμοποιώντας μεθόδους αριθμητικής ολοκλήρωσης βρίσκουμε ένα μεγάλο

αριθμό λύσεων για μαύρες οπές και μελετάμε λεπτομερώς τα χαρακτηριστικά τους. Οι

συνιστώσες της μετρικής των λύσεων που βρίσκουμε χαρακτηρίζονται από μια καθολική

συμπεριφορά, έχοντας την αναμενόμενη μορφή κοντά στον ορίζοντα της μαύρης οπής και

μια ασυμπτωτικά επίπεδη μορφή στο άπειρο. Οι λύσεις για το βαθμωτό πεδίο είναι ομαλές

σε όλη την ακτινική περιοχή και χαρακτηρίζονται από μια πεπερασμένη τιμή πάνω στον ορί-

ζοντα της μαύρης οπής ενώ στο άπειρο προσεγγίζουν μια σταθερή τιμή. Η συμπεριφορά

του βαθμωτού πεδίου υπόκειται στην ανισότητα ḟhφ
′
h < 0. Για συναρτήσεις σύζευξης με

ḟh > 0 η συνάρτηση που περιγράφει το βαθμωτό πεδίο είναι φθίνουσα ενώ για ḟh < 0 είναι

αύξουσα. Επίσης όλα τα βαθμωτά βαρυτικά μεγέθη εξετάστηκαν και βρέθηκε πως και αυτά

χαρακτηρίζονται από μια καθολική συμπεριφορά, ανεξάρτητα από τη μορφή της συνάρτησης

σύζευξης f(φ), η οποία διασφαλίσει τον πεπερασμένο χαρακτήρα, την ασυμπτωτική συμπερ-

ιφορά καθώς και την ομαλότητα των λύσεών μας. Τέλος, για κάθε λύση, υπολογίστηκαν

οι συνιστώσες του τανυστή ενέργειας-ορμής και βρέθηκαν πεπερασμένες και ομαλές σε όλη

την ακτινική περιοχή. Σε συμφωνία με τα αποτελέσματα του προηγούμενου κεφαλαίου η

T rr συνιστώσα βρέθηκε να είναι θετική και φθίνουσα στις δύο ασυμπτωτικές περιοχές του

χωροχρόνου για όλες τις λύσεις.

Τα φυσικά χαρακτηριστικά των Gauss-Bonnet μαύρων οπών εξήχθησαν για κάθε λύση

που βρέθηκε. Σε κάθε περίπτωση προσδιορίσαμε το βαθμωτό φορτίο D και επιπλέον

μελετήθηκε η εξάρτησή του από τη μάζα M της μαύρης οπής. Σε όλες τις περιπτώσεις

το βαθμωτό φορτίο βρέθηκε πως εξαρτάται από τη μάζα της μαύρης οπής και έτσι οι λύ-

σεις μας χαρακτηρίζονται από ένα μη τετριμμένο βαθμωτό πεδίο με δευτερεύοντος τύπου

hair. Επιπλέον για κάθε λύση Gauss-Bonnet μαύρων οπών που βρέθηκε, προσδιορίστηκε

η εντροπία S της μαύρης οπής καθώς και η επιφάνεια A του ορίζοντα. Ωστόσο, επιλέξαμε

να δουλέψουμε κυρίως με τους λόγους των ποσοτήτων αυτών (Ah/ASch και Sh/SSch) με

τις αντίστοιχες τιμές της λύσης Schwarzschild της ίδιας μάζας, μιας και έχουν περισσότερη

πληροφορία να προσφέρουν. Στο όριο των μεγάλων μαζών, για όλες τις περιπτώσεις που

μελετήσαμε, το βαθμωτό φορτίο D μηδενίζεται (ασυμπτωτικά) ενώ οι λόγοι Ah/ASch και

Sh/SSch προσεγγίζουν την μονάδα. Επομένως, μεγάλες Gauss-Bonnet μαύρες οπές έχουν

τα ίδια χαρακτηριστικά με την αντίστοιχη λύση Schwarzschild της ίδιας μάζας. Από την

άλλη, για μικρές τιμές της μάζας οι Gauss-Bonnet μαύρες οπές είναι πολύ διαφορετικές από

τις αντίστοιχες Schwarzschild. Σε όλες τις περιπτώσεις ο λόγος της επιφάνειας είναι πάντα

μικρότερος της μονάδας. Επομένως οι Gauss-Bonnet μαύρες οπές είναι πάντα μικρότερες

από τις αντίστοιχες Schwarzschild. Ο όρος Gauss-Bonnet σαν ένας επιπλέον βαρυτικός

όρος προκαλεί την συρρίκνωση των μαύρων οπών. Επιπλέον, για μικρές μάζες, ο λόγος της

εντροπίας μπορεί να είναι μεγαλύτερος ή και μικρότερος της μονάδας. Η συμπεριφορά της εν-

τροπίας μπορεί να μας παρέχει ενδείξεις για τη σταθερότητα των λύσεων. Οι Gauss-Bonnet
μαύρες οπές με εντροπία μεγαλύτερη από την αντίστοιχη λύση Schwarzschild αναμένουμε

να είναι θερμοδυναμικά πιο σταθερή. Τέλος, η συμπεριφορά του βαθμωτού πεδίου εξαρτά-
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ται σημαντικά από την μορφή της συνάρτησης σύζευξης. Στο όριο των μικρών μαζών

κάθε οικογένεια λύσεων παρουσιάζει διαφορετική συμπεριφορά, είτε μονοτονική είτε μη-

μονοτονική.

Στο κεφάλαιο 4 επεκτείνουμε την ανάλυση των προηγούμενων δύο κεφαλαίων προσθέ-

τοντας μια κοσμολογική σταθερά Λ στην θεωρία. Αρχικά ερευνούμε την ύπαρξη προσ-

εγγιστικών λύσεων στις δύο ασυμπτωτικές περιοχές. Στην περιοχή κοντά στον ορίζοντα

βρίσκουμε λύσεις οι οποίες έχουν τα ίδια ποιοτικά χαρακτηριστικά με τις αντίστοιχες λύσεις

των προηγούμενων δύο κεφαλαίων. Για κάθε μορφή της συνάρτησης σύζευξης μπορούμε

να κατασκευάσουμε μια ομαλή λύση για τον ορίζοντα της μαύρης οπής. ΄Οπως και στα προ-

ηγούμενα κεφάλαια, η συνθήκη για την ύπαρξη του ορίζοντα συνεπάγεται την ύπαρξη ενός

κάτω ορίου για την τιμή της ακτίνας της μαύρης οπής και συνεπώς για την μάζα της. Στην

άλλη ασυμπτωτική περιοχή, αυτή των μεγάλων αποστάσεων, η κλάση των λύσεων εξαρτάται

από το πρόσημο της κοσμολογικής σταθεράς. Για Λ < 0 βρίσκουμε ότι ο χωρόχρονος έχει

μια anti-de Sitter μορφή ενώ το βαθμωτό πεδίο έχει μια λογαριθμική μορφή. Για Λ > 0
βρίσκουμε πως ο χωρόχρονος έχει μια de Sitter μορφή ενώ το βαθμωτό πεδίο χαρακτηρίζε-

ται από μια πεπερασμένη τιμή πάνω στον κοσμολογικό ορίζοντα. Ωστόσο, από το θεώρημα

No-scalar-Hair γνωρίζουμε πως η ύπαρξη λύσεων στις δύο ασυμπτωτικές περιοχές δεν εξ-

ασφαλίζει την ύπαρξη μιας ενδιάμεσης λύσης η οποία να ενώνει ομαλά τις δύο ασυμπτωτικές

περιοχές. Παρόλο που η εισαγωγή της κοσμολογικής σταθεράς δεν επιφέρει μεγάλες αλ-

λαγές στην μορφή του συστήματος των εξισώσεων πεδίου, κάνει εξαιρετικά δύσκολη την

παραγωγή ενός θεωρήματος αποφυγής. Επομένως ερευνούμε την ύπαρξη των λύσεων βα-

σιζόμενοι μόνο σε μεθόδους αριθμητικής ολοκλήρωσης.

Στο κεφάλαιο 4 επικεντρωνόμαστε στην εύρεση αριθμητικών ασυμπτωτικά de Sitter
καθώς και anti-de Sitter λύσεων στα πλαίσια της θεωρίας Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet.
΄Οπως και στο προηγούμενο κεφάλαιο χρησιμοποιούμε πολλές διαφορετικές μορφές για

την συνάρτηση σύζευξης: εκθετικές, πολυωνυμικές, αντίστροφες πολυωνυμικές καθώς

και λογαριθμικές. Για Λ < 0 ο χωρόχρονος χαρακτηρίζεται από έναν ομαλό ορίζοντα

μαύρης οπής και μια ασυμπτωτικά anti-de Sitter περιοχή στο άπειρο, σε συμφωνία με

τις προσεγγιστικές αναλυτικές λύσεις που έχουμε βρει. Επίσης, η λύση για το βαθμωτό

πεδίο είναι παντού πεπερασμένη και χαρακτηρίζεται από μια λογαριθμική μορφή στο άπειρο

φ(r) = φ0 + d1 ln r + O(r−2). Η συμπεριφορά αυτή, μαζί με την απουσία ενός 1/r
όρου, υποδεικνύει την απουσία ενός διατηρούμενου βαθμωτού φορτίου. Ο συντελεστής d1

μπροστά από τον λογαριθμικό όρο μας παρέχει πληροφορίες για το πόσο ισχυρά αποκλίνει η

συνάρτηση του βαθμωτού πεδίου από την μορφή δυναμοσειράς. Βρίσκουμε ότι η απόκλιση

αυτή είναι ισχυρότερη για Gauss-Bonnet μαύρες οπές με μικρή μάζα ενώ για αυτές με μεγάλη

μάζα ο συντελεστής d1 μηδενίζεται ασυμπτωτικά. Επιπλέον για κάθε λύση που βρέθηκε,

υπολογίζουμε τους λόγους της επιφάνειας και της εντροπίας (Ah/ASAdS και Sh/SSAdS) με

τις αντίστοιχες τιμές της λύσης Schwarzschild-anti-de Sitter της ίδιας μάζας. ΄Οπως και

στην περίπτωση των ασυμπτωτικά επίπεδων μαύρων τρυπών, η πλειοψηφία των ασυμπτωτικά

anti-de Sitter μαύρων τρυπών έχει λόγο επιφάνειας μικρότερο της μονάδας. Οι anti-de Sit-
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ter Gauss-Bonnet μαύρες τρύπες είναι επίσης μικρότερες από τις αντίστοιχες μαύρες τρύπες

της Γενικής Σχετικότητας. Μόνο στην περίπτωση της λογαριθμικής συνάρτησης σύζευξης

βρήκαμε μαύρες τρύπες με λόγο επιφανειών μεγαλύτερο της μονάδας. Τέλος, όπως και στο

προηγούμενο κεφάλαιο, ο λόγος των εντροπιών μας παρέχει ενδείξεις για την σταθερότητα

των λύσεών μας. Βρίσκουμε πως η συμπεριφορά του λόγου των εντροπιών εξαρτάται από

την μορφή της συνάρτησης σύζευξης αλλά επίσης και από την τιμή της κοσμολογικής στα-

θεράς οδηγώντας σε εν δυνάμει σταθερές ή ασταθείς λύσεις. Για Λ > 0 ο χωρόχρονος

χαρακτηρίζεται από έναν ομαλό ορίζοντα μαύρης οπής και μια ασυμπτωτικά de Sitter περι-

οχή στο άπειρο με έναν ομαλό κοσμολογικό ορίζοντα. Ενώ το βαθμωτό πεδίο είναι επίσης

ομαλό στον ορίζοντα της μαύρης οπής, στον κοσμολογικό ορίζοντα απειρίζεται. Ωστόσο,

στον κοσμολογικό ορίζοντα το ίχνος του τανυστή ενέργειας ορμής, το οποίο είναι μια πιο

θεμελιώδης ποσότητα, παραμένει πεπερασμένο. Μια παρόμοια συμπεριφορά βρέθηκε πως

έχουν και οι λύσεις για solitons στα πλαίσια της θεωρίας EsGB.

Στο κεφάλαιο 5 βρίσκουμε λύσεις για διασχίσιμες σκουληκότρυπες στα πλαίσια της

θεωρίας Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet. ΄Ολες οι λύσεις μαύρων οπών που βρήκαμε στα

προηγούμενα κεφάλαια, ακόμη και οι ασυμπτωτικά anti-de Sitter, χαρακτηρίζονται από

μια αρνητική ενεργό ενεργειακή πυκνότητα κοντά στον ορίζοντα της μαύρης οπής. Αυτή

η αρνητική πυκνότητα ενέργειας οδηγεί στη παραβίαση της ασθενούς (Weak) καθώς και

της μηδενικής (Null) ενεργειακής συνθήκης στην περιοχή κοντά στον ορίζοντα. Αυτή η

παραβίαση, στα πλαίσια της θεωρίας Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet, αποδίδεται στην συνε-

ισφορά του βαρυτικού όρου Gauss-Bonnet. Η παραβίαση των ενεργειακών συνθηκών οδηγεί

στην δημιουργία λύσεων για σκουληκότρυπες μιας και είναι απαραίτητη για την δημιουργία

του λαιμού τους. Ωστόσο, από τη στιγμή που η παραβίαση οφείλεται στην παρουσία του

όρου Gauss-Bonnet –και ως εκ τούτου είναι ένα καθαρά βαρυτικό φαινόμενο– δεν μπορεί να

αποδοθεί στην παρουσία εξωτικής ύλης. Στην περίπτωσή μας, το βαθμωτό πεδίο έχει παν-

τού θετική ενεργειακή πυκνότητα, αποτελεί συνηθισμένη ύλη/ενέργεια και έτσι οι λύσεις

μας μπορούν να θεωρηθούν ως οι πιο ρεαλιστικές της βιβλιογραφίας. ΄Οπως και στα προ-

ηγούμενα κεφάλαια, βρίσκουμε αριθμητικές λύσεις για σκουληκότρυπες χρησιμοποιώντας

ένα μεγάλο πλήθος επιλογών για τη μορφή της συναρτήσεως σύζευξης.

Ο χωρόχρονος των λύσεων που βρίσκουμε για τις σκουληκότρυπες είναι ομαλός σε

ολόκληρη την ακτινική περιοχή και δεν περιέχει ορίζοντες ή χωροχρονικές ανωμαλίες (singu-
larities), επομένως οι λύσεις μας είναι διασχίσιμες. Επίσης οι σκουληκότρυπες που βρίσκ-

ουμε μπορούν να έχουν έναν ή ακόμη και δύο λαιμούς ενώ είναι ασυμπτωτικά επίπεδες.

Το βαθμωτό πεδίο είναι παντού ομαλό και χαρακτηρίζεται από ένα διατηρούμενο βαθμωτό

φορτίο το οποίο, αντίθετα με την περίπτωση των μαύρων οπών, έχει πρωτεύον hair. Οι

λύσεις που βρίσκουμε στην θετική περιοχή της ακτινικής συντεταγμένης επεκτείνονται συμ-

μετρικά στην αρνητική περιοχή ώστε οι λύσεις μας να μην περιέχουν χωροχρονικές αν-

ωμαλίες. Αυτή η συμμετρική επέκταση απαιτεί την ύπαρξη μιας κατανομής μάζας γύρω από

το λαιμό της σκουληκότρυπας η οποία ωστόσο μπορεί να δειχθεί πως επίσης αποτελείται από

φυσικά αποδεκτά σωματίδια. Για κάθε λύση που βρίσκουμε κατασκευάζουμε το αντίστοιχο
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διάγραμμα ισομετρικού εμβαπτισμού. Επιπλέον για κάθε συνάρτηση σύζευξης βρίσκουμε

το πεδίο ύπαρξης των λύσεών μας. Τέλος, στο κεφάλαιο 6 παρουσιάζουμε τα συνολικά

συμπεράσματα της διδακτορικής διατριβής.

Συνοψίζοντας, υπάρχουν ισχυρά κίνητρα για τη μελέτη της θεωρίας Einstein-scalar-
Gauss-Bonnet η οποία είναι μια θεωρία που περιλαμβάνει αυτή του Einstein και την επεκ-

τείνει με ένα τετραγωνικό όρο ως προς την καμπυλότητα όπως θα αναμέναμε για μια νέα

ενεργό θεωρία βαρύτητας που θα περιέγραφε την βαρύτητα σε περιοχές ισχυρού πεδίου. Η

θεωρία EsGB ανήκει στην οικογένεια των θεωριών Horndeski επομένως περιέχει μόνο ένα

επιπλέον βαθμωτό πεδίο και οι εξισώσεις κίνησης έχουν μόνο μέχρι δεύτερης τάξης παραγώ-

γους. Επιπλέον, ανεξάρτητα από τη μορφή της συνάρτησης σύζευξης f(φ), η θεωρία EsGB
οδηγεί σε μία πληθώρα νέων τοπικών βαρυτικών λύσεων μεταξύ αυτών μαύρων οπών, σκ-

ουληκότρυπων ή ακόμη και solitons με πολύ ελκυστικά χαρακτηριστικά. Τέλος η θεωρία

EsGB, όσον αφορά τις τοπικές λύσεις, επιβιώνει προς το παρόν από τους περιορισμούς που

θέτουν τα παρατηρησιακά δεδομένα.
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Preface

As the ultimate theory of Quantum Gravity, that would robustly describe gravitational
interactions at high energies and facilitate their unification with the other forces, is still
eluding us, the interest in generalized gravitational theories remains unabated in the
scientific literature. The construction of generalised gravitational theories, with the in-
clusion of extra fields or higher-curvature terms in the action, has attracted an enormous
interest during the last decades [9–11]. The main reason is that these theories may pro-
vide the framework in the context of which several problems of the traditional General
Relativity may be resolved. Therefore, in the context of these modified gravitational
theories, different aspects of gravity, from black-hole solutions to cosmological solutions,
have been re-addressed and, in several occasions, shown to lead to novel, interesting
solutions.

In this spirit, generalised gravitational theories containing scalar fields were among
the first to be studied. However, the quest for novel black-hole solutions – beyond the
three well-known families of GR – was abruptly stopped when the no-hair theorem was
formulated [12, 13], that forbade the existence of a static solution of this form with
a non-trivial scalar field associated with it. Nevertheless, counter-examples appeared
in the years that followed and included black holes with Yang-Mills [14–17], Skyrme
fields [18, 19] or with a conformal coupling to gravity [20, 21]. A novel formulation of
the no-hair theorem was proposed in 1995 [22] but this was, too, evaded within a year
with the discovery of the dilatonic black holes found in the context of the Einstein-
Dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet theory [23, 24] (for some earlier studies that paved the way, see
[25–30]). The coloured black holes were found next in the context of the same theory
completed by the presence of a Yang-Mills field [31, 32], and higher-dimensional [33–36]
or rotating versions [37–47] were also constructed (for a number of interesting reviews
on the topic, see [48–51]). This second wave of black-hole solutions were derived in the
context of theories inspired by superstring theory [52]. During the last decade, though,
the construction of generalised gravitational theories was significantly enlarged via the
revival of the Horndeski [53] and Galileon [54] theories. Accordingly, novel formulations
of the no-hair theorems were proposed that covered the case of standard scalar-tensor
theories [55] and Galileon fields [56]. However, these recent forms were also evaded [57]
and concrete black-hole solutions were constructed [58–62].
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Motivated by string theory with the dilaton as the scalar field, the Einstein-dilaton-
Gauss-Bonnet (EdGB) theory features an exponential coupling between the scalar field
and the GB term [52, 63, 64]. Black-hole solutions arising in the context of the EdGB
theory differ from the Schwarzschild or Kerr black holes since they possess a non-trivial
dilaton field and thus carry dilaton hair [23, 24, 31–47]. The extended Einstein-scalar-
Gauss-Bonnet (EsGB) theories, where the coupling function f(φ) may have any other
form has attracted recently considerably attention [1–3, 57, 59, 65–76]. The Einstein-
scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory represent interesting alternative theories of gravity. They
belong to the class of quadratic gravitational theories that contain higher-curvature
gravitational terms. These terms are treated as small deformations that nevertheless
complete Einstein’s General Relativity and may modify its predictions at regimes of
strong gravity. The resulting field equations are of second order, avoiding Ostrogradski
instability and ghosts [53,77,78]. In addition, this quadratic theory has so far survived the
constraints set by the detection of gravitational waves emitted during the binary mergers,
when the coupling function allows to set the scalar field to zero in the cosmological
context, and thus lead to the same solutions as the standard cosmological ΛCDM model
[79]. The study of the types of solutions that this theory admits is therefore of paramount
importance.

In this thesis we will focus on the derivation of new local solutions in the framework of
the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory. A few years ago, we demonstrated [1,2] that for
any form of the coupling function, the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory admits novel
black-hole solutions with a non-trivial scalar hair. Almost simultaneously, two indepen-
dent groups [65, 66] –examining specific forms of the coupling function– proposed that
in the framework of the EsGB theory the black holes may be spontaneously scalarized.
These spontaneously scalarized solutions are included in the analysis of [1] as special
cases since it includes both the spontaneously and the induced (naturally) scalarized so-
lutions. In a general theoretical argument, that we presented in [1,2], it was shown that
the presence of the Gauss-Bonnet term was of paramount importance for the evasion of
the novel no-hair theorem [22]. In addition, the exact form of the coupling function f(φ)
between the scalar field and the GB term played no significant role for the emergence of
the solutions: as long as the first derivative of the scalar field φ′h at the horizon obeyed a
specific constraint, an asymptotic solution describing a regular black-hole horizon with
a non-trivial scalar field could always be constructed. Employing, then, several different
forms of the coupling function f(φ), a large number of asymptotically-flat black-hole so-
lutions with scalar hair were determined [1,2]. Additional studies presenting novel black
holes or compact objects in generalised gravitational theories have appeared [80–91] as
well as further studies of the properties of these novel solutions [45, 46, 67, 69, 92–110].
Finally the stability of scalarized black holes of EsGB theories has been addressed in
detail by analyzing their radial perturbations and revealing a distinct dependence on the
coupling function [69,70].
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The last decades, the existence of black-hole solutions in the context of scalar-tensor
theories has attracted the interest of many scientists and many new solutions have been
produced [111–116]. While in the presence of a negative cosmological constant a sub-
stantial number of solutions –with an asymptotically Anti-de-Sitter behaviour– have
been found [117–135], in the case of a positive cosmological constant, the existing stud-
ies predominantly excluded the presence of a regular, black-hole solution [136, 137]. In
this direction, we extended our previous analyses [1, 2], by introducing in our theory
a cosmological constant Λ, either positive or negative [3]. Our aim was to investigate
whether, and under which conditions, new solutions for black holes may produced in
the presence of Λ. In this work we performed a comprehensive study of the existence
of black-hole solutions in the context of the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory. As in
our previous works, we keep arbitrary the form of the coupling function f(φ) in order
to keep our analysis as general as possible and we look for regular black-hole solutions
with a non-trivial scalar hair and an (Anti-)de-Sitter expansion at infinity. We thus
repeated our analytical calculations both in the small and large-r regimes to examine
how the presence of Λ affects the asymptotic solutions both near and far away from
the black-hole horizon. For any form of the coupling function and for both signs of the
cosmological constant, our theoretical analysis indicates the existence of regular approx-
imate solutions in both asymptotic regions. Using numerical methods we constructed
both asymptotically de-Sitter and anti-de-Sitter solutions. We presented a large number
of novel black-hole solutions with a regular black-hole horizon and a non-trivial scalar
field. In the production of these solutions we used a variety of forms of the coupling
function f(φ): exponential, polynomial (even or odd), inverse polynomial (even or odd)
and logarithmic. Then, we also examined their physical properties such as the tempera-
ture, entropy, and horizon area. We also investigated features of the asymptotic profile
of the scalar field, namely its effective potential and rate of change at large distances
since this greatly differs from the asymptotically-flat case.

A particularly interesting property of all the black holes solutions found in the frame-
work of the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory is the presence of regions with nega-
tive effective energy density near the horizon. This may attributed to the presence
of the higher-curvature Gauss-Bonnet term and is therefore of purely gravitational na-
ture [23, 24, 138]. Actually, this violation of the energy conditions near the horizon
leads to the evasion of the No-scalar-Hair theorems. On the other hand, is known
that the traversable wormholes in General Relativity also violate the energy condi-
tions [139, 140]. Consequently, the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory may allow the
existence for Lorentzian, traversable wormhole solutions. But whereas in General Rel-
ativity the violation is typically achieved by a phantom field [141–146], in Einstein-
scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theories it is the effective stress-energy tensor that allows for this
violation [138,147]. Thus, since the violation of the energy condition is due to the Gauss-
Bonnet term, it should not associated with the presence of exotic matter. The first
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traversable wormhole solutions in the framework of the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet
theory was found about ten years ago in the special case with an exponential coupling
function [138,147]. Since, for any form of the coupling function we may construct black
hole solutions, it is tempting to conjecture that the more general Einstein-scalar-Gauss-
Bonnet theories should also allow for traversable wormhole solutions. Therefore, in our
last work [4] we considered a general class of Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theories with
an arbitrary coupling function for the scalar field. We first readdressed the case of the
exponential coupling function, and show that the theory is even richer than previously
thought, since it features also wormhole solutions with the new property of a double
throat and an equator in between. Then, we considered alternative forms of the scalar
coupling function, and demonstrate that the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theories al-
ways allow for traversable wormhole solutions, featuring both single and double throats.
The scalar field may vanish or be finite at infinity, and it may have nodes. We also
mapped the domain of existence of these wormholes in various exemplifications, eval-
uated their global charges and throat areas and demonstrated that the throat remains
open without the need for any exotic matter.

The outline of this thesis is as follows: chapter 1 will serve as an introductory chapter.
In this we will present an introduction to General Relativity and to static black hole
solutions. We then discuss the existence of traversable solutions for wormholes in General
Relativity as well. Also, we mention the need for generalized gravitational theories and
focus on the scalar-tensor theories and especially on the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet
theory. Finally, we present a brief introduction to the No-scalar-Hair theorem. In chapter
2 we examine the evasion of the No-scalar-Hair theorems in the framework of the Einstein-
scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory and we derive the constraints for the existence of black hole
solutions. In chapter 3 we derive numerically asymptotically flat black hole solutions in
the framework of the EsGB theory. In chapter 4 we investigate the existence of black hole
solutions in the EsGB theory and in the presence of a cosmological constant. Also, we
derive numerical solutions in the case of a negative cosmological constant. In chapter 5
we produce numerical solutions for wormhole solutions in EsGB theory. These wormholes
are traversable, do not need exotic mater and may be characterized by a single or even
a double throat. Finally, in chapter 6 we present our conclusions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Geometry of General Relativity

Einstein’s General theory of Relativity (GR) [148] is the theory that describes gravity.
It is a geometrical theory in which the gravitational interactions are related with the
geometry of spacetime. Einstein’s theory not only includes (as a limit) the traditional
Newtonian gravitational theory, which describes weak gravitational fields, but also ex-
tends it providing a framework for the description of strong gravitational interactions.
Over the 100 years of its existence, it counts many experimental successes such as the
explanation of the excess advance in the perihelion of Mercury, the prediction and ob-
servation of compact objects like the black holes [149–154] and the neutron stars, the
gravitational redshift and more recently the observations of gravitational waves [155] and
black hole shadows [156].

Before we proceed with the formulation of the General Relativity, we will first discuss
its mathematical framework [157–160]; that of differential geometry which constitutes the
generalization of the Euclidean geometry on curved spaces. The geometry in General
Relativity is described by the metric tensor gµν which is a second rank1 symmetric
tensor. The metric tensor is appearing in the well-known “first fundamental form” of
the differential geometry which is also known as the line element

ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν , (1.1)

where xµ = (ct, ~x). Here we introduce the Einstein’s summation convention in which an
upper and a lower index (in the same side of the equation) denoted by the same letter are
summed over. The above equation is a generalized form of the well-known line element
of the Special Theory of Relativity

ds2 = ηµνdx
µdxν , (1.2)

1The rank of a tensor is the total number of its indices.
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where ηµν is the metric tensor of the flat Minkowski space-time2.
The most useful mathematical objects in General Relativity are the tensors. Tensors

are objects with indices, which are the generalization of vectors, that obey a specific
transformation rule under a coordinate change xµ → x′µ = x′µ(xν), namely

T ′α1α2...αn
β1β2...βm

=
∂x′a1

∂xλ1
...
∂xρm

∂x′βm
T λ1λ2...λn

ρ1ρ2...ρm
. (1.3)

Not all objects with indices are tensors, two known examples are the Kronecker delta
symbol δµν and the Levi-Civita symbol εµνρσ. In this framework, it is very interesting to
see how the partial derivative

(
∂µ = ∂

∂xµ

)
of a tensor transforms in a curved spacetime:

(∂µAν)
′ =

∂xα

∂x′µ
∂α
∂xβ

∂x′ν
Aβ =

∂xα

∂x′µ
∂xβ

∂x′ν
∂αAβ =

∂xα

∂x′µ
∂xβ

∂x′ν
∂αAβ +

∂xα

∂x′µ
Aβ

∂

∂xα
∂xβ

∂x′ν
. (1.4)

From the above equation it is clear that we need to generalize the definition of the partial
derivative in order to preserve its tensorial behavior. The generalized derivative is called
covariant3 derivative. For a vector Aν is defined as:

∇µA
ν = ∂µA

ν + ΓνµλA
λ, (1.5)

∇µAν = ∂µAν − ΓλµνAλ, (1.6)

and it is easy to generalized it for tensors with more indices. In the above equation the
objects Γρµν are known as metric connections and it is clear that they are not tensors
since their transformation law is:

Γ′ρµν =
∂x′ρ

∂xλ
∂xα

∂x′µ
∂xβ

∂x′ν
Γλαβ −

∂xα

∂x′µ
∂xβ

∂x′ν
∂

∂xα
∂x′ρ

∂xβ
. (1.7)

The metric connections are not unique. In the usual formulation of General Relativity
they take the form of the Christoffel’s symbols which may be expressed by the following
combination of the metric tensor and its derivatives

Γρµν =
1

2
gλρ (∂µgλν + ∂νgλµ − ∂λgµν) . (1.8)

Returning to the metric tensor, we may define its inverse through the relation gµλgνλ =
δµν . Using the definitions of the covariant derivative and the Cristoffel’s symbols it is
easy to show that the covariant derivative of the metric tensor vanishes: ∇λgµν = 0
and ∇λgµν = 0, a property called metric compatibility. Also, we can use the metric

2Throughout this work, we will use the (−1,+1,+1,+1) signature for the Minkowski tensor ηµν .
3In the language of Differential Geometry the upper indices of a tensor are called contravariant

indices while the lower ones are called covariant. Here, for simplicity we will use only the terms upper
and lower with only exception the covariant derivative.
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tensor in order to change the position of an index by following the rules: Aµ = gµνA
ν

or Aµ = gµνAν . Finally, zeroth order tensors, also known as scalars, are of particular
interest in physics since they are invariant under a coordinate transformation (A′ = A).
All the measurable quantities in physics are related with scalars.

We have already mentioned that the geometry of the general relativity is a general-
ization of the flat Minkowski space in curved spacetimes. Although all the information
about the curvature (and the geometry) of the spacetime is encoded inside the met-
ric tensor, it is useful to define a curvature tensor. The curvature tensor is known as
Riemann’s curvature tensor and is defined as:

Rρ
σµν = ∂µΓρ νσ − ∂νΓρ µσ + Γρ µλΓ

λ
νσ − Γρ νλΓ

λ
µσ , (1.9)

in terms of the metric through the Christoffel’s symbols. In the framework of the Differ-
ential Geometry the Riemman tensor is related with the so called Gaussian curvature.
Two useful geometrical quantities for the General Relativity, which can be extracted
from the Riemann tensor, are the Ricci tensor which is defined as

Rµν = gλρRλµρν = Rρ
µρν = ∂ρΓ

ρ
µν − ∂µΓρ ρν + Γρ ρλΓ

λ
µν − Γρ µλΓ

λ
ρν , (1.10)

and its trace, also known as Ricci scalar, defined as

R = gµνRµν . (1.11)

From Eq. (1.8) and from the metric properties, it is easy to conclude that the Christoffel’s
symbols Γρµν are symmetric under the change of the two lower indices Γρµν = Γρνµ. Then,
from Eq. (1.9) we may find the symmetries of the Riemann tensor. The Riemann tensor
is antisymmetric under the change of its first two indices or under the change of its last
two indices while it is symmetric under the change of the first pair of indices with the
second:

Rµνρσ = −Rνµρσ, Rµνρσ = −Rµνσρ, and Rµνρσ = Rρσµν . (1.12)

Using the above equations we find that the Ricci tensor is symmetric Rµν = Rνµ. Finally,
a very useful property of the Riemann tensor is the Bianchi identity:

∇λRρσµν +∇ρRσλµν +∇σRλρµν = 0. (1.13)

Contracting twice the Bianchi identity we find

gνσgµλ (∇λRρσµν +∇ρRσλµν +∇σRλρµν) = 0,

∇µRρµ −
1

2
∇ρR = 0,

∇µ

(
Rµν −

1

2
gµνR

)
= 0. (1.14)
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The quantity inside the brackets in the above equation Gµν ≡ Rµν − 1
2
gµνR is known as

Einstein’s tensor and as we will see in the next section it is very important in General
Relativity.

1.2 The General Theory of Relativity

Newton’s gravitational theory consists of two elements: An equation which relates the
gravitational field with the matter distribution and an equation for the gravitational
force that a test particle feels when it moves inside the gravitational field. In order to
formulate these two elements it is convenient to use the language of the gravitational
potential Φ. The potential of the gravitational field is related with the density ρ of the
mass distribution by Poisson’s equation:

∇2Φ = 4πGρ, (1.15)

while the equation for the gravitational force is:

~Fg = −mg
~∇Φ. (1.16)

In the above equation, with G we denote the Newton’s constant and the coefficient mg

is called the gravitational mass and can be thought of as the gravitational charge of the
test particle. Inserting Eq. (1.16) into the Second Law of Newtonian mechanics we get

mI~a = −mg
~∇Φ, where mI is the inertial mass. These two masses in general could be

very different. For example, if this was true the statement of Aristotelian physics that
between two falling objects the heavier object falls faster would be also true. However,
experiments performed by Galileo showed that for free falling objects the gravitational
mass is equal to the inertial mass mg = mI . The equality of the two masses is known as
Equivalence Principle and for the gravitational field we may write

~a = −~∇Φ. (1.17)

The motion and the orbit of freely falling test particles is universal and do not depend
on their mass. The validity of the Equivalence Principle was experimentally tested first
by Eötvös [161] and by other modern experiments [162–169].

The universality of the movement of massive particles in a gravitational field as
implied by the Equivalence Principle denotes that: In small enough regions of spacetime
there is no way for a freely falling observer to distinguish the effect of a gravitational
field from that of a uniform acceleration. This universality also states that there is a
special class of trajectories where unaccelerated particles move. These trajectories are
known as inertial trajectories and by unaccelerated we mean that a particle which travels
under the effect of a gravitational field (i.e. freely falling) does not “feel” its acceleration.
This led to the deduction that gravity should not be considered as a force since a force
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1.2. The General Theory of Relativity

is an effect that produces an acceleration. However, after the formulation of special
relativity and the reconsideration of the concept of the mass, which now is related with
the energy and momentum, Einstein thought that the Equivalence Principle should be
also generalized. This generalization is known as Einstein’s Equivalence Principle and
states that: The outcome of any local experiment in a freely falling laboratory does not
depend on its velocity or on its location in spacetime. We cannot detect the existence
of a gravitational field using local experiments. The laws of physics do not depend on
the choice of the coordinate system and in small enough regions of spacetime reduce to
those of special relativity.

This strange universality of the gravitational field led Einstein to the idea that the
gravitational interaction is not a true force but instead is related with the curvature of
spacetime. In many cases, but not always, we can generalize the laws of physics in a
curved background following a simple recipe. First, in order to formulate our equations
in a coordinate independent form we express them using tensors and then we simply
change all partial derivatives with covariant derivatives. Using this method, called the
minimal coupling principle, we can easily find the equation that governs the motion of
a test particle in general relativity. In Newtonian physics a free falling particle moves in
a straight line. The parametric equation xµ(ξ) of a straight line obeys the differential
equation:

d2xµ

dξ2
= 0. (1.18)

In a curved background, while dxµ/dξ is invariant under a coordinate change the d2xµ/dξ2

is not. We could easily see that by using the chain rule:

d2xµ

dξ2
=
dxν

dξ
∂ν
dxµ

dξ
. (1.19)

Now, in order to generalize the above equation in a curved background, we replace the
partial derivative with a covariant one:

dxν

dξ
∂ν
dxµ

dξ
= 0 → dxν

dξ
∇ν

dxµ

dξ
=
d2xµ

dξ2
+ Γµρσ

dxρ

dξ

dxσ

dξ
= 0. (1.20)

The above equation is known as geodesics equation and in General Relativity describes
the motion of a particle which moves only under the gravitational interaction. In a
curved background the geodesic curves are the generalization of the straight lines; they
are the curves of minimum length that connect two distinct points. In General Relativity
it is useful to express the geodesics equation using the proper time parameter τ (with
dτ 2 = −ds2) instead of the random parameter ξ:

d2xρ

dτ 2
+ Γρµν

dxµ

dτ

dxν

dτ
= 0. (1.21)
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As in the Newton’s theory of gravity, the motion is independent of the particle’s mass.
While the geodesic equation is the generalization of the straight line equation, in

curved spacetimes we cannot just claim that it describes gravity. If the geodesic equation
describes the gravitational field, it should reproduce Newtonian gravity Eq. (1.17) at
the weak field limit [157–160]. In order to do this we use the weak field approximation.
In this, the metric tensor may be written as

gµν(x
µ) = ηµν + hµν(x

µ) , (1.22)

where hµν are small perturbations over the Minkowski space-time. In the context of
General Relativity, the metric perturbations hµν are sourced by gravitating bodies and
obey the inequality |hµν | � 1. As a result a linear-approximation analysis may be
followed. Here we will briefly review the corresponding formalism and we will present the
equations of General Relativity in the linear-order approximation (for a more detailed
analysis, see for example [5, 157–160, 170, 171]). If we use Eq. (1.22) and keep only
terms linear in the perturbation hµν , we easily find that the Christoffel symbols take the
following form

Γαµν =
1

2
ηαρ (hµρ,ν + hνρ,µ − hµν,ρ) , (1.23)

where we introduce the comma notation (A,µ≡ ∂µA). In the linear approximation, the
tensor indices are raised and lowered by the Minkowski metric ηµν . Also, the proper time

dτ 2 = −ds2 = c2dt2
(

1− d~r2

c2dt2

)
⇒ dτ 2 = c2γ2dt2, (1.24)

at the Newtonian limit –where the velocities are small enough compared with the speed
of light (u� c) so γ ' 1– takes the simple approximate form dτ = cdt. Using this, the
spatial part of the geodesics equation Eq. (1.21) takes the explicit form4

d2xi

dt2
+ c2Γi00 + 2cΓi0j

dxj

dt
+ Γijk

dxj

dt

dxk

dt
= 0, ⇒ ai ' −c2Γi00. (1.25)

From Eq. (1.23) and using the fact that the Newtonian gravitational field is static we
find that

Γi00 =
1

2
ηij (h0j,0 + h0j,0 − h00,j) = −1

2
ηij∂jh00. (1.26)

Replacing the above equation in Eq. (1.25) we find ai = 1
2
c2 ηij∂jh00 and comparing with

the Newtonian equation (1.17) we find

h00 = −2Φ

c2
, (1.27)

4Here we use the usual convention that Greek indices take spacetime values (0, 1, 2, 3) while Latin
indices take only spatial values (1, 2, 3).
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where Φ is the Newtonian gravitational potential. In terms of the metric tensor we
have g00 = −

(
1 + 2Φ

c2

)
. Thus, we have shown that the curvature of the spacetime may

describe the gravitational force at the Newtonian limit. In the strong field regime the
theory must be experimentally tested5.

Unfortunately, in order to find the second gravitation equation (the field equation)
we cannot start from Eq. (1.15) and use our simple recipe. However, we know that
the generalization of the gravitational potential is the metric tensor gµν which is a
second rank symmetric tensor. Thus, the density ρ of the matter distribution should
be also generalized to a second rank symmetric tensor Tµν which is known as energy-
momentum tensor. We also know that the majority of the equations in physics con-
tain up to second order derivatives. Therefore, we search for an equation of the form
Aµν (gµν , ∂gµν , ∂

2gµν) = kTµν . Finally, we know that the energy is a conserved quantity.
In terms of the energy-momentum tensor this conservation is expressed by the following
equation:

∇µTµν = 0. (1.28)

Thus, the Aµν tensor should also obey the same equation ∇µAµν = 0. Instead of Aµν we
could use∇ρ∇ρgµν but we already know that the covariant derivative of the metric tensor
vanishes ∇ρgµν = 0. However, we note that the Riemann tensor Rµνρσ is constructed by
first and second derivatives of the metric tensor and also the Ricci tensor Rµν , which is
produced from the Riemann tensor, is a second rank symmetric tensor. Furthermore,
we recall from differential geometry that any tensor which contains up to second order
derivatives of the metric tensor may be expressed using the Riemann tensor and its
contractions. Finally, in order to find the explicit form of the tensor Aµν we observe that
the Einstein’s tensor Gµν = Rµν − 1

2
gµνR justifies all the above criteria. Concluding, the

field equations of general relativity are given by the following equation:

Gµν = k Tµν , (1.29)

where k is a constant.
In order to determine the proportionality constant k, we again use the weak field

approximation and demand that Eq. (1.29) reproduces the Newtonian field equation
Eq. (1.15). Using Eqs. (1.22-1.23), we can easily show that the Ricci tensor Eq. (1.10)
in the linear approximation assumes the form

Rµν =
1

2

(
hρµ,νρ + hρν,µρ − ∂2hµν − h,µν

)
, (1.30)

where ∂2 = ηµν∂µ∂ν . In the above equation, we have also defined the trace of the metric
perturbations h = ηµνhµν . Correspondingly, the trace of the Ricci tensor (Eq. (1.11)) is

5Actually, over the last century, the General Relativity counts many experimental successes; from
the explanation of the excess advance in the perihelion of Mercury up to the recent observations of the
gravitational waves or the black hole shadows.
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found to be
R = hµν,µν − ∂2h . (1.31)

If we combine the Ricci tensor and its trace, the Einstein tensor takes the following form

Gµν =
1

2

(
hαµ,να + hαν,µα − ∂2hµν − h,µν − ηµν hαβ,αβ + ηµν ∂

2h
)
. (1.32)

Usually in gravity, in the linear approximation, one may define the so-called trace-inverse
perturbations h̃µν in terms of the original perturbations hµν :

h̃µν = hµν −
1

2
ηµν h . (1.33)

In terms of the new perturbations, the Einstein tensor simplifies to:

Gµν =
1

2

(
h̃αµ,να + h̃αν,µα − ∂2h̃µν − ηµν h̃αβ,αβ

)
. (1.34)

The above tensor satisfies Einstein’s field equations Eq. (1.29) which now are written as

h̃αµ,να + h̃αν,µα − ∂2h̃µν − ηµν h̃αβ,αβ = 2k Tµν . (1.35)

If we make a coordinate transformation of the form xµ → x′µ = xµ − γµ, we can
easily see that the metric perturbations transform as hµν → h′µν = hµν +γµ,ν +γν,µ. This
transformation leaves Einstein tensor unchanged and hence the field equation. Transfor-
mations of this form, which do not alter observable quantities, are called gauge transfor-
mations. When we solve a problem, it is often convenient to reduce the gauge freedom
by imposing constraints to the perturbations hµν . These constraints are called gauge
conditions. Usually, in the linear approximation, we use the so-called transverse gauge
condition h̃µν,ν = 0. Under the imposition of the transverse gauge condition the Einstein
tensor takes the simple form

Gµν = −1

2
∂2h̃µν , (1.36)

while the field equations are
∂2h̃µν = −2k Tµν . (1.37)

If we multiply Eqs. (1.37) with ηµν , we get ∂2h̃ = −2k T or ∂2h = 2k T and we can
rewrite the field equations as:

∂2hµν = −2k

(
Tµν −

1

2
ηµνT

)
. (1.38)

For a perfect fluid matter distribution, the energy-momentum tensor takes the form:

Tµν = (ρ+ p)uµuν + pgµν , (1.39)
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where uµ is the four velocity of the fluid, while ρ and p its energy density and momentum
density respectively. Since the pressure of a fluid is important only if its velocity is
relativistic, in the Newtonian limit we may neglect it. In what follows we will assume
that the distribution of energy in the system is described by the expression Tµν = ρ uµuν
which corresponds to dust. We will also work in the rest frame of the fluid so the
4-velocity is uµ = (u0, ui) = (c, 0, 0, 0). Using this, we find that the trace of the energy-
momentum tensor is T = −c2ρ and the expression inside the brackets in Eq. (1.38) is(
T00 − 1

2
η00T

)
= c2

2
ρ. Using h00 = −2Φ/c2 and the fact that the Newtonian potential is

static, Eq. (1.38) takes the form

∂i∂
iΦ =

k

2
c4ρ. (1.40)

Comparing the above equation with the Poisson equation (1.15), we identify the pro-
portionality constant as k = 8πG

c4
and the field equations of General Relativity therefore

are:

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR =

8πG

c4
Tµν . (1.41)

For simplicity, from now on we will use the so called geometric unit system in which we
set c = 1 and G = 1. This unit system will also help us to avoid the confusion by using
the same symbol for Einstein’s tensor Gµν and for Newton’s constant G. We could easily
confuse the Newton’s constant G with the trace of the Einstein’s tensor G = gµνGµν .
Finally, we note that in vacuum (i.e. Tµν = 0) Eq. (1.38) takes the form ∂2hµν = 0
which is a wave equation with propagation speed equal to the speed of light:(

− 1

c2

∂2

∂t2
+ ηij

∂

∂xi
∂

∂xj

)
hµν = 0. (1.42)

The General theory of Relativity predicts the existence of gravitational waves which
propagate with the speed of light [157–160]. These waves were first detected a few years
ago [155,172–174], exactly 100 years after the formulation of General relativity.

1.3 Lagrangian Formulation of General Relativity

The General theory of Relativity, as every field theory, may be expressed using the
Lagrangian Formulation. Usually, when we construct a Lagrangian for a field we start
from a kinetic term and a potential and we add possible interactions. However, in
General Relativity our field is the metric tensor. We mentioned in the previous section
that any tensor which contains up to second order derivatives of the metric tensor may
be expressed in terms of the Riemann tensor and its contractions. Therefore the only
non trivial scalar we could use as Lagrangian density is the Ricci scalar:

S =

∫
d4x
√
−g R, (1.43)
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where g is the determinant of the metric tensor. The above action is known as Hilbert
action.

In order to find the field equations we have to vary the above action with respect to the
metric tensor gµν . Using the relation gµαg

να = δνµ and the fact that the Kronecker delta
remains unchanged under a variation, we find δgµν = −gµρgνσδgρσ. Using R = gµνRµν

we may write the variation of the action as:

δS = δS1 + δS2 + δS3, (1.44)

where

δS1 =

∫
d4x
√
−ggµνδRµν , (1.45)

δS2 =

∫
d4x
√
−gRµνδg

µν , (1.46)

δS3 =

∫
d4xR δ

√
−g. (1.47)

The second term δS2 has the required form so we have to work out only the other two
terms. Starting from the first term we first note from Eqs. (1.9)-(1.10) that the Riemann
(and the Ricci) tensor is expressed in terms of the Christoffel symbols. In order to find
the variation of the Riemann tensor with respect to the metric tensor it is easier to find
first its variation with respect to the Christoffel symbols. We define the variation of the
Christoffel symbols as:

Γ′ρµν = Γρµν + δΓρµν . (1.48)

The variation of the Christoffel symbols (δΓρµν) as the difference of two Christoffel symbols
is a tensor and as a result we may define its covariant derivative:

∇λ

(
δΓρµν

)
= ∂λ

(
δΓρµν

)
+ ΓρλσδΓ

σ
µν − ΓσλνδΓ

ρ
σµ − ΓσλµδΓ

ρ
νσ. (1.49)

All the covariant derivatives in the above equation are taken with respect to the metric
tensor gµν . After some algebraic manipulation we find that the variation of the Riemann
tensor assumes the form:

δRρ
µλν = ∇λ(δΓ

ρ
µν)−∇ν(δΓ

ρ
λµ). (1.50)

The substitution of the above equation in the first term of the action’s variation δS1

yields

δS1 =

∫
d4x
√
−g∇σ

[
gµν(δΓσµν)− gµσ(δΓλλµ)

]
. (1.51)

The variation in the above equation has the form of a total derivative i.e. ∇µA
µ. By using

the Stokes’s theorem the contribution of a total derivative, in the field equations, is equal
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1.4. The Schwarzschild Solution

to a boundary contribution at infinity. By making the variation vanish at infinity we
may eliminate the boundary contribution. Thus, a total derivative does not contribute
to the field equations and we may set δS1 = 0.

For the third term δS3 we need the following relation which holds for any square
matrix M with a non-trivial determinant: ln(detM) = Tr(lnM). The variation of this
equation is

1

detM
δ(detM) = Tr

(
M−1δM

)
. (1.52)

Using the above equation with detM = g we find that δg = −g gµνδgµν . Now, we can
easily find the variation of the

√
−g term appearing in the δS3

δ
√
−g = − 1

2
√
−g

δg = −1

2

√
−ggµνδgµν . (1.53)

By replacing in Eq. (1.44) we find:

δS =
δS

δgµν
δgµν =

∫
d4x
√
−g
(
Rµν −

1

2
gµνR

)
δgµν . (1.54)

From the above equation we derive the vacuum field equations of General Relativity
Gµν = 0. As we will see in the following sections the advantage of the Lagrangian
formulation is that we can easily modify General Relativity using it. In order to find the
complete set of the field equations we have to add an extra term in the action which is
related with the matter:

S =
1

16π
SH + SM , (1.55)

where with SH we denote the Hilbert action and with SM the matter term. Using the
middle term from Eq. (1.54) we can extract the definition of the energy-momentum
tensor:

Tµν = − 2√
−g

δSM
δgµν

. (1.56)

Therefore, the complete field equations of General Relativity are

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR = 8π Tµν . (1.57)

1.4 The Schwarzschild Solution

The first exact solution of General Relativity was derived by Karl Schwarzschild a few
months after the presentation of General Relativity [149]. The Schwarzschild Solution
describes the gravitational field around a spherical, static and non rotating mass dis-
tribution. The solution is very important since it describes, with high accuracy, slowly
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rotating astrophysical objects such as black holes, stars and planets. The most general
form for the metric of a spherically symmetric and time dependent spacetime is the
following:

ds2 = −eA(r,t)dt2 + eB(r,t)dr2 + 2e
Λ(r,t)

2 dt dr + r2eF (r,t)
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2

)
. (1.58)

We may eliminate the unknown function in front of the angular part of the metric by
redefining the radial coordinate as r′ = reF/2. The metric then yields:

ds2 = −eA(r,t)dt2 + eB(r,t)dr2 + 2e
Λ(r,t)

2 dt dr + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2

)
, (1.59)

where, for simplicity, we have ignored the primes. By redefining the time coordinate as:

dt′ = e
H(r,t)

2

(
eA(r,t)dt− e

Λ(r,t)
2 dr

)
, (1.60)

we may eliminate the cross term:

ds2 = −e−A(r,t′)+H(r,t′)dt′2 +
(
eB(r,t′) + e−A(r,t′)+Λ(r,t′)

)
dr2 + r2

(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2

)
, (1.61)

Finally, by defining two new A and B functions in the place of the complicated coefficients
in front of the terms dt′2 and dr2 and by ignoring again the primes, we find that the
metric takes the simplified form:

ds2 = −eA(r,t)dt2 + eB(r,t)dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2

)
. (1.62)

Substituting the above metric into Eq. (1.8) we find that the non trivial components
of the Christoffel symbols are the following:

Γttt =
1

2
Ȧ, Γttr =

1

2
A′, Γtrr =

1

2
eB−AḂ,

Γrtt =
1

2
eA−BA′ Γrtr =

1

2
Ḃ, Γrrr =

1

2
B′,

Γθrθ =
1

r
, Γrθθ = −re−B, Γϕrϕ =

1

r
,

Γrϕϕ = −re−B sin2 θ, Γθϕϕ = − sin θ cos θ, Γϕϕθ =
cos θ

sin θ
.

(1.63)

In the above equations, the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the radial
coordinate r, while the dot denotes differentiation with respect to the time coordinate
t. Using the components of the Christoffel symbols we may find the non-vanishing
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components of the Ricci tensor:

Rtt =
1

4

(
−2B̈ − Ḃ2 + ȦḂ

)
+

1

4
eA−B

(
2A′′ + A′2 − A′B′ + 4

r
A′
)

(1.64)

Rrr =
1

4
eB−A

(
2B̈ + Ḃ2 − ȦḂ

)
− 1

4

(
2A′′ + A′2 − A′B′ − 4

r
B′
)

(1.65)

Rtr =
1

r
Ḃ (1.66)

Rθθ =
1

2
e−B (rB′ − rA′ − 2) + 1, (1.67)

Rϕϕ = Rθθ sin2 θ. (1.68)

The Schwarzschild solution is a vacuum solution, so, we set Tµν = 0 in Einstein’s field
equations (1.57). However taking the trace of the field equations we find R = −8πT and
since T = 0 we also have R = 0; thus the vacuum field equations are Rµν = 0. From
the equation Rtr = 0 we find Ḃ = 0. Substituting Ḃ = 0 in the components of the Ricci
tensor and taking the time derivative of the equation Rθθ = 0 we find (Ȧ)′ = 0. These
two equations may be easily integrated to yield:

B(r, t) = B(r), (1.69)

A(r, t) = A(r) + F (t). (1.70)

Thus, the first term of the metric is −eA(r)eF (t)dt2. However, since we can always define
a new time coordinate, we can absorb the time function inside a new time coordinate
dt′ = eF (t)/2. As a result, the metric takes the following form:

ds2 = −eA(r)dt2 + eB(r)dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2

)
, (1.71)

where again, for simplicity we are neglecting the primes. We observe that a spherically
symmetric spacetime is always static.

We may easily calculate the components of the Ricci tensor for the new metric (1.71)
by setting Ȧ = Ḃ = 0 in Eqs. (1.64-1.68). Taking the combination −e−ARtt−e−BRrr = 0
we find A′ +B′ = 0 which is integrated to give:

A(r) = −B(r) + c, (1.72)

where c is an integration constant. In order to find the value of the constant c we
have to implement the boundary conditions for our solution. The spacetime far away
from a local object is the Minkowski spacetime of Special Relativity. This property is
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known as asymptotic flatness. Therefore as the radial coordinate approaches infinity
grr ≈ −gtt ' 1 or equivalently A ≈ −B ' 0, thus, the integration constant is c = 0.
Substituting Eq. (1.72) (with c = 0) into the equation Rθθ = 0 we find

(
reA
)′

= 1 which
may be easily integrated to

eA = 1− a

r
, (1.73)

where a is an integration constant. In order to find the value of the integration constant
we will use again the boundary conditions. In the previous section we showed that at
the weak field approximation the (tt) component of the metric tensor is gtt = −1− 2Φ,
where Φ is the Newtonian potential. For a spherical symmetric mass distribution with
total mass M the Newtonian potential assumes:

Φ(r) = −M
r
. (1.74)

Thus, we may identify the integration constant as a = 2M . Finally, the metric for the
Schwarzschild solution has the following form:

ds2 = −
(

1− 2M

r

)
dt2 +

(
1− 2M

r

)−1

dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2

)
. (1.75)

Our analysis above agrees with the Birkhoff theorem. This theorem is a uniqueness
theorem which states that in General Relativity the only spherically symmetric solution
of the vacuum field equations is the Schwarzschild solution [157–160,175].

An interesting property of the Schwarzschild solution is that the grr component of the
metric vanishes at r = 0 and diverges at r = 2M . Singe |gtt| = 1/grr at these two values
of the radial coordinate, the gtt component also has an ill-defined behavior. This strange
behavior may indicate pathological regions of the spacetime known as singularities or
may be attributed to a bad choice of the coordinate system. Since the components
of the metric are coordinate dependent, in order to identify a singularity we need to
examine the coordinate invariant quantities i.e. the scalar quantities. Using the Riemann
tensor we may construct three fundamental scalars: the Ricci scalar R, the square of
the Ricci tensor RµνR

µν and the square of the Riemann tensor RµνρσR
µνρσ also known

as Kretschmann scalar. The vacuum field equations are Rµν = 0, as a result the Ricci
scalar and the square of the Ricci tensor are vanishing identically for the Schwarzschild
solution or any other vacuum solution. The calculation of the Kretschmann scalar leads
to:

RµνρσR
µνρσ =

48M2

r6
. (1.76)

Since the above quantity diverges only at r = 0, the true singularity at the Schwarzschild
metric is there. The divergence of the metric at r = 2M indicates that the coordinate
system we use is pathological there and by using a different system we may bypass this
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apparent singularity. However, as we will see in the following paragraph, the radius
rs = 2M –which is known as Schwarzschild radius– has very interesting properties.
We have mentioned that the Schwarzschild solution may describe the geometry on the
exterior of a non-rotating and spherically symmetric astrophysical object like stars and
planets. However for these objects we do not need to worry about the singularity or the
Schwarzschild radius because they are located in the interior of the object. For example
for the earth the Schwarzschild radius is rs = 9 mm while for the sun is rs = 3 Km.
In the interior of the object we solve the field equations using, for any kind of object,
the appropriate form for the energy momentum tensor. The system of the differential
equations that describe the interior of an object is known as Tolman-Oppenheimer-
Volkoff (TOV) [176, 177]. Then we find the inner solutions which are not described
by the Schwarzschild solution and thus do not have horizons or singularities. The two
solutions, the TOV inner solution and the Schwarzschild exterior solution, are joined at
the surface of the object using the appropriate junction conditions.

In order to investigate the properties of objects with radius r < 2M we will focus
on the geodesics of the Schwarzschild solution and especially the null curves. Photons
travel in null curves with ds2 = 0 and we will consider the case of the radial null curves
i.e. θ and ϕ are constants thus dθ = dϕ = 0. Setting ds2 = dθ2 = dϕ2 = 0 in the metric,
we find

dt

dr
= ±

(
1− 2M

r

)−1

. (1.77)

The above equation defines the slope of the light cone in a (t−r) spacetime diagram. At
spatial infinity the slope is ±1, as in the Minkowski spacetime. This agrees with the fact
that the Schwarzschild solution is an asymptotically flat solution. As we approach the
Schwarzschild radius (from the infinity) the angular range of the light cone decreases,
while at r = 2M vanishes. This means that a light ray moving from infinity to r = 2M
never seems to reach the horizon and instead it is asymptotically approaching it. In
other words a light ray, as observed from a lab at infinity, needs infinite time to arrive
at the Schwarzschild radius. Of course this is happening due to the bad choice of the
coordinate system and we may fix it by using the appropriate coordinate system. The
surface r = 2M while it seems locally regular it has many interesting properties. In
the region r < 2M the signs in Eq. (1.77) are reversed and so the interpretation of
the coordinates also changes, the time coordinate becoming space coordinate and vice
versa. In this case any particle, even photons, cannot escape to infinity, instead it is
forced to move towards the singularity. This means that all the matter in the region
r < 2M is located at one point, at the singularity at r = 0. Due to the fact that from the
region with r < 2M particles cannot escape to infinity, this region is called a black hole.
The surface which is defined from the Schwarzschild radius r = 2M and determines the
boundary of the black hole is called event horizon or just horizon of the black hole since
it “covers” the singularity. Once a particle crosses the horizon it is doomed to fall in the
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singularity. Thus, an observer at infinity may detect/observe the horizon but not the
singularity.

The Schwarzschild metric is well behaved only in the r > 2M region of the black
hole. At the horizon the metric diverges while in the region r < 2M the time becomes
spacelike while the radial coordinate becomes timelike making the interior of the black
hole dynamic. These problems may be easily bypassed by adopting the so called Kruskal-
Szekeres coordinates:

t̃ =
( r

2M
− 1
)1/2

er/4M sinh

(
t

4M

)
, (1.78)

r̃ =
( r

2M
− 1
)1/2

er/4M cosh

(
t

4M

)
, (1.79)

(1.80)

in the region r ≥ 2M and

t̃ =
(

1− r

2M

)1/2

er/4M sinh

(
t

4M

)
, (1.81)

r̃ =
(

1− r

2M

)1/2

er/4M cosh

(
t

4M

)
, (1.82)

in the region r ≤ 2M . In terms of the new coordinates the Schwarzschild solution takes
the following form:

ds2 =
32M3

r
e−r/2M

(
−dt̃2 + dr̃2

)
+ r2

(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2

)
. (1.83)

From the above metric, we observe that in the new coordinate system the divergence
at the horizon is removed while the divergence at r = 0, as a true singularity, remains.
Using the definition of the Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates Eqs. (1.78)-(1.82) we find their
relation with the Schwarzschild radial coordinate:

t̃2 − r̃2 =
(

1− r

2M

)
er/2M . (1.84)

Setting ds2 = 0 in Eq. (1.83) we find that the radial null curves obey the differential
equation dt̃/dr̃ = ±1. The slope of the light cone remains everywhere constant and
as in the Minkowski spacetime the photons move along the curves t̃ = ±r̃ + constant.
In addition, setting r = 2M in Eq. (1.84) we find that the horizon of the black hole
in Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates is at the curve t̃ = ±r̃. From Eq. (1.84) we also
find that surfaces with constant r are given by the equation t̃2 − r̃2 = constant while
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Figure 1.1: The Schwarzschild solution in the Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates.

from the definition of the coordinates we find that surfaces with constant t are given by
t̃ = r̃ tanh (t/4M). Likewise we may verify that the allowed region of the new coordinates
is −∞ ≤ r̃ ≤ ∞ and t̃2 < r̃2 + 1. Finally the singularity r = 0, in Schwarzschild
coordinates, corresponds to two singularities t̃ = ±

√
r̃2 + 1 while the asymptotic region

r � 2M corresponds to two asymptotic regions in the new coordinates: r̃ � |t̃| and
r̃ � −|t̃|. The explanation for this is that the Schwarzschild coordinates cover only a
part of the Schwarzschild spacetime. However, using the transformations (1.78)-(1.82)
we managed to maximally extend the Schwarzschild solution in order to cover all of the
spacetime.

We may draw the Schwarzschild spacetime in the Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates in a
t̃ − r̃ diagram as in Fig. 1.1 which is known as the Kruskal diagram. The region I in
Fig. 1.1 corresponds to the exterior region r > 2M of the Schwarzschild solution. Thus,
it is the asymptotically flat space time around the spherically symmetric black hole. An
observer who falls freely and radially will eventually cross the horizon (the curve t̃ = r̃ in
the diagram) and reach region II of the Kruskal diagram. At this point he is doomed not
only to stay in region II, but to fall into the singularity t̃ =

√
r̃2 + 1. Any information

(emitted from the observer) heading to region I, even if it is constituted by photons, it is
doomed to return and hit the singularity. For this reason, the region II corresponds to the
black hole. However, apart from the regions I and II, due to the maximall extension, the
Kruskal diagram contains two more regions. The region III is characterized by exactly
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the same properties with the region II but in a “time reversed” way. This means that
any observer in the region III emanates from the second singularity t̃ = −

√
r̃2 + 1 and is

forced to come out of it. The region III emits particles from its singularity and for this
reason it is called a white hole. Finally, the region IV is an asymptotically flat region
similar to the region I but is located on the other side of the horizon r = 2M . Particles
from region IV cannot travel to our region I nor particles from our region may travel
there.

1.5 The Schwarzschild (Anti-)de Sitter Solution

In classical physics, the Euler–Lagrange equations are invariant under a constant shift
in the Lagrangian L′ = L + C. In other words, in classical physics we do not care
about the exact value of the energy of a body’s state, but about the energy variation
between the initial and the final state of the body. However in General Relativity the
field equations are not invariant under a similar shift in the Lagrangian. The constant C
will couple with gravity through the term

√
−g and will contribute to the field equations.

This property indicates that we should include in the field equations the contribution
of a vacuum energy which is the energy density of the empty space. Although the
contribution of the vacuum energy is negligible in local experiments, in cosmological
scales is significant. The last 20 years, cosmological measurements indicate that the
expansion of the universe is accelerating. This accelerating expansion may be attributed
to the presence of a constant and positive vacuum energy density. For historical reasons,
the contribution of the vacuum energy in general relativity is introduced through the so
called Cosmological Constant Λ. The action of the General Relativity is modified as

S =

∫
d4x
√
−g
[

1

16π
(R− 2Λ) + LM

]
, (1.85)

which lead to the generalized field equations

Rµν −
1

2
gµν R + gµν Λ = 8π Tµν . (1.86)

Since the vacuum energy is related with the cosmological constant as ρv = Λ/8π, a
positive vacuum energy is equal to a positive cosmological constant. Therefore the
accelerated expansion of the universe is ascribed to a positive cosmological constant.

We already mentioned that the contribution of the cosmological constant is negligible
for local experiments. However, we may construct black-hole solutions in the presence
of a cosmological constant. These solutions are joined with a cosmological background
at infinity which is created by the cosmological constant, instead of the non-realistic
Minkowski spacetime. In order to find the black hole solutions we first need to find the
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matter-vacuum, i.e. Tµν = 0, field equations. Taking the trace of Eq. (1.86), we may
express the Ricci scalar as R = 4Λ− 8πT . Thus we may rewrite Eq. (1.86) as

Rµν − gµνΛ = 8π

(
Tµν −

1

2
gµνT

)
, (1.87)

and the matter-vacuum equations are:

Hµν ≡ Rµν − gµνΛ = 0. (1.88)

For simplicity, we have defined the vacuum equations as Hµν = 0. As in the case of
the Schwarzschild solution, we use a static and spherically symmetric form for the line
element:

ds2 = −eA(r)dt2 + eB(r)dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2

)
. (1.89)

The components of the Ricci tensor for the metric (1.89) are given in Eqs. (1.64)-(1.68)
with Ȧ = Ḃ = 0 . Taking the combination −e−AHtt − e−BHrr = 0 we find A′ + B′ = 0
which is integrated to:

A(r) = −B(r) + c, (1.90)

where c is an integration constant. In order to find the value of the constant c we have
to implement the boundary conditions for our solution. The spacetime far away from
the black hole will be the (Anti-)de Sitter cosmological spacetime [157–160]

ds2 = −
(

1− Λ

3
r2

)
dt2 +

(
1− Λ

3
r2

)−1

dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2

)
, (1.91)

which describes an evolving universe in static coordinates. Therefore, since the spacetime
is asymptotically (Anti-)de Sitter at infinity we have 1/grr = −gtt or equivalently A ≈
−B, thus the integration constant is c = 0. Substituting Eq. (1.90) (with c = 0) into
the equation Hθθ = 0 we find

(
reA + r3Λ/3

)′
= 1 which may be easily integrated to give

eA = 1− a

r
− Λ

3
r2, (1.92)

where a is an integration constant. As in the case of the Schwarzschild solution, we may
identify the integration constant as a = 2M . Therefore, our solution takes the following
form:

ds2 = −
(

1− 2M

r
− Λ

3
r2

)
dt2+

(
1− 2M

r
− Λ

3
r2

)−1

dr2+r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2

)
. (1.93)

The above solution is known as Schwarzschild-(Anti-)de Sitter [178,179] and describes a
static black hole in the cosmological backround of a universe filled with a cosmological
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constant. The asymptotically de Sitter solution corresponds to a positive cosmological
constant while the asymptotically Anti-de Sitter solution to a negative one.

By calculating the square of the Riemann tensor

RµνρσR
µνρσ =

48M2

r6
+

8Λ2

3
(1.94)

we easily verify that the Schwarzschild (Anti-)de Sitter spacetime has a black hole sin-
gularity at r = 0 while it has a constant curvature at infinity RµνρσR

µνρσ ' 8Λ2/3. For
an asymptotically de Sitter black hole with Λ > 0, the equation 1/grr = 0 may have two
positive roots. In terms of the roots we may rewrite the components of the metric as

|gtt| = 1/grr =
Λ

3r
(r − rh)(rc − r)(r + rc + rh), (1.95)

with
3

Λ
= (rc + rh)

2 − rcrh, and
6M

Λ
= (rc + rh)rcrh. (1.96)

The rh corresponds to the horizon of the black hole while the rc corresponds to the second
root which is known as the cosmological horizon. Due to the accelerated expansion of a de
Sitter universe, the speed at which a very distant object moves away from our reference
point will eventually effectively exceed the speed of light. Thus, after some time we
will not be able to detect light signals emitted from this object. The cosmological event
horizon determines the largest distance from which light emitted now from an object can
ever reach our reference point in the future. For an asymptotically Anti-de Sitter black
hole with Λ = −|Λ|, the equation 1/grr = 0 may have only one root. In terms of this
root we may express the metric as

|gtt| = 1/grr =
|Λ|
3r

(r − rh)(r2 + rh r + β), (1.97)

with β = 6M/(|Λ| rh) and

rh =
1(

−3Λ2M +
√

9Λ4M2 + |Λ|3
)1/3

−

(
−3Λ2M

√
9Λ4M2 + |Λ|3

)1/3

|Λ|
(1.98)

The Anti-de Sitter solution cannot describe an accelerated expanding universe thus is
ruled out as an invalid cosmological model. However the last years, the Anti-de Sit-
ter (AdS) spacetimes have been proved very important due to their application in the
AdS/CFT (Conformal Field Theory) correspondence [180–182]. In this, the physics in
an Anti-de Sitter spacetime is considered to be holographically equivalent to the physics
in a flat spacetime of one less dimension [183–187].
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: (a) An intra-universe wormhole which connects two distant regions of
the same asymptotically flat universe. This figure was constructed by a similar figure
from [159]. (b) An inter-universe wormhole which connects two distinct asymptotically
flat universes.

1.6 Wormholes in General Relativity

A wormhole is a solution of the Einstein’s field equations which has the property to
connect two distant regions in spacetime [139]. A wormhole may connect two distant re-
gions of our universe (intra-universe wormhole) or two different universes (inter-universe
wormhole). The difference between the two kinds of wormholes is depicted in Fig. 1.2.
However, this difference is topological. An observer who makes measurements near the
wormhole cannot identify the class of the wormhole. The first wormhole solution, known
as Einstein-Rosen Bridge, was found by Einstein and Rosen at 1935 [188]. The Einstein-
Rosen Bridge was constructed as a geometrical model for the electron and other elemen-
tary particles. This wormhole solution may be easily constructed from the Schwarzschild
black hole

ds2 = −
(

1− 2M

r

)
dt2 +

(
1− 2M

r

)−1

dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2

)
. (1.99)

By making the coordinate change u2 = r − 2M the Schwarzschild solution takes the
form:

ds2 = − u2

u2 + 2M
dt2 + 4

(
u2 + 2M

)
du2 +

(
u2 + 2M

)2 (
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2

)
. (1.100)

The allowed region of the new coordinate u is −∞ < u < +∞. The circumferential
radius, i.e. the coefficient in front of the angular part of the metric, is Rc = (u2 + 2M)
and has a minimum at u = 0 with Rc(0) = 2M . The throat is a property of a wormhole
and is located at the minimum of the circumferential radius.

The Einstein-Rosen wormhole is constructed by a coordinate transformation. How-
ever, the coordinate u is a bad coordinate which covers only a part of the black-hole
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geometry. Actually, the coordinate transformation discards the interior region of the
black hole r ∈ [0, 2M) and double covers the exterior region r ∈ [2M,+∞). Therefore,
the Einstein-Rosen Bridge is not an actual wormhole, instead it is a “disguised” black
hole. There are some serious problems with the Einstein-Rosen wormholes: First of all,
Einstein-Rosen bridges are one-way wormholes. The throat of the wormhole is located
at r = 2M which is also the location of the horizon of the black hole. However in order
to travel through the wormhole we need to cross the horizon which is an one-way surface.
A possible exit would be a white hole but we know that white holes are unstable objects;
under a small perturbation they collapse to black holes [189]. Thus, if one crosses the
horizon, he is trapped inside the black hole and is forced to hit the singularity. Actually,
the aspiring traveler should not worry so much about the interior of the black hole. The
huge tidal forces near the wormhole would rip apart the traveler way before he reaches
the throat. As Matt Visser states “If you discover an Einstein-Rosen bridge, do not
attempt to cross it, you will die. You will die because you are jumping into a black
hole” [139]. Finally, the interior of the black hole is dynamic. Even if we suppose that
the Einstein-Rosen bridge exists, its throat opens and closes so fast that even a photon
could not cross it. The second work in this direction was made by Wheeler in 1955 with
the construction of the geons (gravitational-electromagnetic entities) [190,191] which are
solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell coupled system. The metric for a geon is everywhere
flat except for two widely separated regions which are connected with a wormhole-like
structure. The geons were constructed as models for electrical charges and particle-
like entities. In modern language, the geon is an unstable gravitational-electromagnetic
quasi-soliton i.e. a particle-like solution. The main problem with the Wheeler worm-
holes, apart from their stability, is their size. A typical size for a geon is of the order of
the Planck length.

All the aforementioned wormholes have serious problems which made them unre-
alistic. However, a work by Morris and Thorne established the foundations for the
modern wormhole physics [140]. The usual way for the derivation of a solution in Gen-
eral Relativity is to choose a form for the energy-momentum tensor and then to solve
the differential set of the field equations in order to find the metric. Morris and Thorne
instead, adapted an engineering-like technique. They started from a metric which de-
scribes a traversable wormhole and by solving the Einstein field equations in the reverse
direction they determined the form of the associated energy-momentum tensor. Then,
if one knows the form of the matter distribution which supports the solution and the
characteristics of the metric, one could theoretically build the wormhole or search in the
sky for astrophysical wormholes. For simplicity, Morris and Thorne also assumed that
the wormholes are static, non-rotating and spherically symmetric. In order to construct
traversable wormholes they used the following metric:

ds2 = −e2φdt2 +

(
1− b(r)

r

)−1

dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2

)
. (1.101)
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The above metric must obey everywhere the Einstein’s field equations. Since every
wormhole possesses at least one throat, the first condition we should impose in the above
metric is the existence of the throat. In this coordinate system the location of the throat
is determined from the equation 1/grr = 0, thus ∃ r0 : b(r0) = r0. This definition of the
throat is very similar with the definition of the Schwarzschild radius and the horizon
of a black hole. In order to ensure that our wormholes do not possess horizons nor
singularities and thus are traversable in both directions we demand that gtt is everywhere
non-vanishing and finite or equivalently that the metric function φ(r) is everywhere
finite. The coordinate system covers two asymptotically flat regions −∞ < r− ≤ −r0

and r0 ≤ r+ < ∞ which are joined at the throat r0. In addition, in order to ensure
asymptotic flatness we demand:

lim
r→ ±∞

φ(r) = lim
r→ ±∞

b(r) = 0. (1.102)

Since the wormhole is asymptotically flat, we may find its mass from the expansion at
infinity. From the weak field analysis we found that |gtt| = 1 + 2Φ, thus at infinity
|gtt| = 1 − 2M/r, where M is the mass of the wormhole. We may easily eliminate the
divergence of the grr component by using a coordinate transformation. For example using
the transformation r2 = η2 + r2

0 which covers both asymptotic regions η ∈ (−∞,∞) the
metric takes the form:

ds2 = −e2v(η)dt2 + f(η)dη2 +
(
η2 + r2

0

) (
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2

)
. (1.103)

Alternatively we may use the proper distance

l(r) =

∫ r

r0

√
grr(r′)dr

′ =

∫ r

r0

dr′√
1− b(r′)/r′

⇔ dr

dl
=

√
1− b(r)

r
, (1.104)

as a radial coordinate, in terms of which the metric takes the form:

ds2 = −e2φ(l)dt2 + dl2 + r2(l)
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2

)
. (1.105)

In the above metrics the functions v(η), f(η) and φ(l) are everywhere finite. Also, in
both metrics the throat is located at the minimum of the circumferential radius

d

dη

√
η2 + r2

0 =
dr(l)

dl
= 0. (1.106)

As a final step, Morris and Thorne suggested that we should adjust the parameters
of the wormhole in order to made it traversable by humans. An observer should be
able to travel through the wormhole and safely return. The wormhole should be stable
under perturbations otherwise it would collapse as a traveler tries to cross it. Also
the acceleration that a traveler would feel should be comparable to the Earth’s gravity
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acceleration and the tidal forces should be small. Finally, a traveler should be able to
cross the wormhole in a finite and small proper time (Morris and Thorne demanded less
than a year).

In order to find the form of the energy momentum tensor we have to calculate the
components of the Einstein’s tensor. Using the metric (1.101) we find:

Gtt =
e2φb′

r2
, (1.107)

Grr =
2r2φ′ − b (2rφ′ + 1)

r2(r − b)
, (1.108)

Gθθ = sin2 θ Gϕϕ =
r (2r (rφ′′ + rφ′2 + φ′)− b′ (rφ′ + 1))− b (2r2φ′′ + 2r2φ′2 + rφ′ − 1)

2r
.

(1.109)

The above equations are rather complicated. However, we may simplify our analysis by
changing the reference frame as ~eα̂ = L µ

α̂ ~eµ, with

L µ
α̂ = diag

(
e−φ,

√
1− b

r
,

1

r
,

1

r sin θ

)
. (1.110)

In terms of the above transformation the metric tensor assumes a Minkowski-like form
gα̂β̂ = L µ

α̂ L
ν
β̂
gµν = ηα̂β̂, while the components of the Einstein’s tensor Gα̂β̂ = L µ

α̂ L
ν
β̂
Gµν

assume a simplified form:

Gt̂t̂ =
b′

r2
, (1.111)

Gr̂r̂ = − b

r3
+ 2

(
1− b

r

)
φ′

r
, (1.112)

Gθ̂θ̂ = Gϕ̂ϕ̂ =

(
1− b

r

)[
φ′′ + φ′

(
φ′ +

1

r

)]
− 1

2r2
[b′r − b]

(
φ′ +

1

r

)
. (1.113)

For a spherically symmetric spacetime, the more general form of the energy momentum
tensor is Tt̂t̂ = ρ, Tr̂r̂ = −τ, and Tθ̂θ̂ = Tϕ̂ϕ̂ = p. With ρ we denote the energy density,
with τ the radial tension and finally with p the transverse pressure. Substituting in the
Einstein’s field equations Gµν = 8πTµν we may find the form for each one of the above
quantities. However, the fact that we have found the form of the energy momentum
tensor does not mean that it is indeed physically acceptable. By taking the combination
of the (t, t) and (r, r) equations we find:

8π(ρ− τ) = −e
2φ

r

[
e−2φ

(
1− b

r

)]′
. (1.114)
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Since the circumferential radius r(l) has a minimum at the throat its second derivative
near the throat should be positive, thus

d2r

dl2
=

d

dl

(
dr

dl

)
=
dr

dl

d

dr

(
dr

dl

)
=

1

2

d

dr

[(
dr

dl

)2
]

=
1

2

(
1− b

r

)′
> 0. (1.115)

Therefore, from Eq. (1.114) we deduce that near the throat of the wormhole

ρ− τ < 0. (1.116)

However this combination appears in the Null Energy Condition which states that
Tµνn

µnν ≥ 0 for any null vector nµ. A null vector is defined as the vector which obeys
the equation gµνn

µnν = 0. For a spherically symmetric energy momentum tensor the
Null Energy Condition takes the explicit form ρ− τ ≥ 0 and ρ+ p ≥ 0. Therefore from
Eq. (1.116) we conclude that near the throat of a traversable wormhole the Null Energy
Condition is violated. The only way to construct a traversable wormhole and to keep its
throat open is to use some kind of exotic matter, i.e. matter which violates the energy
conditions, near the throat. In other words, one need to seek for wormholes in theories
beyond General Relativity.

1.7 Modified Gravitational Theories

Although General Relativity is well tested, it is known that is not a perfect theory.
The motivations for the modifications of the General Relativity are mainly cosmolog-
ical. The Standard Model for Cosmology has many open problems, like the nature of
the dark energy and dark matter, the accurate model for the inflation or the initial
singularity problem. All the above, together with theoretical reasons such as the non-
renormalizability of the General Relativity, motivate the need for modified gravitational
theories.

The usual way to modify gravity is through the modification of the Einstein-Hilbert
action

S =

∫
d4x
√
−g
[

1

16π
[R(gµν)− 2Λ] + LM(gµν , ψi)

]
, (1.117)

where with ψi we denote the matter fields. The first thing that one would do in order to
modify gravity is to allow the graviton to has a mass mg. These theories are known as
Massive Gravitational theories. The first Massive Gravitational theory was presented by
Fierz and Pauli in 1939 [193]. This theory failed to reproduce the General Relativity as
a mg → 0 limit and also was containing unstable problematic degrees of freedom known
as ghosts [194, 195]. Many other Massive Gravitational theories have been proposed
after the work of Fierz and Pauli [196–198]. However, the first Ghost Free Massive
Gravitational theory was proposed in 2011 by de Rham, Gabadadze and Tolley, a theory
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Figure 1.3: A roadway to the modified gravitational theories. This figure is inspired
from a similar figure in [192].

known as dRGT theory [199–205]. Another way towards the modification of gravity
is to break the assumptions of General Relativity. The most known theories in this
direction are the theories with extra spacetime dimensions like the Kaluza-Klein theory,
the Lovelock theory or the String theory [206–217]. Also the General Relativity may
be modified by breaking the Lorentz invariance [218–224] or by non-local theories which
include inverse powers of the Laplacian operator (∇2 = gµν∇µ∇ν) in their action like the
term R 1

∇2R [225–232]. Furthermore, a class of theories which are very popular the last
years are the torsion theories in which the field equations of General Relativity may be
described using the torsion instead of the curvature [233, 234]. The last way to modify
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gravity is the addition of extra fields in the theory. Since all the fields that carry energy
couple minimally with gravity (through the term LM in the action (1.117)), an extra
field which modifies gravity should result to extra propagating degrees of freedom in the
spectrum of the gravitational waves; otherwhise it is just a matter field. The extra fields
may be tensors, vectors or scalars [235]. In tensor theories there are two (Bigravity) [236]
or more (Multi-Gravity) [237] interacting metric tensors in the theory resulting to the
existence of two or more spin-2 particles. The vector theories, also known as vector-
tensor theories, contain one or more vector fields coupled with the gravitational field.
The most simple vector theory is known as Proca theory [238] and contains the kinetic
term of a vector field FµνF

µν defined as Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ and a mass term for the
field M2

AA
2
µ. Also the most general vector theory with second order equations of motion

is known as Generalized Proca theory [239–242] while the theories with higher order
equations are known as Beyond Generalized Proca [243, 244]. The scalar theories, also
known as scalar-tensor theories, contain scalar fields interacting with the gravitational
field. Like the vector theories we have two major classes of scalar theories, the Horndeski
theory [53] which is the most general scalar theory with second order equations of motion
and the Beyond Horndeski theories with higher order derivatives [245, 246], also known
as Degenerate Higher Order Scalar Tensor (DHOST) theories. There also exist theories
which contain both scalars and vectors. These theories are known as Tensor-Vector-
Scalar theories (TeVeS) [247, 248]. In Fig. (1.3) we depict the roadway for the modern
modified gravitational theories.

The most simple and most studied modified theories of gravity are the scalar tensor
theories. One of the first scalar tensor theories that appeared in the literature is the
Brans-Dicke theory [249] which consists of a scalar field non minimally coupled with the
gravitational field:

S =
1

16π

∫
d4x
√
−g
(
φπR−

ω

φπ
∂µφπ∂

µφπ − U(φπ)

)
, (1.118)

where φπ is the scalar field, ω is a coupling constant and U(φπ) is the potential of the
scalar field. In this theory, the scalar field generates an effective and varying Newton’s
constant through the relation G(φπ) = 1/φπ. From the variation of the above action
with respect to the metric gµν we may derive the field equations while by varying with
respect to the scalar field we may find the scalar equation. However, we may simplify
our analysis by performing a conformal transformation which removes the non-minimal
coupling [157, 250]. Using the following transformation of the metric g̃µν = φπgµν the
action takes the form:

S =
1

16π

∫
d4x
√
−g̃
(
R̃− 1

2

[
1

φ2
π

(ω
2

+ 3
)]
∇̃µφπ∇̃µφπ −

U(φπ)

φ2
π

)
. (1.119)

By redefining the scalar field as dφ =
[

1
φ2
π

(
ω
2

+ 3
)]1/2

dφπ, the action takes the simpler
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form

S =
1

16π

∫
d4x
√
−g̃
(
R̃− 1

2
∇̃µφ∇̃µφ− V (φ)

)
, (1.120)

where we define the new potential as V = U/φ2
π. Since the Einstein’s equations take

on their conventional form in the above frame, it is usually called the Einstein frame.
The initial frame with the non-minimal coupling and the metric gµν is called Jordan
frame. Note that the above action does not contain a matter term. If we want to include
a matter term in the Einstein frame we should take into consideration the conformal
transformation in the calculation of the energy-momentum tensor:

T̃Mµν = −2
1√
−g̃

δSM
δg̃µν

= −2
1√
−g̃

∂gαβ

∂g̃µν
δSM
δgαβ

= TMµν /φπ. (1.121)

Also, using a similar method we find the contribution of the matter term in the scalar
equation:

δSM
δφ

=
∂gαβ

∂φ

δSM
δgαβ

= − 1

2φ

dφπ
dφ

√
−g̃T̃M , (1.122)

where T̃M is the trace of the energy momentum tensor. Finally, the variation of the full
action with respect both to the metric and to the scalar field leads to the following field
equations:

G̃µν = T̃ φµν + 8πT̃Mµν , (1.123)

where the effective energy-momentum tensor is defined as

T̃ φµν =
1

2
∇̃µφ∇̃νφ−

1

2
g̃µν

(
1

2
∇̃ρφ∇̃ρφ+ V (φ)

)
. (1.124)

The scalar field equation has the following form:

∇̃2φ− dV

dφ
=

1

2φ

dφπ
dφ

T̃M . (1.125)

While the field equations in the Einstein frame look like the classical General Relativity
sourced by a scalar field, we should not forget that we started from a modified gravi-
tational theory. A test particle will move along geodesics of the Jordan frame metric
gµν which in general are different from the geodesics of the conformal metric g̃µν on
the Einstein frame. The Brans-Dicke theory is very useful in the investigation of the
inflation and as a dark energy model as well [251–255]. The first Brans-Dicke theory
that appeared in literature which had no potential U = 0 is experimentally excluded
as ω > 40000 [10, 256]. However, theories with a potential or even with a cosmological
constant seem to still be valid [251, 257–260]. Also, it is useful in the understanding
of the f(R) theories since by doing an appropriate conformal transformation the f(R)
theory reduces to an equivalent Brans-Dicke theory [261–264].
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1.8. The No-Scalar-Hair theorem

Finally, we have already mentioned that the most general scalar-tensor theory in four
dimensions and with second order equations of motion is the Horndeski theory [53]. This
theory was constructed in 1974 by Horndeski and rediscovered in 2011 in the framework
of the Generalized Galileon theory [78, 265, 266]. As shown by Ostrogradski [267], the
significance of the construction of a theory with second order equation of motion is that
it does not contain problematic ghost states [268,269]. Using the modern formulation of
the Generalized Galileons, the Horndeski theory may be expressed as:

S =

∫
d4x
√
−g

[
5∑
i=2

Li(gµν , φ) + LM(gµν , ψi)

]
, (1.126)

where we assume that as usual the matter field are coupled minimally with the gravita-
tional field. The four Lagrangians in the sum have the following form

L2 =G2(φ,X), (1.127)

L3 =G3(φ,X)∇2 φ, (1.128)

L4 =G4(φ,X)R +G4,X

[
(∇2φ)2 − (∇µ∇ν φ)2

]
, (1.129)

L5 =G5(φ,X)Gµν∇µ∇νφ− 1

6
G5,X

[
(∇2φ)3 − 3(∇2φ)(∇µ∇ν φ)2

+ 2(∇ν ∇µ φ) (∇α∇ν φ) (∇µ∇α φ)
]
, (1.130)

where Gi are functions of X and φ, X = ∇ρφ∇ρφ/2 and Gi,X = ∂Gi/∂X. Horndeski
theory includes the General Relativity (G4 = 1, G2 = G3 = G5 = 0), and the Brans-
Dicke-f(R) theories (G2 = −ωX/φ−V (φ), G4 = φ, G3 = G5 = 0) as well as many other
scalar-tensor theories as special cases [270–276]. Except for the Horndeski theories, the
last years have appeared many other ghost-free theories like the Degenerate Higher-
Order Scalar-Tensor (DHOST) theories [277,278] or the Extended Scalar-Tensor (EST)
theories [279].

1.8 The No-Scalar-Hair theorem

One of the most interesting properties of the black-hole solutions in General Relativity is
their uniqueness and simplicity: black holes are uniquely determined only by three phys-
ical quantities (mass, electromagnetic charge and angular momentum). No-Hair theo-
rems, which forbid the association of the GR black holes with any other type of conserved
“charge”, were formulated quite early on. The first No-Hair type theorem that appeared
was Birkhoff’s theorem [157–160,175,280,281] which states that the Schwarzschild solu-
tion is unique. In other words, the only spherically symmetric black hole in vacuum is
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the Schwarzschild one and the only conserved “charge” of this solution is the mass. The
Birkhoff’s theorem may be extended in the case of the presence of an electromagnetic
field. In this case, the only spherically symmetric black hole is the Reissner–Nordström
one and the associated conserved charges are the mass and the electromagnetic charge.
Finally, in the case of rotating black holes no-hair theorems were formulated by Carter
and Robinson [282–285] and also by Hawking [286]. These theorems state that the only
axisymmetric black hole is the Kerr-Newmann6 one which has the mass, the electromag-
netic charge and the angular momentum as conserved charges. All the other information
about the object which collapsed to a black hole (or about an object falling into the
black hole) disappears permanently behind the horizon.

Even in the case of the scalar-tensor theories, No-scalar Hair theorems were proposed
which made difficult the derivation of new black-hole solutions in these theories. The first
No-Scalar-Hair theorem was developed by Bekenstein in 1972 [12] [13] in the framework
of a scalar-tensor theory with a non-minimally coupled scalar field

S =
1

16π

∫
d4x
√
−g
(
R− 1

2
∇µφ∇µφ− V (φ)

)
. (1.131)

In order to derive the No-Scalar-Hair theorem we use the scalar field equation

∇2φ− V̇ = 0, (1.132)

where V̇ = dV/dφ. We assume that there exists a spherically symmetric and asymptot-
ically flat black hole in the theory which possesses scalar hair. We also assume that the
scalar field has the same symmetries as the spacetime i.e. φ(xµ) = φ(r). Multiplying the
scalar equation with φ and integrating from rh up to infinity we get∫ ∞

rh

√
−g
(
∇µφ∇µφ+ φV̇

)
−
[√
−gφ∇µφ

]∞
rh

= 0. (1.133)

The boundary term may be written as
√
−ggrrφφ′ and vanishes in both boundaries since

grr = 0 at the horizon and for an asymptotically flat spacetime φ(r) = constant at
infinity. The first term in the integral is ∇µφ∇µφ = grrφ′2 and is positive definite since
grr is positive everywhere outside the horizon. Thus the integral in the above equation
vanishes only if

φV̇ < 0. (1.134)

However, for many realistic potentials like a mass term V = m2φ2/2 the combination
φV̇ = m2φ2 is positive. Therefore in these cases, the only spherically symmetric solution
is the Schwarzschild which is accompanied with a trivial (constant everywhere) scalar
field. In the previous section we showed that the Brans-Dicke theory and the f(R) theory

6Rotating black holes which do not have electromagnetic charge are known as Kerr black holes.
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may be reduced to a scalar-tensor theory like the above using a conformal transformation.
Thus the No-Scalar-Hair theorem may be easily generalized in order to cover both the
Brans-Dicke theory and the f(R) theories [287,288]. The above theorem is known as the
Bekenstein’s old No-Scalar-Hair theorem.

The old No-Hair theorem does not exclude all possible potentials. As a result, soon
after its derivation new solutions for black holes were found in scalar-tensor theories
[14–21]. Therefore, in order to construct a more general theorem, Bekenstein developed
the novel No-Scalar-Hair theorem in 1995 [22]. This novel theorem was constructed in
the framework of the following scalar-tensor theory:

S =

∫
d4x
√
−g [R + E(J ,F ,K)] , (1.135)

where the quantities J , F and K are defined in terms of two scalar fields χ and φ

J = ∂µχ∂
µχ, F = ∂µφ ∂

µφ and K = ∂µχ∂
µφ. (1.136)

The energy momentum tensor for the above theory is

T νµ = −E δνµ + 2
∂E
∂J

∂µφ∂
νφ+ 2

∂E
∂F

∂µχ∂
νχ+

∂E
∂K

(∂µφ∂
νχ+ ∂µχ∂

νφ) . (1.137)

Bekenstein assumed again that an asymptotically flat and spherically symmetric black
hole exists in the theory and also that the scalar field has the same symmetries with
the spacetime. Also he assumed that the quantity E is identified with the local energy
density as measured by an observer which moves in a geodesic curve and thus it should
be positive. Then, by examining the sign of the T rr component of the energy momentum
tensor as well as the (T rr )′ using the conservation equation ∇µT

µν = 0 he found that

• near the horizon of the black hole T rr < 0 and (T rr )′ < 0,

• while at infinity T rr > 0 and (T rr )′ < 0.

The above behavior indicates that there is a region [ra, rc] –between [rh,∞) – in which the
T rr component changes sign with (T rr )′ > 0. However, using the Einstein’s field equations,
Bekenstein showed that both T rr and (T rr )′ remain negative in the whole [rh,∞) region.
Thus, there is no way for the horizon and an asymptotically flat region to be smoothly
connected. The only way to avoid this contradiction is the trivial vanishing of the
scalar fields φ and χ. Therefore, even in this case, the only black hole solution is the
Schwarzschild one. As we will see in the next chapter, the novel No-scalar-Hair theorem
may be also evaded in the context of specific modified gravitational theories.
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1.9 The Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory

In this work, we will focus on a Scalar Tensor theory which is known as the Einstein-
scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory. In this theory, the scalar field has a general coupling func-
tion f(φ) with the quadratic gravitational Gauss-Bonnet term defined as:

R2
GB = RµνρσR

µνρσ − 4RµνR
µν +R2 , (1.138)

in terms of the Riemann tensor Rµνρσ, the Ricci tensor Rµν and the Ricci scalar R.
It may be shown that the Gauss-Bonnet term in four dimensions is a total derivative.
Therefore, the only way to make it contribute to the field equations is through a coupling
with an additional field. The Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory is thus described by
the following action functional:

S =
1

16π

∫
d4x
√
−g
[
R− 1

2
∂µφ ∂

µφ+ f(φ)R2
GB

]
. (1.139)

The most attractive feature of this theory is that it belongs to the family of Horndeski
theories; the field equations are of second order and as a result, it avoids Ostrogradsky
instabilities or problematic ghost states. After some tedious and non-trivial calculations
we may show that the Horndeski theory with the following G functions

G2 =−X + 8f (4)X2(3− lnX), (1.140)

G3 =4f (3)X(7− 3 lnX), (1.141)

G4 =1 + 4f̈X(2− lnX), (1.142)

G5 =− 4ḟ lnX, (1.143)

reduces to the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory [78, 289]. In the above equations
with the dots and the numbers at the superscripts we denote differentiation with respect
to the scalar field. Another attractive feature of the theory is that the special case with
f(φ) = α exp(λφ), where α is a coupling constant and λ = ±1 is a part of the low-
energy limit of theories with extra dimensions like the heterotic superstring theory [290].
The special case with the exponential coupling function is also part of effective theories
constructed from the Lovelock theory in four dimensions [291]. This special case, which
was the first that was studied, is known as Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet theory since
the scalar field is identified with the dilaton field. Also, the special case with the linear
coupling f(φ) = αφ constitutes a shift symmetric Galileon theory since the action is
invariant under the shift φ → φ + c, where c is a constant [78, 265, 266]. Finally, the
Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory represents the Ringo term (Lringo = f(φ)R2

GB) of
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the Fab Four theory which is the most general scalar tensor theory that is capable of
self-tuning (as a dark energy model) [274,275].

Over the last twenty years, many works have been done in the framework of the
Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory. First of all, in the case of the Einstein-scalar-
Gauss-Bonnet theory the No-scalar-Hair theorem is evaded. The first derivation of this
evasion was formulated in the framework of the Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet theory
[23] only a year after the proposal of the No-scalar-Hair theorem. A few years ago, a new
derivation was proposed, this time for the linear coupling [57–61]. In both cases new
solutions for asymptotically flat black holes were found [23,24,57]. Also, the last twenty
years many other solutions for black holes have been found in the framework of the
Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory [109, 292, 293], including solutions with rotation
[37–47, 75], solutions in the presence of an electromagnetic field [88, 99, 294] or even
solutions with a cosmological constant [76,295,296].

While General Relativity predicts the existence of three families of black hole solu-
tions, it does not admit stable solutions for other compact objects, like wormholes or
particle-like solutions also known as solitons. In General Relativity, solitons are unsta-
ble [190, 191] while wormholes demand exotic matter near the throat [140] as discussed
previously. However, we know that ultra compact objects which are not black holes nor
neutron stars exist in the universe, like the X-ray transient GROJ0422+32 [297]. These
objects have radius between rs < r < 3rs/2, where rs is the Schwarzschild radius, and
as a result do not have a horizon but they possess a light ring. A soliton, and even a
wormhole would be a good model for such objects. On the other side, it is known that
the Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet theory admits stable traversable wormhole solutions
with no need for exotic matter [138, 147] and solutions for solitons as well [298, 299].
These solutions are characterized by a regular spacetime, a regular energy-momentum
tensor and may possess throats as well. Thus, the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory
not only predicts new black-hole solutions but may provide reliable models for ultra
compact objects and realistic traversable wormholes.

In addition, in the case of the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory many cosmolog-
ical solutions have been produced. However, as in many modified gravitational theo-
ries, the prediction for the speed of the gravitational waves is different than the speed
of light [289]. After the detection of the GW170817 gravitational wave event and its
GRB170817A gamma-ray burst counterpart [172–174] many modified gravitational the-
ories were constrained [300,301]. However, there has been a debate of the consequences
of these constraints [302]. The Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory was one of them
and it is widely accepted today that we cannot use this theory as a model for dark en-
ergy. However, we can still use the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory as a model for
early time cosmology [303] or as a model for local gravitational solutions [304]. In the
framework of the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory cosmological solutions have been
found without initial singularities [305–313] and with inflationary solutions [313–324]. In
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addition, early time cosmological solutions have also been found in the framework of the
pure scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory [325–328]. This theory is an approximation in which
in regions where the curvature is large and the Gauss-Bonnet term is larger than the
Ricci scalar we may remove the Ricci scalar from the EsGB theory.

In this thesis we will focus only on local solutions in Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet
theory. In order to keep our analysis as general as possible we will keep arbitrary the
form of the coupling function f(φ). At first, we will examine whether or not the Einstein-
scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory with general coupling function evade the No-scalar-Hair the-
orem and we will produce novel solutions for spherically symmetric asymptotically flat
black holes. Then, we will construct solutions for black holes in the presence of a cos-
mological constant. Finally, we will produce new solutions for traversable wormholes.
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Chapter 2

Evasion of the No-Scalar-Hair
theorem and new black hole
solutions in Einstein-Scalar-
Gauss-Bonnet theory

2.1 Introduction

The Scalar-Tensor theories are the most popular and at the same time the most studied
modified gravitational theories. While many cosmological solutions have been produced
in scalar-tensor theories over a period of many decades, local gravitational solutions,
like black holes, are limited. Thus, the existence or not of black holes associated with a
non-trivial scalar field in the exterior region has attracted the attention of researchers.
Early on, a no-scalar-hair theorem [12, 13] appeared, which excluded static black holes
with a scalar field, but this was soon outdated by the discovery of black holes with Yang-
Mills [14–17] or Skyrme fields [18,19]. The emergence of additional black-hole solutions
where the scalar field had a conformal coupling to gravity [20,21] led to the formulation
of a novel no-scalar-hair theorem [22] (for a review, see [41]). In more recent years, this
argument was extended to the case of standard scalar-tensor theories [55], and also, a
new form was proposed, which covers the case of Galileon fields [56].

However, both novel forms of the no-hair theorem [22, 56] were shown to be evaded:
the former in the context of the Einstein-Dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet theory [23, 24] and the
latter in a special case of shift-symmetric Galileon theories [57–61]. The common feature
of the above theories was the presence of a non minimal coupling between the scalar field
and the gravitational field through the quadratic Gauss-Bonnet (GB) term defined in
Eq.(1.138). In the first theory the coupling function was of an exponential form while in
the second one the coupling function was linear in the scalar field. In both cases, basic
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requirements of the no-scalar-hair theorems were invalidated, and this paved the way for
the construction of new black-hole solutions.

Here, we consider the most general class of scalar-GB theories, of which the cases
[23, 24, 57] constitute particular examples. We demonstrate that black-hole solutions,
with a regular horizon, an asymptotically-flat limit and a non trivial scalar field may in
fact be constructed for a large class of such theories under mild only constraints on the
parameters of the theory. We address the requirements of both the old and novel no-hair
theorems, and we show that they are not applicable for this specific class of theories.
In accordance to the above, we then present a large number of exact, regular black-hole
solutions with scalar hair for a variety of forms of the coupling function. The analysis of
this chapter is based on [1].

The outline of this chapter is as follows: in Section 2.2, we present our theoretical
framework. In section 2.3 we perform an analytic study of the near-horizon and far-away
radial regimes. In Section 2.4, we examine the evasion of the No-scalar-Hair theorem in
the framework of the EsGB theory. The spontaneous scalarisation effect is discussed in
Section 2.5. We finish with our conclusions in Section 2.6. The analysis of this chapter
is based on [1].

2.2 The theoretical framework

We start our analysis using the following action functional

S =
1

16π

∫
d4x
√
−g
[
R− 1

2
∂µφ ∂

µφ+ f(φ)R2
GB

]
, (2.1)

which describes a modified gravitational theory where the Einstein’s term (the Ricci
scalar curvature R) is accompanied by a real scalar field φ non minimally coupled with
the quadratic gravitational Gauss-Bonnet term R2

GB. The latter in four dimensions is a
topological invariant i.e. a total derivative, thus the only way to keep it in the theory is
through the coupling with the scalar field f(φ).

The variation of the action (2.1) with respect to the metric tensor gµν and the scalar
field φ as well leads to the derivation of the gravitational Einstein’s field equations and
the equation for the scalar field, respectively. These equations have the following form:

Gµν = Tµν , (2.2)

∇2φ+ ḟ(φ)R2
GB = 0 , (2.3)

where Gµν is the Einstein tensor and the effective energy-momentum tensor is defined
as

Tµν = −1

4
gµν∂ρφ∂

ρφ+
1

2
∂µφ∂νφ−

1

2
(gρµgλν + gλµgρν)η

κλαβR̃ργ
αβ∇γ∂κf. (2.4)
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In the above equation R̃ργ
αβ is the dual of the Riemann tensor, defined as R̃ργ

αβ =
ηργστRσταβ = εργστRσταβ/

√
−g. We can write the energy-momentum tensor in the form:

Tµν = T (φ)
µν + T (int)

µν , (2.5)

where

T (φ)
µν = −1

4
gµν∂ρφ∂

ρφ+
1

2
∂µφ∂νφ (2.6)

T (int)
µν = −1

2
(gρµgλν + gλµgρν)η

κλαβR̃ργ
αβ∇γ∂κf. (2.7)

The energy-momentum tensor Tµν receives contributions from both the kinetic term of

the scalar field T
(φ)
µν and the interaction with the Gauss-Bonnet term T

(int)
µν . Also from

Eq. (2.3) it is clear that the interaction with the Gauss-Bonnet acts as a potential for
the scalar field. Finally, from now on, the dot over a function denotes derivation with
respect to the scalar field i.e ḟ = df/dφ.

Our aim is to find spherically symmetric solutions for black holes in the context of
the EsGB theory. In order to do that, we start with a line-element of the form

ds2 = −eA(r)dt2 + eB(r)dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2) , (2.8)

that describes a spherically symmetric spacetime. We also assume that the scalar field
has the same symmetries as the spacetime i.e. φ(xµ) = φ(r). We seek regular, static
and asymptotically-flat black holes with a non trivial scalar field. Our analysis in this
chapter will investigate whether or not a black hole may be constructed in the framework
of the EsGB theory. We keep general the form of the coupling function f(φ) and we find
the general constraints it needs to obey in order for these solutions to arise.

Using the above line-element (2.8), the Einstein’s field equations take the explicit
form

4eB(eB + rB′ − 1) = φ′2
[
r2eB + 16f̈(eB − 1)

]
−8ḟ

[
B′φ′(eB − 3)− 2φ′′(eB − 1)

]
, (2.9)

4eB(eB − rA′ − 1) = −φ′2r2eB + 8
(
eB − 3

)
ḟA′φ′, (2.10)

eB
[
rA′

2 − 2B′ + A′(2− rB′) + 2rA′′
]

= −φ′2reB

+8φ′2f̈A′ + 4ḟ [φ′(A′2 + 2A′′) + A′(2φ′′ − 3B′φ′)], (2.11)

while the scalar equation has the following form:

2rφ′′ + (4 + rA′ − rB′)φ′ + 4ḟ e−B

r

[
(eB − 3)A′B′ − (eB − 1)(2A′′ + A′2)

]
= 0 . (2.12)
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Throughout this work, the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the radial coor-
dinate r1.

The (rr)-component of the Einstein’s field equations (2.10) takes the form of a second-
order polynomial with respect to eB i.e. e2B + βeB + γ = 0, which then, may be solved
to give

eB =
−β ±

√
β2 − 4γ

2
, (2.13)

with

β =
r2φ′2

4
− (2ḟφ′ + r)A′ − 1 , γ = 6ḟφ′A′ . (2.14)

Then, we can also eliminate the B′ from the remaining equations by taking the derivative
of Eq. (2.13) with respect to the radial coordinate. We easily find

B′ =
γ′ + β′eB

2e2B + βeB
. (2.15)

As a result, once the solutions for the scalar field φ(r) and the metric function A(r) are
determined, the metric function B follows from Eq. (2.13). Of the set of the remaining
three, Eqs. (2.9), (2.11) and (2.12), the eB may be eliminated using the above equations
and only two of them are independent. Then we can choose any two of these equations
to form a system of two independent, ordinary differential equations of second order for
the metric function A and the scalar field φ:

A′′ =
P

S
, (2.16)

φ′′ =
Q

S
, (2.17)

where the three functions P , Q and S are lengthy expressions of (r, φ′, A′, ḟ , f̈) which
are given in the Appendix A.1. For simplicity, in these expressions we have eliminated
B′ using Eq. (2.15) but we have kept the dependence on eB.

2.3 Approximate solutions at the boundaries

2.3.1 Solutions near the black-hole horizon

We will demonstrate now that the set of our equations, with a general form for the
coupling function f(φ), may allow the construction of a solution with a regular black-
hole horizon, provided that the coupling function f satisfies certain constraints. For a

1In some cases, in the following chapters, we will use different symbols for the radial coordinate.
However the prime will still denote differentiation with respect to the radial coordinate, independently
of the symbol we use.
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spherically-symmetric spacetime, the conditions for the presence of a black hole horizon
at r = rh are:

gtt|r=rh → 0 and grr|r=rh →∞. (2.18)

In our case, the metric function B is a dependent function through Eq. (2.13), and
the above constraints translate to eA → 0 near the horizon r → rh. Equivalently near
the horizon of the black hole, we have A′ → ∞ – in our analysis, we will use that as
an assumption but, from the general near-horizon solution that we will construct, this
assumption will be shown to follow from the first condition of Eq. (2.18). Finally, we
search for solutions with regular black-hole horizon; this demands that φ, φ′ and φ′′

should be finite in the near-horizon limit r → rh, otherwise the trace of the energy
momentum tensor would diverge near the horizon.

Starting with Eq. (2.13) and by assuming that A′ → ∞ and φ′ remains finite, we
expand its right-hand-side and we easily obtain the result

eB = (2φ′ḟ + r)A′ − 4r2φ′3ḟ + 2r3φ′2 + 32φ′ḟ − 8r

8(2φ′ḟ + r)
+O

(
1

A′

)
. (2.19)

As we expected, the grr component of the metric eB diverges at the horizon. Note that,
in the expression above, we have kept only the (+) sign in front of the square root in Eq.
(2.13), as the (−) sign, under the same assumptions, leads to the behavior eB ' O(1),
which is not a solution for a black-hole. Employing the above result Eq. (2.19) together
with the aforementioned behavior of the functions A′, φ, φ′ and φ′′ near the horizon of
the black hole r → rh, Eqs. (2.16)-(2.17) take the following approximate forms

A′′ = −r
4 + 4r3φ′ḟ + 4r2φ′2ḟ 2 − 24ḟ 2

r4 + 2r3φ′ḟ − 48ḟ 2
A′2 + ... (2.20)

φ′′ = −(2φ′ḟ + r)(r3φ′ + 12ḟ + 2r2φ′2ḟ)

r4 + 2r3φ′ḟ − 48ḟ 2
A′ + ... (2.21)

Focusing on the second of the above equations, we observe that, if the coupling function
vanishes, φ′′ diverges at the horizon of the black hole. Also, the same happens if the
coupling function is left unconstrained. Therefore, the only way for φ′′ to be rendered
finite is if either one of the two expressions in the numerator of Eq. (2.21) is zero close
to the horizon of the black hole.

Let us examine now the two cases. First we assume that (2φ′ḟ + r) = 0 near the
horizon; then a more careful inspection of our Eqs. (2.13)-(2.14) reveals that the coef-
ficient β remains finite whereas γ is the one that diverges. In that case, we find that
eB '

√
A′. Using this result in Eq. (2.17), we find that φ′′ '

√
A′/ḟ . Therefore, the only

way for φ′′ to remain finite is to demand that ḟ → ±∞, near the horizon of the black
hole r → rh. For a polynomial coupling function f = αφn with n > 0, or an exponential
coupling function f = αeλφ, with λ a real constant, this is achieved only if the scalar
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field diverges near the horizon, φ→ ±∞, as r → rh. But this breaks the assumption for
a regular black hole horizon. If we use an inverse polynomial coupling function f = αφn

with n < 0, or a logarithmic one f = lnφ, the φ′′ vanishes only for φ → 0 near the
horizon. However since (2φ′ḟ + r) = 0, φ′ should also vanish for the combination φ′ḟ
to remain finite. But if both the scalar field φ and its first derivative φ′ vanish at the
horizon of the black hole, the only solution for the scalar field is the trivial one.

Thus, the only way to construct a regular black hole horizon in the presence of a
non-trivial scalar field, is to consider the second choice:

r3
hφ
′
h + 12ḟh + 2r2

hφ
′
h

2
ḟh = 0, (2.22)

where all quantities have been evaluated at the horizon of the black hole rh. The above
equation may be easily solved to yield:

φ′h =
rh

4ḟh

−1±

√
1− 96ḟ 2

h

r4
h

 . (2.23)

In order to ensure that the above solution for φ′h is real, we need to impose the following
constraint

ḟ 2
h <

r4
h

96
. (2.24)

Note that the above constraint is a constraint on the parameters of the theory and not
on the form of the coupling function. As we will see in the following chapter, for every
form of the coupling function, there is always a range of values for the parameters which
validate the above constraint. Also the above constraint imposes a lower-bound for the
radius and consequently the mass of the Gauss-Bonnet black holes.

If we use Eq. (2.23), we can easily obtain

2φ′hḟh + rh =
rh
2

1±

√
1− 96ḟ 2

h

r4
h

 . (2.25)

For a non-trivial coupling function f , the above is always non-zero and positive, in
accordance to the discussion of the previous paragraph. The positivity of the above
relation also ensures the positive sign of the grr component of the metric eB close to,
but outside of course, the horizon according to Eq. (2.19) (we remind the reader that,
for a spherically symmetric and static black hole solution the metric function eA always
increases from zero (close to rh) to unity as r → ∞ so A′ > 0 over the whole radial
regime rh < r <∞).

Finally, we turn to Eq. (2.20), and by using the constraint for the scalar field (2.23),
we easily find that this simplifies to

A′′ = −A′2 +O(A′). (2.26)
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Then, the above equation can be easily integrated once, with respect to r, to give

A′ =
1

(r − rh)
+O(1), (2.27)

which, in agreement to our initial assumption, diverges close to the horizon of the black
hole. Now if we integrate once more and put everything together, we can write the
near-horizon solutions as

eA = a1(r − rh) + ... , (2.28)

eB = b0 +
b1

(r − rh)
+ ... , (2.29)

φ = φh + φ′h(r − rh) + φ′′h(r − rh)2 + ... . (2.30)

From Eqs. (2.19), (2.29) and by using Eqs. (2.23) and (2.27) we can easily find that:

b0 = 4 and b1 = 2φ′hḟh + rh. (2.31)

The above solutions describe a regular black-hole horizon in the presence of a non trivial
scalar field provided that φ′ and the coupling function f satisfy the constraints (2.23)-
(2.24).

2.3.2 Asymptotic solutions at infinity

We move now to the other asymptotic region. We will show that for any form of the
coupling function f(φ), an asymptotically flat limit for the spacetime (2.8) may be always
constructed. We will start by assuming that, in the limit r →∞, the expressions for the
metric functions and scalar field have the following power-law forms

eA = 1 +
∞∑
n=1

pn
r
, (2.32)

eB = 1 +
∞∑
n=1

qn
r
, (2.33)

φ = φ∞ +
∞∑
n=1

dn
r
. (2.34)

Then, substituting in the field equations, we can determine the arbitrary coefficients
(pn, qn, dn) from the expansion. In fact, the coefficients p1 and d1 remain arbitrary,
and we can associate them with the ADM mass and scalar charge of the black hole,
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respectively: p1 ≡ −2M and d1 = D. Finally, the asymptotic form of the solutions for
the two metric functions and the scalar field read:

eA = 1− 2M

r
+
MD2

12r3
+

24MDḟ +M2D2

6r4

− 96M3D − 3MD3 + 512M2ḟ − 64D2ḟ + 128MD2f̈

90r5
+O(1/r6) , (2.35)

eB = 1 +
2M

r
+

16M2 −D2

4r2
+

32M3 − 5MD2

4r3

+
6144M5 − 2464M3D2 + 97MD4 − 6144M2Dḟ + 192D3ḟ − 384MD2f̈

192r5

+
768M4 − 208M2D2 − 384MDḟ + 3D4

48r4
+O(1/r6) , (2.36)

φ = φ∞ +
D

r
+
MD

r2
+

32M2D −D3

24r3
+

12M3D − 24M2ḟ −MD3

6r4

+
6144M4D − 928M2D3 + 9D5 − 12288M3ḟ − 1536MD2ḟ

1920r5
+O(1/r6) . (2.37)

As we observe from the above expressions, the explicit form of the coupling function
f(φ) makes its first appearance not earlier than in the order O(1/r4). In general, the
quadratic higher-curvature Gauss-Bonnet term is expected to have a minor contribution
at distances far away from the black-hole horizon where the curvature is extremely
small. The Gauss-Bonnet term, through the coupling function f , works mainly in the
near horizon regime to create a black hole topology with a non-trivial scalar field. In
the far-away regime, this action is reflected in the modified metric functions, in O(1/r2)
compared to the Schwarzschild case, but more importantly in the non-trivial scalar
charge D whose vanishing would have trivialised the scalar field φ. The appearance of
the explicit coupling function at a much higher order signifies the fact that the existence
of regular black hole solutions is a generic feature of the theory (2.1).

2.4 Evasion of the No-Scalar-Hair Theorems

2.4.1 Evasion of the Old No-Scalar-Hair Theorem

Now let us turn our attention to the no-scalar-hair theorems, which forbid the existence
of new black-hole solutions in the framework of Scalar-Tensor theories, i.e. the existence
of solutions that smoothly connect the two asymptotic solutions –the near-horizon and
far-away solutions– found in the previous two subsections. We will demonstrate that
the presence of the Gauss-Bonnet term, coupled to the scalar field through a general
coupling function f(φ), causes the evasion of those theorems under a sole constraint on
the coupling function.
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We will start with the older version of Bekenstein’s no-scalar-hair theorem [12] [13].
As explained in Section 1.8 this argument uses the scalar equation of motion Eq. (2.3)
and relies on the sign of V ′(φ), where V (φ) is the potential for the scalar field. Let
us investigate now how this theorem develops in our case. We start from the scalar
equation (2.3), we multiply it with f(φ) and by integrating over the exterior region of
the black-hole, we obtain the following integral constraint∫

d4x
√
−g f(φ)

[
∇2φ+ ḟ(φ)R2

GB

]
= 0 . (2.38)

Integrating by parts the first term, the above equation takes the form∫
d4x
√
−g ḟ(φ)

[
∂µφ ∂

µφ− f(φ)R2
GB

]
= 0 . (2.39)

Note that the boundary term [
√
−gf(φ)∂µφ]∞rh vanishes at the horizon of the black-

hole and at infinity as well. At infinity it vanishes due to the fact that the scalar field
asymptotes to a constant value while near the black-hole horizon it does so due to the
combination e(A−B)/2 which appears there. Returning now to Eq. (2.39), one may easily
see that, due to the staticity and spherical symmetry of our solutions, the first term gives
∂µφ ∂

µφ = grr(∂rφ)2 > 0 throughout the exterior region of the black hole. Therefore Eq.
(2.39) may be satisfied only if the second term (f(φ)R2

GB) is positive. For the metric
(2.8), the GB term has the following explicit form

R2
GB =

2e−2B

r2

[
(eB − 3)A′B′ − (eB − 1) (2A′′ + A′2)

]
. (2.40)

If we employ the asymptotic solutions near the horizon (2.28)-(2.29) and at infinity
(2.35)-(2.37), we may easily see that the GB term takes a positive value at both asymp-
totic regimes since

R2
GB =→ 2(2 + b0)

b2
1r

2
h

as r → rh, and R2
GB →

48M2

r6
as r →∞. (2.41)

The above result points toward a monotonic behaviour of the GB term in the exterior
region – the explicit numerical construction of the solutions will demonstrate that this
is indeed the case. As a result, the old no-scalar-hair theorem may be evaded if the
coupling function merely satisfies the following constraint:

f(φ) > 0. (2.42)

Thus, for a positive coupling function we can always find solutions for black holes with
a non-trivial scalar field.
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Although we have managed to show that the No-Hair theorem is evaded and to
derive a very simple constraint, there are some indications that this integral method is
not reliable and the above is not a true constraint. We started our analysis multiplying
the scalar field equation with f and integrating over the exterior region of the black hole.
However with a slightly different manipulation we can find new constraints. For example
multiplying

• with ḟ , we get the constraint: f̈ > 0,

• or with φ, we get the constraint: φḟ > 0.

Using the same procedure we may end up with a large number of constraints. However,
which one of those is the fundamental constraint? Furthermore, using our numerical
code, we can find regular solutions for black holes which invalidate many of the above
constraints. For more details see the discussion below Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 in the following
chapter. Since the method of the old no-scalar-hair theorem is still used in many works
we conclude that we should be extremely careful when we use it. In order to find if the
no-scalar-hair theorem is indeed evaded and to derive a reliable constraint, we use the
method of Bekenstein’s Novel No-Scalar-Hair theorem.

2.4.2 Evasion of the Novel No-Scalar-Hair Theorem

We will continue now with the ‘novel’ no-hair theorem which was developed by Bekenstein
[22]. The basic argument of this theorem was built around the behavior of the T rr
component of the energy-momentum tensor of the theory in terms of the radial coordinate
r. Bekenstein demonstrated that, if we make use of the assumptions of the energy
conditions from General Relativity –in other words if we demand the positivity and
conservation of the energy– then the profiles of T rr component near the horizon and at
asymptotic infinity could never be smoothly matched. This argument proved beyond
doubt that, for a large class of physically interesting theories, there were no black-
hole solutions associated with a non trivial scalar field. However, that class of theories
contained by definition only minimally-coupled-to-gravity scalar fields. Concluding, the
Bekenstein’s no-scalar hair theorem states that for a scalar-tensor theory, under the
assumptions of asymptotic flatness, staticity and minimal coupling we cannot construct
hairy black hole solutions. In other words the no-scalar hair theorem is a uniqueness
theorem which states that in the above theories the only black hole solution we may
construct is the Schwarzschild one.

The first theory which was shown to evade Bekenstein’s no-scalar-hair theorem was
the Einstein-Dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet (EdGB) theory [23, 24], inspired by the low-energy
approximation of the superstring theory, in which the GB term was coupled to the
dilaton scalar field through an exponential coupling function. There, it was shown that
the structure of the EdGB theory was such that it invalidated certain requirements of the
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no-scalar-hair theorem, which therefore was not applicable any more. In the framework
of the EsGB theory the second case was the theory with a linear coupling function which
is also a shift symmetric Gallileon theory [57]. In this work, the authors used a specific
No-Scalar-Hair theorem formulated for the Gallileon theories but as we will see the theory
also evades Bekenstein’s novel no-hair theorem. Here, we will show that the coupling of
the scalar field to the quadratic GB term causes the complete evasion of Bekenstein’s
theorem. This may be in fact realised for a large class of scalar field theories, with the
previously-studied exponential [23, 24] and linear [57] GB couplings comprising special
cases of our present argument.

We start with the conservation equation ∇µT
µ
ν = 0 which satisfies the energy-

momentum tensor Tµν due to the invariance of the action (2.1) under coordinate trans-
formations. The r-component of the above equation may take the explicit form(

eA/2r2T rr
)′

=
1

2
eA/2r2

(
A′ T tt +

4

r
T θθ

)
, (2.43)

where we have used the relation T θθ = Tϕϕ due to the spherical symmetry of our solutions.
Then carrying out the derivative on the left-hand-side, we may solve the above equation
for (T rr)

′ to obtain

(T rr)
′ =

A′

2
(T tt − T rr) +

2

r
(T θθ − T rr) . (2.44)

The non-trivial components of the energy momentum tensor Tµν for our theory (2.1)
with a generic coupling function f are:

T tt = −e
−2B

4r2

{
φ′2
[
r2eB + 16f̈(eB − 1)

]
− 8ḟ

[
(B′φ′(eB − 3)− 2φ′′(eB − 1)

]}
, (2.45)

T rr =
e−Bφ′

4

[
φ′ −

8e−B
(
eB − 3

)
ḟA′

r2

]
, (2.46)

T θθ = −e
−2B

4r

{
φ′2
(
reB − 8f̈A′

)
− 4ḟ

[
φ′(A′2 + 2A′′) + A′(2φ′′ − 3B′φ′)

]}
. (2.47)

Using the above equation we may investigate the profile of T rr component close to
and far away from the horizon of the black hole. First, we start from asymptotic infinity:
using the asymptotic solutions at infinity (2.35)-(2.37), we easily find that

T tt ' −
1

4
φ′2 +O

(
1

r6

)
, T rr '

1

4
φ′2 +O

(
1

r6

)
, T θθ ' −

1

4
φ′2 +O

(
1

r6

)
. (2.48)

Taking into account the fact that, as the radial coordinate approaches infinity, the metric
function eA adopts a constant value (eA → 1), we conclude that the dominant contribu-
tion to the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.44) at asymptotic infinity is

(T rr )′ ' 2

r
(T θθ − T rr ) ' −1

r
φ′2 + .... . (2.49)
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According to the results of the above equation, far away from the horizon of the black
hole, the T rr component is positive and decreasing. This was also the result obtained in
the novel no-scalar-hair theorem [22] since the higher derivative GB term is not expected
to have any significant contribution in this regime.

We continue now with the near-horizon regime. In the limit r → rh, the T rr compo-
nent (2.46) takes the following approximate form:

T rr = −2e−B

r2
A′φ′ḟ +O(r − rh) . (2.50)

The dominant behavior of the metric functions A, B and the scalar field φ can be read
from the near-horizon solutions (2.28)-(2.30) and we can easily verify that it is such that
it renders the above combination finite. In the novel no-scalar-hair theorem [22], the
T rr component was strictly negative-definite which, in conjunction with its positivity at
large distances, demanded a non-monotonic behavior for this component that at the end
could not be supported. Here, the T rr component can be instead made positive under
the simple assumption that, close to the black-hole horizon, the condition

ḟφ′ < 0 (2.51)

holds. However, rearranging Eq. (2.23), we observe that

ḟhφ
′
h =

rh
4

−1±

√
1− 96ḟ 2

h

r4
h

 < 0, (2.52)

and the constraint (2.51) is always satisfied. Therefore, the requirement of the existence
of a regular black-hole horizon in the context of the theory (2.1) automatically evades
one of the two requirements of the novel no-hair theorem.

Using the components of the energy momentum (2.45)-(2.47) in Eq. (2.44), we may
obtain that in the same regime the expression for (T rr )′ takes the following form:

(T rr )′ =− e−BA′φ′2

4
+

2e−B

r2

{
−A′ (f̈φ′2 + ḟφ′′)

+ ḟφ′
[
A′

2
(A′ +B′) + 2e−BA′′ + e−BA′ (A′ − 3B′) +

2A′

r

]}
+O(r − rh) .

(2.53)

Let us now work a bit more on the above equation: if we take the sum of the (tt) and
(rr) components of Einstein’s equations (2.9)-(2.10) in the limit r → rh, we find

A′ +B′ ' 1

Z

[
r2φ′2

2
+ 4

(
f̈φ′2 + ḟφ′′

)]
+O(r − rh), (2.54)
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where we have defined Z ≡ r + 2ḟφ′. As shown in Eq. (2.25), this latter combination is
not allowed to vanish and is in fact always positive if Eq. (2.23) holds. From the (θθ)
component (2.11) finally, we find

A′′ = −A
′

2
(A′ −B′) +O(r − rh)−1. (2.55)

Substituting the above relation into Eq. (2.53) and performing some simple algebra, we
take the final result for (T rr )′ close to the black-hole horizon

(T rr )′ = e−BA′
[
−rφ

′2

4Z
− 2(f̈φ′2 + ḟφ′′)

rZ
+

4ḟφ′

r2

(1

r
− e−BB′

)]
+O(r − rh) . (2.56)

Given that, close to the black-hole horizon, A′ > 0, B′ < 0 and that Z > 0 and
ḟφ′ < 0, as dictated by Eq. (2.52), we conclude that (T rr )′ is negative in the near-
horizon regime if a sole additional constraint, namely f̈φ′2 + ḟφ′′ > 0, is satisfied. This
may be alternatively written as ∂r(ḟφ

′)|rh > 0, and merely demands that the negative
value of the quantity (ḟφ′)|rh , that is necessary for the existence of a regular black-
hole horizon, should be constrained far away from the horizon. This is in fact the only
way for the two asymptotic solutions (2.28)-(2.30) and (2.35)-(2.37) to be smoothly
connected. Therefore, for ∂r(ḟφ

′)|rh > 0, the T rr component is always positive and
monotonically decreasing. As a result, both requirements of Bekenstein’s novel no-scalar-
hair theorem [22] do not apply in this theory, and thus they can be evaded.

2.4.3 Derivation of new black-hole solutions

In order to demonstrate the validity of our arguments regarding the evasion of the No-
Scalar-Hair theorem, we have numerically solved the system of the field equations (2.17),
and we have produced a large number of black-hole solutions with a non trivial scalar
field. The numerical analysis will be given in detail in the following chapter. In agreement
with our results from this section, we may find regular numerical black hole solutions for
every form of the coupling function. In Fig. 2.1(a) we depict the solutions for the scalar
field for many different forms of the coupling function f(φ): we use exponential, odd and
even power-law, odd and even inverse-power-law functions. These forms are all simple,
natural choices to keep the GB term in the 4-dimensional theory inspired from previous
works on local or cosmological solutions. For easy comparison between the solutions,
the coupling constant in all cases has been set to α/r2

h = 0.012, the near-horizon value
of the scalar field to φh = 1 and finally the horizon radius to rh = 1. We have chosen
three coupling functions f(φ) = (αeφ, αφ2, αφ3), that all have f ′h > 0, thus our constraint

2As we wrote the action 2.1 the value of φh is dimensionless but not that of α which has units of
square length [r2]. For our numerical analysis, it is convenient to define the dimensionless quantity
α/r2h. However, since we set rh = 1 everywhere, sometimes instead of α/r2h we simply write α.
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Figure 2.1: (a) The scalar field φ, and (b) the T rr component of the energy-momentum
tensor in terms of the radial coordinate r, for different coupling functions f(φ), for
a = 0.01 and φh = 1.

(2.23) leads to a negative sign for the first derivative of the scalar field near the horizon
φ′h; and three functions f(φ) = (αe−φ, αφ−1, αφ−4), that have f ′h < 0, thus, Eq. (2.23)
demands a positive sign for the first derivative φ′h. The sign of the derivative determines
the decreasing or increasing, respectively, profile of the solutions for the scalar field which
are clearly depicted in Fig. 2.1(a). In all cases, for a given value of the φh parameter,
Eq. (2.23) uniquely determines the value of the quantity φ′h. The integration of the
system (2.17) then, with initial conditions (φh, φ

′
h) leads to the presented solutions. The

positivity and also the decreasing profile of the T rr component of the energy momentum
tensor near the horizon, which are necessary features for the evasion of the novel no-
hair theorem, are clearly seen in Fig. 2.1(b). It is worth mentioning that the second
constraint, ∂r(ḟφ

′)|rh > 0, for the evasion of the no-hair theorem is automatically satisfied
for every solution found and does not require any further action or any fine-tuning of
the free parameters. Finally we note that for all the forms of f(φ) the above solutions
satisfy also the constraint f(φ) > 0, which was derived from the evasion of the old no-hair
theorem.

2.5 The Spontaneous Scalarisation Mechanism

After our paper with the results for the evasion of the No-Scalar-Hair theorem was sub-
mitted for publication [1], two additional works appeared where particular solutions of
our general theory was discussed [65,66]. In these two works, the spontaneous scalariza-
tion effect for black holes was first introduced. In the spontaneous scalarization effect,
the Schwarzschild solution becomes unstable for some values of the coupling constant and
a scalarized solution bifurcates from the Schwarzschild one. Here, the term scalarized
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solution stands for a black-hole solution with a non trivial scalar field. As we will see,
the spontaneous scalarized solutions have nothing special compared with other solutions
found in the framework of the EsGB theory –like the solutions in Fig. 2.1. However,
we will introduce the term “naturally scalarized” in order to separate all the other so-
lutions of the theory from the spontaneously scalarized ones. Finally, the spontaneous
scalarization of black holes is quite similar with the spontaneous scalarization of neutron
stars [329] but it is triggered by the curvature of the space-time itself instead of the
presence of some kind of matter.

We start our analysis from the Schwarzschild solution

ds2 = −h(r)dt2 +
1

h(r)
dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2), (2.57)

with h(r) = 1− 2M
r
. Substituting the above solution to the field equations (2.9)-(2.3) we

find that the Schwarzschild solution is a solution of the EsGB theory only if

φ(r) = φ0, (2.58)

ḟ(φ0) = 0, (2.59)

where φ0 is a constant. In order to examine the stability of the system, we perturb the
above solution i.e. gµν(x

µ)→ gµν(r) + εh1µν(x
µ) and φ(xµ)→ φ0 + εφ1(xµ), where h1µν

and φ1 are small perturbations and ε is an index for the expansion. Then, we easily find
that –in the system of the field equations– the two perturbations decouple due to the
simplicity of the Schwarzschild solution. The system of the Einstein’s equations takes
the form of the well studied Schwarzschild perturbations while the scalar equation has
the following form:

1√
−g

∂µ
(√
−g∂µφ1(xρ)

)
+ f̈(φ0)R2

0GBφ1(xρ) = 0, (2.60)

with R2
0GB = 48M2

r6 . Using the method of the separation of variables, we may easily find
the solutions for the angular and the time part of the perturbation. Then, the scalar
perturbation may be written in the following form:

φ1(xµ) =
u(r)

r
eiωtY m

` (θ, ϕ), (2.61)

where Y m
` (θ, ϕ) are the spherical harmonics and ω a constant. Substituting the above

equation in Eq. (2.60) we find that its radial part becomes:

h(r)

r

d

dr

(
r2h(r)

d

dr

(
u(r)

r

))
+

(
ω2 + h(r)

(
f̈(φ0)R2

0GB −
`(`+ 1)

r2

))
= 0. (2.62)
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Using the tortoise coordinate dr∗ = dr/h(r) –which maps the domain r ∈ [2M,+∞)
to r∗ ∈ (−∞,+∞)– we may eliminate the first derivative u′ that appears in the above
equation which then takes the following Schrödinger-like form:

d2

dr2
∗
u+

(
ω2 − V (r)

)
u = 0, (2.63)

where the potential is defined as

V (r) = h(r)

(
h′(r)

r
+
`(`+ 1)

r2
− f̈(φ0)R2

0GB

)
. (2.64)

Then, the condition for an unstable mode is:∫ +∞

−∞
V dr∗ =

∫ ∞
2M

V (r)

h(r)
dr =

5M2 + 10M2 `(`+ 1)− 6f̈(φ0)

20M3
< 0. (2.65)

Since M > 0 and ` > 0 always, the only way for the above quantity to be negative
is to assume that the second derivative of the coupling function is also positive i.e.
f̈(φ0) > 0. Then, the constraint takes the form

M2 <
6f̈(φ0)

5 + 10`(`+ 1)
. (2.66)

Thus, in the framework of the EsGB theory, the Schwarzschild solution with a mass M ,
which validates the above constraint is unstable. As the mass of the black hole decreases
the horizon radius also decreases and this results to an increasing of the horizon curva-
ture. So, the value of the GB term near the horizon also increases. When the value of the

GB at the horizon exceeds the critical value R2
0GBc = 3/(4M4

c ), with M2
c = 6f̈(φ0)

5+10`(`+1)
, the

Schwarzschild solution becomes unstable and then a spontaneously scalarized black-hole
solution may arise.

Although the spontaneous scalarization effect may provide an explanation on how
these solutions may arise it is not an existence theorem. The instability of the Schwarzs-
child solution does not guarantee that a scalarized solution exists. Also the spontaneous
scalarization mechanism is over-restrictive and applies only on specific forms of the cou-
pling function i.e. for coupling functions with ḟ(φ0) = 0 and f̈(φ0) > 0. On the other
hand, in the previous section, we proved that for any form of the coupling function in
the EsGB theory, scalarized solutions exist provided that the parameters of the theory
respect the constraint (2.24). As we have already mentioned, the spontaneous scalarized
solutions have nothing special compared to the naturally scalarized solutions. Once a
spontaneously scalarized solution is produced there is no way to distinguish it from a
naturally scalarized one. However, in the spontaneous scalarization the Schwarzschild
solution co-exists with the scalarized solutions. In the more general case of natural
scalarization, the Schwarzschild solution may not exist in the configuration space of the
theory. Concluding, the spontaneously scalarized solutions comprise only a subgroup of
our more general naturally scalarized solutions.
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2.6 Discussion

In the context of the general Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory with an arbitrary
coupling function f(φ), we have demonstrated that the emergence of regular black-hole
solutions is a generic feature of the theory: the explicit form of f(φ) affects very little
the asymptotically-flat limit at infinity, while a regular horizon is formed provided that
φ′h and f(φ) satisfy the constraints (2.23)-(2.24).

The existing no-scalar-hair theorems were shown to be evaded under mild assump-
tions on the values of the parameters of the theory. The old no-hair theorem [12, 13] is
easily evaded for f(φ) > 0 while the novel no-hair theorem [22] is non-applicable if the
same constraint (2.23) holds. Based on this, we have produced a large number of reg-
ular black-hole solutions with non-trivial scalar hair for arbitrary forms of the coupling
function f(φ). They are all characterised by a minimum black-hole radius and mass,
and their near-horizon strong dynamics is expected to leave its imprint on a number
of observables. The obtained solutions survive only when the synergy of φ with the
Gauss-Bonnet term is supplemented by the linear Ricci term.
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Chapter 3

Properties of Black-Hole Solutions
with Scalar Hair in Einstein-Scalar-
Gauss-Bonnet-Theories

3.1 Introduction

A common feature of the theories which evaded the no-hair theorems was the presence of
higher-curvature terms, such as the quadratic Gauss-Bonnet (GB) term inspired by the
string theory [52] or Horndeski theory [53]. It is the presence of such terms that invalidate
basic requirements of the no-hair theorems, and open the way for the construction of
black-hole solutions with scalar hair. In the previous chapter, we considered a general
class of Einstein-scalar-GB theories [1], of which the cases [23,24,57] constitute particular
examples. We demonstrated that, under certain constraints on the form of the coupling
function between the scalar field and the Gauss-Bonnet term, and in conjunction with the
profile of the scalar field itself, a regular black-hole horizon regime and an asymptotically-
flat regime may be smoothly connected, and thus the no-hair theorems may be evaded.
A number of novel black-hole solutions with scalar hair was thus determined and briefly
presented [1].

In this chapter, we provide additional support to the arguments presented in [1].
We consider the same general gravitational theory containing the Ricci scalar, a scalar
field and the GB term, with the latter two quantities being coupled together through a
coupling function f(φ). Guided by the findings of our previous work [1], we impose the
aforementioned constraints on the coupling function f and the scalar field φ, and find a
large number of regular, black-hole solutions with a non-trivial scalar hair for a variety
of forms for the coupling function: exponential, polynomial (even and odd), inverse
polynomial (even and odd) and logarithmic. In all cases, the solutions for the metric
components, scalar field, curvature invariant quantities and components of the energy-
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momentum tensor are derived and discussed. Further characteristics of the produced
solutions, such as the scalar charge, horizon area and entropy, are also determined,
studied in detail and compared to the corresponding Schwarzschild values.

The outline of this chapter is as follows: in Section 3.2, we briefly review our theo-
retical framework and analytic study of the near and far-away radial regimes. In Section
3.3, we present extensive numerical results for the obtained solutions and their proper-
ties. We finish with our conclusions in Section 3.4. The analysis of this chapter is based
on [2].

3.2 The Theoretical Framework

The theoretical framework is the same with the previous chapter (see section 2.2). Here
we will give a brief overview. We start with the action functional that describes the
aforementioned general class of higher-curvature gravitational theories [1]:

S =
1

16π

∫
d4x
√
−g
[
R− 1

2
∂µφ∂

µφ+ f(φ)R2
GB

]
. (3.1)

Our aim is to find solutions of the set of Eqs. (2.2-2.3) that describe regular, static,
asymptotically-flat black-hole solutions with a non-trivial scalar field. In particular, we
will assume again that the line-element takes the following spherically-symmetric form

ds2 = −eA(r)dt2 + eB(r)dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2) , (3.2)

and that the scalar field is also static and spherically-symmetric, φ = φ(r). In our quest
for the aforementioned solutions, we will consider a variety of coupling functions f(φ),
that will however need to obey certain constraints [1]. By employing the line-element
(3.2), we may obtain the explicit forms of the Einstein’s field equations

4eB(eB + rB′ − 1) = φ′2
[
r2eB + 16f̈(eB − 1)

]
− 8ḟ

[
B′φ′(eB − 3)− 2φ′′(eB − 1)

]
,

(3.3)

4eB(eB − rA′ − 1) = −φ′2r2eB + 8
(
eB − 3

)
ḟA′φ′, (3.4)

eB
[
rA′

2 − 2B′ + A′(2− rB′) + 2rA′′
]

= −φ′2reB + 8φ′2f̈A′ + 4ḟ [φ′(A′2 + 2A′′)

+ A′(2φ′′ − 3B′φ′)], (3.5)

while the scalar equation has the following form:

2rφ′′ + (4 + rA′ − rB′)φ′ + 4ḟ e−B

r

[
(eB − 3)A′B′ − (eB − 1)(2A′′ + A′2)

]
= 0 . (3.6)

Before proceeding to numerically integrate the differential system of the field equations
let us also briefly review the form of the solutions at the two asymptotic regimes of
spacetime.
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3.2.1 Asymptotic Solution at Black-Hole Horizon

We will start our quest for black-hole solutions with a non trivial scalar hair by deter-
mining first the asymptotic solutions of the set of Eqs. (3.3)-(3.6) near the black-hole
horizon and at asymptotic infinity. These solutions will serve as boundary conditions
for our numerical integration but will also provide important constraints on our theory
(3.1). Near the black-hole horizon rh, it is usually assumed that the metric functions
and the scalar field may be expanded as

eA =
∞∑
n=1

an(r − rh)n , (3.7)

e−B =
∞∑
n=1

bn(r − rh)n , (3.8)

φ =
∞∑
n=0

φ(n)(rh)

n!
(r − rh)n , (3.9)

where (an, bn) are constant coefficients and φ(n)(rh) denotes the (nth)-derivative of the
scalar field evaluated at the black-hole horizon. Equations (3.7)-(3.8) reflect the expected
behaviour of the metric tensor near the horizon of a spherically-symmetric black hole
with the solution being regular if the scalar coefficients φ(n)(rh) in Eq. (3.9) remain finite
at the same regime.

In the previous chapter, we have followed instead the alternative approach of assum-
ing merely that, near the horizon, the metric function A(r) diverges, in accordance to Eq.
(3.7). Then, the system of differential equations was evaluated in the limit r → rh, and
the finiteness of the quantity φ′′ was demanded. This approach was followed in [23, 24]
where an exponential coupling function was assumed between the scalar field and the GB
term. In the previous chapter, the form of the coupling function f(φ) was left arbitrary,
and the requirement of the finiteness of φ′′h was shown to be satisfied only under the
constraint [1]

r3
hφ
′
h + 12ḟh + 2r2

hφ
′2
hḟh = 0 , (3.10)

where all quantities have been evaluated at the horizon rh. The above is a second-order
polynomial with respect to φ′h, and may be easily solved to yield the solutions:

φ′h =
rh

4ḟh

−1±

√
1− 96ḟ 2

h

r4
h

 . (3.11)

The above ensures that an asymptotic black-hole solution with a regular scalar field
exists for a general class of theories of the form (3.1). The only constraint on the form of
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the coupling function arises from the demand that the first derivative of the scalar field
on the horizon must be real, which translates to the inequality

ḟ 2
h <

r4
h

96
. (3.12)

Assuming the validity of the constraint (3.10), Eq. (2.20) then uniquely determines
the form of the metric function A in the near-horizon regime; through Eq. (2.13), the
metric function B is also determined. Therefore, the asymptotic solution for the metric
functions and the scalar field in the limit r → rh, is given by the expressions

eA = a1(r − rh) + ... , (3.13)

e−B = b1(r − rh) + ... , (3.14)

φ = φh + φ′h(r − rh) + φ′′h(r − rh)2 + ... , (3.15)

and describes, by construction, a black-hole horizon with a regular scalar field provided
that φ′ obeys the constraint (3.11) and the coupling function f satisfies Eq. (3.12). We
note that the desired form of the asymptotic solution was derived only for the choice of
the (+)-sign in Eq. (2.13) as the (−)-sign fails to lead to a black-hole solution [1].

The aforementioned regularity of the near-horizon solution should be reflected to
the components of the energy-momentum tensor Tµν as well as to the scalar invariant
quantities of the theory. Employing the asymptotic behaviour given in Eqs. (3.13)-(3.15),
near the black-hole horizon, the non-vanishing components of the energy momentum
tensor (2.45)-(2.47) assume the following approximate behaviour:

T tt = +
2e−B

r2
B′φ′ḟ +O(r − rh) , (3.16)

T rr =− 2e−B

r2
A′φ′ḟ +O(r − rh) , (3.17)

T θθ =Tϕϕ =
e−2B

r
φ′ḟ
(
2A′′ + A′2 − 3A′B′

)
+O(r − rh) . (3.18)

The above expressions, in the limit r → rh, lead to constant values for all components of
the energy-momentum tensor. Similarly, one may see that the scalar invariant quantities
R, RµνR

µν and RµνρσR
µνρσ, whose exact expressions are listed in the Appendix A.2,

reduce to the approximate forms

R = +
2e−B

r2

(
eB − 2rA′

)
+O(r − rh) , (3.19)

RµνR
µν = +

2e−2B

r4

(
eB − rA′

)2
+O(r − rh) , (3.20)

RµνρσR
µνρσ = +

4e−2B

r4

(
e2B + r2A′2

)
+O(r − rh) . (3.21)
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In the above, we have used that, near the horizon, A′ ≈ −B′ ≈ 1/(r−rh) and A′2 ≈ −A′′,
as dictated by Eqs. (3.13)-(3.14). Again, the dominant term in each curvature invariant
adopts a constant, finite value in the limit r → rh. Subsequently, the GB term also
comes out to be finite, in the same limit, and given by

R2
GB = +

12e−2B

r4
A′2 +O(r − rh) . (3.22)

3.2.2 Asymptotic Solution at Infinity

At the other asymptotic regime, that of radial infinity (r →∞), the metric functions and
the scalar field may be again expanded in power series, this time in terms of 1/r. Demand-
ing that the metric components reduce to those of the asymptotically-flat Minkowski
space-time while the scalar field assumes a constant value, we find in brief:

eA = 1− 2M

r
+O(1/r3) , (3.23)

eB = 1 +
2M

r
+O(1/r2) , (3.24)

φ = φ∞ +
D

r
+O(1/r2) , (3.25)

where with M we denote the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) mass and with D the scalar
charge. The remaining coefficients may be calculated to an arbitrary order: in the
previous chapter we have performed this calculation up to order O(1/r6), see Eqs. (2.35-
2.37). We found that the scalar charge D modifies significantly the expansion of the
metric functions at order O(1/r2) and higher. The existence itself of D, and thus of
a non-trivial form for the scalar field, is caused by the presence of the GB term in
the theory. The exact form, however, of the coupling function does not enter in the
above expansions earlier than the order O(1/r4). This shows that an asymptotically flat
solution of Eqs. (3.3-3.6), with a constant scalar field does not require a specific coupling
function and, in fact, arises for an arbitrary form of this function.

The asymptotic solution at infinity, given by Eqs. (3.23)-(3.25), is also characterised
by regular components of Tµν and curvature invariants. Employing the facts that, as
r →∞, (eA, eB, φ) ≈ O(1) while (A′, B′, φ′) ≈ O (1/r2), we find for the components of
the energy-momentum tensor the asymptotic behaviour:

T tt ' −T rr ' T θθ ' −
1

4
φ′2 +O

(
1

r6

)
. (3.26)

Clearly, all of the above components go to zero, as expected. A similar behaviour is exhib-
ited by all curvature invariants and the GB term, in accordance to the asymptotically-flat
limit derived above. In particular, for the GB term, we obtain

R2
GB ≈

48M2

r6
, (3.27)
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Figure 3.1: (a) The scalar field φ, and (b) the energy-momentum tensor Tµν in terms of
the radial coordinate r, for f(φ) = αe−φ.

which quickly reduces to zero at asymptotic infinity as anticipated.

3.3 Numerical Solutions

In the previous two subsections, we have constructed a near-horizon solution with a
regular scalar field and an asymptotically-flat solution with a constant scalar field –
that was achieved under mild constraints on the form of the coupling function f(φ).
As demonstrated in the previous chapter, both the old and the novel no-scalar-hair
theorems can be evaded in the context of the EsGB theory, and the asymptotic solutions
at black-hole horizon and radial infinity may be smoothly matched. However, given the
complexity of the equations of the theory, it is the numerical integration of the field
equations (3.3)-(3.6) that will reveal whether a black-hole solution with a non-trivial
scalar hair valid over the entire radial domain can be constructed.

We therefore proceed to numerically solve ours equations (3.3-3.6). As described in
the previous chapter, the set of equations reduces to a set of two independent equations
for A and φ

A′′ =
P

S
, and φ′′ =

Q

S
, (3.28)

while the metric function B may be expressed in terms of the functions A and φ,
see Eq. (2.13). In the above equations, P , Q and S are complicated expressions of
(r, eB, φ′, A′, ḟ , f̈) that are given in the Appendix A.1. Our numerical code is written in
Mathematica software. The integration starts at a distance very close to the horizon of
the black hole, i.e. at r ≈ rh +O(10−5) (for simplicity, we set rh = 1). There, we use as
boundary conditions the asymptotic solution (3.13)-(3.15) together with Eq. (3.11) for
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Figure 3.2: (a) The metric components gtt and grr, and (b) the Gauss-Bonnet term R2
GB

in terms of the radial coordinate r, for f(φ) = αe−φ.

φ′h upon choosing a particular coupling function f(φ). The integration proceeds towards
large values of the radial coordinate until the form of the derived solution matches the
asymptotic solution (3.23)-(3.25). In the next sub-sections, we present a variety of reg-
ular black-hole solutions with scalar hair for different choices of the coupling function
f(φ).

3.3.1 Exponential Coupling Function

First, we consider the case where f(φ) = αeκφ. According to the arguments presented in
section 2.4.1, the evasion of the old no-hair theorem is ensured for f(φ) > 0; therefore,
we focus on the case with α > 0. As the exponential function is always positive-definite,
the sign of ḟ = ακeκφ is then determined by the sign of κ. In order to evade also the
novel no-hair theorem and allow for regular black-hole solutions to emerge, we should
satisfy the constraint ḟφ′ < 0 according to Eq. (2.51), or equivalently κφ′ < 0, near the
horizon. Therefore, for κ > 0, we should have φ′h < 0, which causes the decreasing of
the scalar field as we move away from the black-hole horizon. The situation is reversed
for κ < 0 when φ′h > 0 and the scalar field increases with r.

The case of f(φ) = αeφ, with α > 0, was studied in [23,24] and led to the well-known
family of Dilatonic Black Holes. The solutions were indeed regular and asymptotically-
flat with the scalar field decreasing away from the horizon, in agreement with the above
discussion. Here, we present the complimentary case with f(φ) = αe−φ (the exact value
of κ does not alter the physical characteristics of the solution and, here, we set it to
κ = −1). In Fig. 3.1(a), we present a family of solutions for the scalar field φ for
different initial values φh: for κ = −1 < 0, the scalar field must necessarily have φ′h > 0,
and therefore increases as r increases. The value of the coupling constant α, once the
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Figure 3.3: (a) The scalar charge D as a function of the near-horizon value φh, and (b)
the scalar charge D as a function of its mass M , for f(φ) = αe−φ.

form of the coupling function and the asymptotic value φh are chosen, is restricted by
the inequality (3.12) - here, we present solutions for indicative allowed values of α.

In Fig. 3.1(b), we present the energy-momentum tensor components for an indicative
solution of this family: clearly, all components remain finite over the whole radial regime.
In particular, T rr remains positive and monotonically decreases towards infinity, exactly
the behaviour that ensures the evasion of the novel no-hair theorem. As discussed in the
previous chapter, apart from choosing the input value φ′h for our numerical integration
in accordance with Eq. (3.11), no other fine-tuning is necessary; the second constraint
for the evasion of the novel no-hair theorem, i.e. ḟφ′′ + f̈φ′2 > 0, is automatically
satisfied without any further action, and this is reflected in the decreasing behaviour of
T rr component near the horizon.

At the left and right plots of Fig. 3.2, we also present the solution for the two metric
components (|gtt|, grr) and the GB term R2

GB, respectively. The metric components
exhibit the expected behaviour near the black-hole horizon with gtt vanishing and grr
diverging at rh = 1. In order to ensure asymptotic flatness at radial infinity, the free
parameter a1 appearing in the near-horizon solution (3.13) is appropriately chosen. On
the other hand, the GB term remains finite and positive-definite over the entire radial
domain - in fact it displays the monotonic behaviour, hinted by its two asymptotic limits
(3.22) and (3.27), that causes the evasion of the old no-hair theorem. As expected, it
contributes significantly near the horizon, where the curvature is large, and quickly fades
away as we move towards larger distances. The profile of the metric components and
GB term exhibit the same qualitative behaviour in all families of black-hole solutions
presented in this work, so we refrain from giving additional plots of these two quantities
in the next sub-sections.

The profile of the scalar charge D as a function of the near-horizon value φh and of the
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Figure 3.4: (a) The horizon area Ah and entropy Sh of the black hole, and (b) their
ratios to the corresponding Schwarzschild values (right plot) in terms of the mass M for
f(φ) = αe−φ.

mass M is given at the left and right plot, respectively, of Fig. 3.3 (each dot in these, and
subsequent, plots stand for a different black-hole solution). For the exponential coupling
function f(φ) = αe−φ, and for fixed α and rh, the scalar field near the horizon φh may
range from a minimum value, dictated by Eq. (3.12), up to infinity. As the left plot
reveals, as φh → ∞, the coupling of the scalar field to the GB term vanishes, and we
recover the Schwarzschild case with a trivial scalar field and a vanishing charge. On the
other hand, in the right plot, we observe that as the mass of the black-hole increases,
the scalar charge decreases in absolute value, and thus larger black holes tend to have
smaller charges.

It is also interesting to study the profiles of the area of the black-hole horizon, Ah =
4πr2

h, and of the entropy Sh of this class of solutions. The entropy is defined through
the relation [330]

Sh = β

[
∂(βF )

∂β
− F

]
, (3.29)

where F = IE/β is the Helmholtz free-energy of the system given in terms of the Eu-
clidean version of the action IE. Also, β = 1/(kBT ) with the temperature following
easily from the definition [331,332]

T =
k

2π
=

1

4π

(
1√
|gttgrr|

∣∣∣∣dgttdr

∣∣∣∣
)
rh

=

√
a1b1

4π
. (3.30)

The calculation of the temperature and entropy of the dilatonic black hole, with an
exponential coupling function of the form f(φ) = αeφ, was performed in detail in [32].
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Figure 3.5: (a) The scalar field φ, and (b) the energy-momentum tensor Tµν in terms of
the radial coordinate r, for f(φ) = αφ2.

By closely repeating the analysis, we find the following expressions for the temperature

T =
1

4π

(2M +D)

r2
h + 4f(φh)

, (3.31)

and entropy

Sh =
Ah
4

+ 4πf(φh) (3.32)

of a GB black-hole arising in the context of our theory (3.1) with a general coupling
function f(φ) between the scalar field and the GB term. We easily confirm that, in
the absence of the coupling function, the above quantities reduce to the corresponding
Schwarzschild ones, T = 1/(4πrh) and Sh = Ah/4, respectively.

By employing the expressions for Ah and Sh as given above, we depict the horizon
area and entropy, in terms of the mass of the black hole, in Fig. 3.4(a) we observe that
both quantities increase fast as the mass increases. The plot in Fig. 3.4(b) allows us to
compare more effectively our solutions to the Schwarzschild one. The lower curve depicts
the ratio of Ah to the area of the Schwarzschild solution ASch = 16πM2, as a function
of M ; we observe that, for large black-hole masses, the ratio Ah/ASch approaches unity,
therefore, large GB black holes are not expected to deviate in their characteristics from
the Schwarzschild solution of the same mass. On the other hand, in the small-mass limit,
the ratio Ah/ASch significantly deviates from unity; in addition, a lower bound appears
for the black-hole radius, and thus of the mass of the black hole, due to the constraint
(3.12) not present in the Schwarzschild case – this feature has been noted before in the
case of the dilatonic black holes [23, 24, 51]. It is worth noting that the GB term, as an
extra gravitational effect, causes the shrinking of the size of the black hole as the ratio
Ah/ASch remains for all solutions below unity.
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Figure 3.6: (a) The scalar field φ, and (b) the energy-momentum tensor Tµν in terms of
the radial coordinate r, for f(φ) = αφ4.

Turning finally to the entropy Sh of our black-hole solutions, we find a similar pattern:
very small GB black holes differ themselves from the Schwarzschild solution by having a
lower entropy whereas large GB black holes tend to acquire, among other characteristics,
and the entropy of the Schwarzschild solution. We observe however that, apart from the
very small-mass regime close to the minimum value, the ‘exponential’ GB black holes
have in general a higher entropy than the Schwarzschild solution, a characteristic that
points to the thermodynamical stability of these solutions. In fact, the dilatonic GB
black holes [23,24], which comprise a subclass of this family of solutions with a coupling
function of the form f(φ) = αeφ, have an identical entropy pattern, and were shown to
be linearly stable under small perturbations more than twenty years ago.

3.3.2 Even Polynomial Function

Next, we consider the case where f(φ) = αφ2n, with n ≥ 1. Since the coupling function
must be positive-definite, we assume again that α > 0. The first constraint for the evasion
of the novel no-hair theorem, ḟφ′ < 0 near the horizon, now translates to φhφ

′
h < 0.

Therefore, two classes of solutions appear for each value of n: one for φh > 0, where
φ′h < 0 and the solution for the scalar field decreases with r, and one for φh < 0, where
φ′h > 0 and the scalar field increases away from the black-hole horizon. In Fig. 3.5(a),
we depict the first family of solutions with φh < 0 and φ′h > 0 for the choice f(φ) = αφ2

while, in Fig. 3.6(a), we depict the second class with φh > 0 and φ′h < 0 for the choice
f(φ) = αφ4. The complimentary classes of solutions may be easily derived in each case
by reversing the signs of φh and φ′h.

The form of the energy-momentum tensor components for the two choices f(φ) = αφ2

and f(φ) = αφ4, and for two indicative solutions, are depicted in Figs. 3.5(b) and 3.6(b),
respectively. We observe that the qualitative behaviour of the three components largely
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Figure 3.7: (a) The scalar field φ, and (b) the energy-momentum tensor Tµν in terms of
the radial coordinate r, for f(φ) = αφ2 and various values of the coupling constant α.

remain the same despite the change in the form of the coupling function f(φ) (note also
the resemblance with the behaviour depicted in Fig. 3.1(b)). In fact, the asymptotic
behaviour of Tµν near the black-hole horizon and radial infinity is fixed, according to Eqs.
(3.16)-(3.18) and (3.26), respectively. Independently of the form of the coupling function
f(φ), at asymptotic infinity T rr approaches zero from the positive side, while T tt and T θθ
do the same from the negative side. In the near-horizon regime, Eqs. (3.16)-(3.18)
dictate that

sign
(
T tt
)
h
, sign (T rr)h ∼− sign

(
φ′hḟh

)
, (3.33)

sign
(
T θθ
)
h
∼+ sign

(
φ′hḟh

)
. (3.34)

Using that ḟhφ
′
h < 0 and the scaling behaviour of the metric functions near the

horizon, we may easily derive that (T tt)h and (T rr)h always assume positive values while
(T θθ)h assumes a negative one. The form of f(φ) merely changes the magnitude of these
asymptotic values: in the case of a polynomial coupling function, the higher the degree
is, the larger the asymptotic values near the horizon are.

One could assume that the intermediate behaviour of the scalar field and the energy-
momentum tensor always remains qualitatively the same. In fact, this is not so. Let
us fix for simplicity the values of rh and φh, and gradually increase the value of the
coupling parameter α; this has the effect of increasing the magnitude of the GB source-
term appearing in the equation of motion (3.6) for φ. As an indicative case, in Fig.
3.7(a), we depict the behaviour of φ for four large values of α, and, in Fig. 3.7(b), the
Tµν for one of these solutions. We observe that all of these quantities are not monotonic
any more; they go through a number of maxima or minima – with that number increasing
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Figure 3.8: (a) The scalar charge D, and (b) the ratios Ah/ASch and Sh/SSch in terms
of the mass M , for f(φ) = αφ2.

with the value of α – before reaching their asymptotic values at infinity. Note that the
near-horizon behaviour of both φ and Tµν is still the one that guarantees the evasion
of the no-hair theorem. We may thus conclude that the presence of the GB term in
the theory not only ensures that the asymptotic solutions (3.13)-(3.15) and (3.23)-(3.25)
may be smoothly connected to create a regular black hole but it allows for this to happen
even in a non-monotonic way.

Let us also study the characteristics of this class of black-hole solutions arising for an
even polynomial coupling function. In Fig. 3.8(a), we depict the scalar charge D in terms
of the mass M of the black hole, for the quadratic coupling function f(φ) = αφ2: we
observe that, in this case, the function D(M) is not monotonic in the small-mass regime
but it tends again to zero for large values of its mass. In terms of the near-horizon value
φh, the scalar charge exhibits the expected behaviour: for large values of φh, the effect of
the GB term becomes important and D increases; on the other hand, for vanishing φh,
i.e. a vanishing coupling function, the scalar charge also vanishes – in order to minimise
the number of figures, we refrain from showing plots depicting the anticipated behaviour;
in the same spirit, we present no new plots for the quartic coupling function as it leads
to exactly the same qualitative behaviour.

Turning to the horizon area Ah and entropy Sh of these black-hole solutions, we find
that, in terms of the mass M , they both quickly increase, showing a profile similar to that
of Fig. 3.4(a) for the exponential case. The ratio Ah/ASch remains again below unity
over the whole mass regime, and interpolates between a value corresponding to the lowest
allowed value of the mass, according to Eq. (3.12), and the asymptotic Schwarzschild
value at the large-mass limit. The entropy ratio Sh/SSch, on the other hand, is found
to have a different profile by remaining now always below unity - this feature points
perhaps towards a thermodynamic instability of the ‘even polynomial’ GB black holes
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Figure 3.9: (a) The scalar field φ, and (b) the energy-momentum tensor Tµν in terms of
the radial coordinate r, for f(φ) = αφ.

compared to the Schwarzschild solution.

3.3.3 Odd Polynomial Function

We now consider the case of f(φ) = αφ2n+1, with n ≥ 0 and α > 0. Here, the constraint
ḟφ′ < 0 translates to φ2nφ′ < 0, or simply to φ′h < 0 for all solutions. In Fig. 3.9 (a) and
(b), we have chosen the linear case, i.e. f(φ) = αφ, and presented an indicative family
of solutions for the scalar field (left plot) and the components of the energy-momentum
tensor for one of them (right plot). The decreasing profile of φ for all solutions, as we
move away from the black-hole horizon, is evident and in agreement with the above
constraint. The energy-momentum tensor clearly satisfies the analytically predicted
behaviour at the two asymptotic regimes, that once again ensures the evasion of the
novel no-hair theorem.

The two plots in Fig. 3.10, (a) and (b), depict the same quantities but for the
case f(φ) = αφ3. Their profile agrees with that expected for a regular, black-hole
solution with a scalar hair. The alerted reader may notice that, here, we have chosen
to present solutions with φh < 0; for an odd polynomial coupling function, these should
have been prohibited under the constraint f(φ) > 0, that follows from the old no-hair
theorem [1, 12, 13]. Nevertheless, regular black-hole solutions with a non-trivial scalar
field do emerge, that do not seem to satisfy f(φ) > 0. A set of such solutions are shown
in Fig. 3.10(a) (we refrain from showing the set of solutions with φh > 0 as these have
similar characteristics). As we observe, all of them obey the φ′h < 0 constraint imposed
by the evasion of the novel no-hair theorem, and lead to the expected behaviour of Tµν ;
the latter may be clearly seen in Fig. 3.10(b) where such a “prohibited” solution is
plotted. The behaviour of the metric components and the GB term continue to be given
by plots similar to the ones in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.10: (a) The scalar field φ, and (b) the energy-momentum tensor Tµν in terms
of the radial coordinate r, for f(φ) = αφ3.

As shown in Fig. 3.11, the emergence of solutions that violate the constraint f(φ) > 0
is in fact a general feature of our analysis and not an isolated finding in the case of odd
polynomial coupling function. Apparently, the presence of the coupling of the scalar field
to the GB term not only opens the way for black-hole solutions to emerge but renders the
old no-hair theorem incapable of dictating when this may happen. Looking more carefully
at the argument on which the old no-hair theorem was based on [1, 12, 13], one readily
realizes that this involves the integral of the scalar equation over the entire exterior
regime, and thus the global solution of the field equations whose characteristics cannot
be predicted beforehand. In contrast, the evasion of the novel no-hair theorem is based
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Figure 3.11: (a) Regular solutions for the scalar field with f(φ) < 0 “forbidden” by the
old No-Hair theorem but not by the novel No-Hair theorem and (b) the corresponding
T rr component of the energy-momentum tensor.
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Figure 3.12: (a) The scalar field φ, and (b) the energy-momentum tensor Tµν in terms of
the radial coordinate r, for f(φ) = αφ3 and a variety of values of the coupling constant
α.

on local quantities, such as the energy-momentum components and their derivatives at
particular radial regimes, which may be easily computed. In addition, it is indifferent to
the behaviour of the solution in the intermediate regime, which may indeed exhibit an
arbitrary profile as the one presented in the plots of Fig. 3.7. In fact, all solutions found
in the context of our analysis, with no exception, satisfy the constraints that ensure the
evasion of the novel no-hair theorem.

In this case, too, one may derive solutions for a variety of values of the coupling
constant α, as long as these obey the constraint (3.12). In Fig. 3.12(a), we depict a
family of solutions with φh = 0.01 and a variety of values of α. This family of solutions
present a less monotonic profile compared to the one exhibited by the solutions in Fig.
3.10. The components of the energy-momentum tensor for one of these solutions is
depicted in Fig. 3.12(b), and they present a more evolved profile with the emergence of
minima and maxima between the black-hole horizon and radial infinity. We also notice
that the solutions for the scalar field, although they start from the positive-value regime
(φh = 0.01), they cross to negative values for fairly small values of the radial coordinate.
This behavior causes the odd coupling function to change sign along the radial regime,
a feature that makes any application of the old no-hair theorem even more challenging.

Turning again to the characteristics of the ‘odd polynomial’ black-hole solutions, in
Fig. 3.13(a), we depict the scalar charge D in terms of the mass M of the black hole,
for the linear coupling function f(φ) = αφ: here, the function D(M) is monotonic and
approaches a vanishing asymptotic value as M increases. The scalar charge D has no
dependence on the initial scalar-field value φh since it is the first derivative f ′(φ) that
appears in the scalar equation (3.6) and, for a linear function, this is merely a constant.
The horizon area Ah and entropy Sh exhibit again an increasing profile in terms of M
similar to that of Fig. 3.4(a) for the exponential case. The more informative ratios
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Figure 3.13: (a) The scalar charge D, and (b) the ratios Ah/ASch and Sh/SSch in terms
of the mass M , for f(φ) = αφ.

Ah/ASch and Sh/SSch are given in Fig. 3.13(b): as in the case of quadratic and quartic
coupling functions, both quantities remain smaller than unity and interpolate between
a lowest value corresponding to the black-hole solution with the lowest mass and the
Schwarzschild limit acquired at the large mass limit.

We now address separately the characteristics of the black-hole solutions arising in
the case of the cubic coupling function f(φ) = αφ3 since here we find a distinctly different
behaviour. As mentioned above, also in this case, as the coupling constant α increases,
from zero to its maximum value (for rh and φh fixed), solutions with no monotonic profile
in terms of the radial coordinate arise (Fig. 3.12(a)). We depict the scalar charge D
in terms of the mass M of the black hole, for the whole α-regime, in Fig. 3.14(a): we
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Figure 3.14: (a) The scalar charge D, and (b) the ratios Ah/ASch and Sh/SSch in terms
of the mass M , for f(φ) = αφ3.
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Figure 3.15: (a) The scalar field φ, and (b) the energy-momentum tensor Tµν in terms
of the radial coordinate r, for f(φ) = α/φ.

may easily observe the emergence of two different branches of solutions (with a third,
short one appearing at the end of the upper branch) corresponding to the same mass
M . These branches appear at the small-mass limit of the solutions whereas for large
masses only one branch survives with a very small scalar charge. In Fig. 3.14(b), we
show the ratio Sh/SSch in terms of the mass M : this quantity also displays the existence
of three branches with the one that is smoothly connected to the Schwarzschild limit
having the higher entropy. The two additional branches with the larger values of scalar
charge, compared to the one of the ‘Schwarzschild’ branch, have a lower entropy and
they are probably less thermodynamically stable. This behavior was not observed in
the case of the quadratic coupling function where more evolved solutions for the scalar
field also appeared (see Fig. 3.5(a)): there, the function D(M) was not monotonic but
was always single-valued; that created short, disconnected ‘branches’ of solutions with
slightly different values of entropy ratio Sh/SSch but all lying below unity. Let us finally
note that the horizon area ratio Ah/ASch, not shown here for brevity, has the same profile
as the one displayed in Fig. 3.13 for the linear function while the D(φh) function shows
the anticipated increasing profile as φh, and thus the GB coupling, increases.

3.3.4 Inverse Polynomial Function

The next case to consider is the one where f(φ) = αφ−k, where k > 0, and α is also
assumed to be positive, for simplicity. Let us consider directly some indicative cases:

• k = 1: In this case, the constraint for the evasion of the novel no-hair theorem
becomes: ḟφ′ = −2αφ′/φ2 < 0 which demands φ′h > 0 for all solutions. In
Fig. 3.15(a), we present a family of solutions for the scalar field emerging for this
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Figure 3.16: (a) The scalar field φ, and (b) the energy-momentum tensor Tµν in terms
of the radial coordinate r, for f(φ) = α/φ2.

coupling function. All solutions are increasing away from the black-hole horizon
in accordance to the above comment. The components of the energy-momentum
tensor are also well behaved, as may be seen from Fig. 3.15(b). As in the case of
the odd polynomial function, an additional set of solutions arises with φh < 0 with
similar characteristics.

• k = 2: In this case, the constraint becomes: ḟφ′ = −αφ′/φ3 < 0 which demands
φhφ

′
h > 0. A family of solutions for the scalar field emerging for this coupling

function, with φh > 0 and increasing with r, are presented in Fig. 3.16(a) – a
complementary family of solutions with φh < 0 and decreasing away from the
black-hole horizon were also found. The components of the energy-momentum
tensor for an indicative solution are depicted in Fig. 3.16(b), and clearly remain
finite over the whole exterior regime.

Concerning the characteristics of the ‘inverse polynomial’ GB black holes, we find
again an interesting behaviour – in Fig. 3.17, we depict the inverse linear case, as an
indicative one. The scalar charge D exhibits a monotonic decreasing behaviour in terms
of the mass M , as one may see in the left plot of the figure, approaching zero at the
large-mass limit. In terms of the input parameter φh, the scalar charge presents the
anticipated behaviour (and thus is not shown here): for an inverse coupling function, D
increases as the value of φh, and thus of the GB coupling, decreases. The quantities Ah
and Sh increase once again quickly with the mass M , as in Fig. 3.4. The ratio Ah/ASch
is shown in Fig. 3.17(b), and reveals again the constantly smaller size of the GB black
holes compared to the asymptotic Schwarzschild solution, as well as the existence of
a lowest-mass solution. The ratio Sh/SSch, depicted also in Fig. 3.17(b), reveals that
the entire class of these black-hole solutions – independently of their mass – have a
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Figure 3.17: (a) The scalar charge D, and (b) the ratios Ah/ASch and Sh/SSch (right
plot) in terms of the mass M , for f(φ) = α/φ.

higher entropy compared to the asymptotic Schwarzschild solution. This feature is in
fact unique for the inverse linear function; a similar analysis for the inverse quadratic
coupling function has produced similar results for the quantities D(M), D(φh), Ah/ASch
and Sh/SSch with the only difference being that the very-low mass regime of the ‘inverse
quadratic’ GB black holes have a lower entropy than the Schwarzschild solution, i.e. the
situation resembles more the one depicted in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.18: (a) The scalar field φ, and (b) the energy-momentum tensor Tµν in terms
of the radial coordinate r, for f(φ) = α lnφ.
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Figure 3.19: (a) The scalar charge D, and (b) the ratios Ah/ASch and Sh/SSch in terms
of the mass M , for f(φ) = α lnφ.

3.3.5 Logarithmic Function

We finally address the case where f(φ) = α ln(φ). Here, black-hole solutions emerge for
ḟφ′ = αφ′/φ < 0, near the black-hole horizon; for α > 0, this translates to φ′h < 0 (since
the argument of the logarithm must be a positive number, i.e. φ > 0). As a result, the
solutions for the scalar field are restricted to have a decreasing behaviour as we move
away from the black-hole horizon - this is indeed the behaviour observed in the class of
solutions depicted in Fig. 3.18(a). One may also observe that the plot includes solutions
with either φh > 1 or φh < 1, or equivalently with f > 0 or f < 0. Once again, the old
no-hair theorem is proven to be inadequate to exclude the presence of regular black holes
with scalar hair even in subclasses of the theory (3.1). In contrast, the derived solutions
continue to satisfy the constraints for the evasion of the novel no-hair theorem.

The components of the energy-momentum tensor are presented in Fig. 3.18(b): they
exhibit the same characteristics as in the cases presented in the previous subsections with
the most important being the monotonic, decreasing profile of the T rr component. The
coupling constant α can also take a variety of values as long as it satisfies Eq. (3.12); in
this case, the monotonic behaviour of φ over the whole exterior space of the black hole is
preserved independently of the value of α. The energy-momentum tensor also assumes
the same form as in Fig. 3.18, and thus we refrain from presenting any new plots.

The scalar charge D of the ‘logarithmic’ GB black holes, in terms of the mass M
is shown in Fig. 3.19(a). Once again, we observe that, as the mass of the black-hole
solution increases, D decreases towards a vanishing value – our previous analysis has
shown that this feature is often connected with the thermodynamical stability of the
solutions. Indeed, as it may be seen from Fig. 3.19(b), the ratio Sh/SSch is above
unity for a very large part of the mass-regime; it is again the small-mass regime that
is excluded from the thermodynamical stable solutions. The scalar charge D has again
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the anticipated behaviour in terms of the parameter φh: since it is the f ′(φ) = α/φ that
enters the scalar equation (3.6), the scalar charge increases as φh decreases. The ratio
Ah/ASch is also shown in Fig. 3.19(b): as in the previous cases, it corresponds to a class
of smaller black-hole solutions, compared to the Schwarzschild solution of the same mass,
with a minimum-allowed mass that approaches the asymptotic Schwarzschild solution
as M reaches large values.

3.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we have extended the analysis of the previous chapter [1] by considering
several subclasses of the general theory that contained the Ricci scalar, a scalar field
and the GB term. We have studied a large number of choices for the coupling function
f(φ) between the scalar field and the GB term: exponential, polynomial (even and
odd), inverse polynomial (even and odd) and logarithmic. In each case, employing the
constraint (3.11) for the value of φ′h, we constructed a large number of exact black-hole
solutions with scalar hair, and studied in detail their characteristics. Our solutions were
characterised by a universal behaviour of the components of the metric tensor, having
the expected behaviour near the black-hole horizon and asymptotic flatness at radial
infinity. All curvature invariant quantities were examined, and found to have a similar
universal profile, independently of the form of the coupling function f , that ensured the
finiteness of the space-time and thus the regularity of all solutions.

The same regularity characterised the components of the energy-momentum tensor
over the whole radial regime. In fact, the first constraint on the value of φ′h – necessary
for the evasion of the novel no-hair theorem – simultaneously guarantees the regularity
of the scalar field at the black-hole horizon and therefore, the regularity of the solution.
The second constraint for the evasion of the no-hair theorem involves both φ′h and φ′′h,
and determines the behaviour of T rr near the black-hole horizon; this constraint was
automatically satisfied by all the constructed solutions and demanded no further action
or fine-tuning of the parameters. It is worth noting that these constraints were local
as they applied to the black-hole radial regime, and were therefore easy to check. On
the other hand, the old no-hair theorem, based on an integral constraint over the whole
radial regime, fails to lead to a unique constraint whose violation or not would govern the
existence of regular black-hole solutions. A special form of it, i.e. f(φ) > 0, was found
to lead indeed to novel solutions when satisfied but it could not exclude their emergence
in the opposite case. An analysis of the old no-hair theorem that bypasses the constraint
on the sign of the coupling function, and allows solutions with f(φ) < 0, may be found
here [333].

The profile for the scalar field φ was found in all of the cases considered, and was
indeed regular over the entire radial domain. The scalar field increased or decreased
away from the black-hole horizon, always in accordance with the constraint (3.11), and
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approached a constant value at asymptotic infinity. The scalar charge D was determined
in each case, and its dependence on either φh or M was studied. In terms of the first
parameter, whose value determines the magnitude of the GB coupling in the theory, its
behaviour was the anticipated one: for large values of that coupling, D assumed a large
value, while for small couplings D tended to zero. Its profile in terms of the mass M of
the black hole had a universal behaviour in the large-M limit, with D assuming increas-
ingly smaller values, however, in the small-M limit, each family of solutions presented
a different behaviour (either monotonic or not monotonic). In all cases, however, the
scalar charge is an M -dependent quantity, and therefore our solutions have a non-trivial
scalar field but with a “secondary” hair.

The horizon area Ah and entropy Sh of the solutions were also found in each case.
Both quantities quickly increase with the mass M , with the former always dominating
over the latter. The function A(M) also revealed a generic feature of all black-hole
solutions found, namely the existence of a lower value for the horizon radius rh and
thus of the horizon area Ah of the black hole; this is due to the constraint (3.12) that,
for fixed φh and parameter α, does not allow for regular solutions with horizon radius
smaller than a minimum value, given by (r2

h)min = 4
√

6 |ḟh|, to emerge. This, in turn,
imposes a lower-bound on the mass of the black hole solution, and therefore all curves
A(M) terminate at a specific point in the low-mass regime.

The study of the ratios Ah/ASch and Sh/SSch, with respect to the corresponding
quantities of the Schwarzschild solution with the same mass, had even more information
to offer. The first ratio remained below unity for all classes of black-hole solutions found
and for all mass regimes; as a result, we may conclude that the presence of the additional,
gravitational GB term leads to the formation of more compact black holes compared to
the standard General Relativity (GR). In the large-mass limit, the horizon area of all
black-hole solutions approached the Schwarzschild value – the same was true for the
entropy ratio Sh/SSch; these two features together suggest that, for large masses, it will
be extremely difficult to distinguish between GB black holes and their GR analogues.

Do we really expect to detect any of these classes of GB black holes in the universe?
This depends firstly on their stability behaviour, a topic that needs to be studied care-
fully and individually for each class of solutions presented in this work. The curves
Sh/SSch(M), that we produced, may provide hints for their stability: as mentioned
above, the entropy of all solutions found here approached, in the large-M limit, the
Schwarzschild value thus it is quite likely that large GB black holes share the stability of
the Schwarzchild solution. For smaller masses, where the GB black holes are expected to
differ from their GR analogue, different profiles were observed: the ‘exponential’, ‘inverse-
quadratic’ and ‘logarithmic’ GB black holes had a ratio Sh/SSch larger than unity for
the entire intermediate mass-regime but smaller than unity in the very-low-mass regime.
These results point towards the thermodynamical stability of solutions with intermediate
and large masses but to an instability for solutions with small masses (although even in
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the latter case, an accretion of mass from their environment could lead to an increase in
their mass and to a change in their (in)stability). On the other hand, the ‘quadratic’,
‘quartic’ and ‘linear’ GB black holes had their entropy ratio Sh/SSch below unity over
the entire mass-regime, and may not lead to stable configurations. Finally, two classes of
solutions, the ‘inverse-linear’ and the first branch of the ‘cubic’ GB black holes have their
ratio Sh/SSch larger than unity for all values of the black-hole mass - small, intermediate
and large - and may hopefully lead to stable solutions with a variety of masses. In all
cases, a careful study of all the above solutions under perturbations is necessary in order
to verify or refute the above expectations. The first class of GB black-hole solutions that
have been studied under linear perturbations are the ‘exponential’ ones that were found
to be indeed stable [23, 24] in accordance to the above comments. In addition, the last
years, stability analyses have been performed for the case of the spontaneously scalarized
black holes [69, 70]. These works indicate that the stability of the black-hole solutions
seems to be dependent on the explicit form of the coupling function and therefore each
case needs to be studied separately.

Assuming therefore that one or more classes of the aforementioned black-hole solu-
tions are stable, we then need a number of signatures or observable effects that would
distinguish them from their GR analogues and convince us of their existence. A generic
feature of all GB black holes is their minimum horizon radius: if, in the small-mass
limit, certain families of GB black holes are more favourable to emerge compared to
the Schwarzschild solution – from the stability point-of-view, then the observed black
holes will not have an arbitrarily small mass. Also, in the small-mass limit, observable
effects may include deviations from standard GR in the calculation of the bending an-
gle of light, the precession observed in near-horizon orbits and the spectrum from their
accretion discs. Studies of this type have been performed [93, 94] for black holes in the
Einstein-scalar-GB theory with a linear coupling [57] – a special case of our analysis –
and shown that the near-horizon strong dynamics may leave its imprint on all of these
observables.

Our GB black-hole solutions are characterized also by a scalar charge. A previous
analysis of dilatonic (‘exponential’) GB black holes [45] has revealed that scalar radiation
is rather suppressed, especially for non-spinning black holes, unless particular couplings
are introduced in the theory between the scalar field and ordinary matter. In addition,
in [334] it was demonstrated that the scalar charge of neutron stars, emerging in the
context of the same theory, is extremely small. We would like to add to this that,
according to our analysis, the more stable configurations tend to correspond to black
holes with small scalar charge. Perhaps, future observations of gravitational waves from
black-hole or neutron-star processes could lead to clear signatures (or impose constraints)
on the existence of GB compact objects provided that these objects have a small mass
and/or a large scalar charge. Finally, the measurement of the characteristic frequencies
of the quasi-normal modes (especially the polar sector) will also help to distinguish these
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solutions from their GR analogues [45].
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Chapter 4

Novel Black-Hole Solutions in
Einstein-Scalar-Gauss-Bonnet
Theories with a Cosmological
Constant

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will extend the analysis of the previous two chapters [1, 2], that
aimed at deriving asymptotically-flat black-hole solutions, by introducing in our theory
a cosmological constant Λ, either positive or negative. In the context of this theory, we
will investigate whether the previous, successful synergy between the Ricci scalar, the
scalar field and the Gauss-Bonnet term survives in the presence of Λ. The question of the
existence of black-hole solutions in the context of a scalar-tensor theory, with scalar fields
minimally-coupled or conformally-coupled to gravity, and a cosmological constant has
been debated in the literature for decades [111–116]. In the case of a positive cosmological
constant, the existing studies predominantly excluded the presence of a regular, black-
hole solution with an asymptotic de Sitter behaviour - a counterexample of a black hole
in the context of a theory with a conformally-coupled scalar field [136] was shown later
to be unstable [137]. On the other hand, in the case of a negative cosmological constant,
a substantial number of solutions with an asymptotically Anti-de-Sitter behaviour have
been found in the literature (for a non-exhaustive list, see [117–135]).

Here, we perform a comprehensive study of the existence of black-hole solutions with
a non-trivial scalar hair and an asymptotically (Anti)-de Sitter behaviour in the context
of a general class of theories containing the higher-derivative, quadratic GB term. Prior
to our work, the only similar study was the one performed in the special case of the
shift-symmetric Galileon theory [294, 296], i.e. with a linear coupling function between
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the scalar field and the GB term. In this chapter, we consider the most general class of
this theory by considering an arbitrary form of the coupling function f(φ), and look for
regular black-hole solutions with non-trivial scalar hair. Since the uniform distribution
of energy associated with the cosmological constant permeates the whole spacetime, we
expect Λ to have an effect on both the near-horizon and far-field asymptotic solutions.
We will thus repeat our analytical calculations both in the small and large-r regimes to
examine how the presence of Λ affects the asymptotic solutions both near and far away
from the black-hole horizon. As we will see, our set of field equations admits regular
solutions near the black-hole horizon with a non-trivial scalar hair for both signs of the
cosmological constant. At the far-away regime, the analysis needs to be specialised since
a positive or negative sign of Λ leads to either a cosmological horizon or an asymptotic
Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter-type gravitational background, respectively. Our results
show that the emergence of a black-hole solution with a non-trivial scalar hair strongly
depends on the type of asymptotic background that is formed at large distances, and
thus on the sign of Λ.

In the case of Λ < 0, we present a large number of novel black-hole solutions with a
regular black-hole horizon, a non-trivial scalar field and a Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter-
type asymptotic behaviour at large distances, These solutions correspond to a variety
of forms of the coupling function f(φ): exponential, polynomial (even or odd), inverse
polynomial (even or odd) and logarithmic. Then, we proceed to study their physical
properties such as the temperature, entropy, and horizon area. The case with Λ > 0
was also investigated. We construct asymptotically de Sitter solutions and we discuss
their properties. Finally, we investigate features of the asymptotic profile of the scalar
field, namely its effective potential and rate of change at large distances since this greatly
differs from the asymptotically-flat case.

The outline of this chapter is as follows: in Section 4.2, we present our theoretical
framework and perform our analytic study of the near and far-way radial regimes as well
as of their thermodynamical properties. In Section 4.3, we present our numerical results
for both cases of Λ < 0 and Λ > 0. We finish with our conclusions in Section 4.4. The
analysis of this chapter is based on [3]

4.2 The Theoretical Framework

We consider the class of higher-curvature gravitational theories described by the following
action functional:

S =
1

16π

∫
d4x
√
−g
[
R− 1

2
∂µφ∂

µφ+ f(φ)R2
GB − 2Λ

]
, (4.1)

employed in the previous two chapters. But now, a cosmological constant Λ, that may
take either a positive or a negative value, is also present in the theory. By varying the
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action (4.1) with respect to the metric tensor gµν and the scalar field φ, we derive the
gravitational field equations and the equation for the scalar field, respectively. These are
found to have again the form:

Gµν = Tµν , and ∇2φ+ ḟ(φ)R2
GB = 0 , (4.2)

where the effective energy-momentum tensor, has the following form

Tµν = −1

4
gµν∂ρφ∂

ρφ+
1

2
∂µφ∂νφ−

1

2
(gρµgλν + gλµgρν) η

κλαβR̃ργ
αβ∇γ∂κf(φ)− Λ gµν .

(4.3)

Compared to the theory studied in the previous two chapters [1,2], where Λ was zero,
the changes in Eqs. (4.2) look minimal: the scalar-field equation remains unaffected while
the energy-momentum tensor T µν receives a constant contribution −Λδµν . However, as
we will see, the presence of the cosmological constant affects both of the asymptotic
solutions, the properties of the derived black holes and even their existence.

In the context of this chapter, we will investigate the emergence of regular, static,
spherically-symmetric but non-asymptotically flat black-hole solutions with a non-trivial
scalar field. The line-element of space-time will accordingly take the form

ds2 = −eA(r)dt2 + eB(r)dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2) . (4.4)

The scalar field will also be assumed to be static and spherically-symmetric, φ = φ(r).
The coupling function f(φ) will retain a general form during the first part of our analysis,
and will be chosen to have a particular form only at the stage of the numerical derivation
of specific solutions.

The non-vanishing components of the Einstein tensor Gµ
ν may be easily found by

employing the line-element (4.4), and they read

Gt
t =

e−B

r2
(1− eB − rB′), (4.5)

Gr
r =

e−B

r2
(1− eB + rA′), (4.6)

Gθ
θ = Gφ

φ =
e−B

4r

[
rA′

2 − 2B′ + A′(2− rB′) + 2rA′′
]
. (4.7)

As before, the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the radial coordinate r.
Using Eq. (4.3), the components of the energy-momentum tensor T µν take in turn the
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form

T tt =− e−2B

4r2

[
φ′2
(
r2eB + 16f̈(eB − 1)

)
− 8ḟ

(
B′φ′(eB − 3)− 2φ′′(eB − 1)

)]
− Λ,

(4.8)

T rr =
e−Bφ′

4

[
φ′ −

8e−B
(
eB − 3

)
ḟA′

r2

]
− Λ, (4.9)

T θθ =Tϕϕ = −e
−2B

4r

[
φ′2
(
reB − 8f̈A′

)
− 4ḟ

(
A′2φ′ + 2φ′A′′ + A′(2φ′′ − 3B′φ′)

)]
− Λ.

(4.10)

Matching the corresponding components of Gµ
ν and T µν , the explicit form of Einstein’s

field equations may be easily derived. These are supplemented by the scalar-field equa-
tion (4.2) whose explicit form remains unchanged and reads

2rφ′′ + (4 + rA′ − rB′)φ′ + 4ḟ e−B

r

[
(eB − 3)A′B′ − (eB − 1)(2A′′ + A′2)

]
= 0 . (4.11)

As in the previous analyses, only two of the three unknown functions A(r), B(r)
and φ(r) are independent. The metric function B(r) may be found through the (rr)-
component of field equations which takes again the form of a second-order polynomial
with respect to eB, i.e. αe2B + βeB + γ = 0. This easily leads to the following solution

eB =
−β ±

√
β2 − 4αγ

2α
, (4.12)

where

α = 1− Λr2, β =
r2φ′2

4
− (2ḟφ′ + r)A′ − 1, γ = 6ḟφ′A′. (4.13)

Employing the above expression for eB, the quantity B′ may be also found to have the
form

B′ = −γ
′ + β′eB + α′e2B

2αe2B + βeB
. (4.14)

Therefore, by using Eqs. (4.12) and (4.14), the metric function B(r) may be completely
eliminated from the field equations. The remaining three equations then form a system
of only two independent, ordinary differential equations of second order for the functions
A(r) and φ(r):

A′′ =
P

S
, (4.15)

φ′′ =
Q

S
. (4.16)

The expressions for the quantities P , Q and S, in terms of (r, φ′, A′, ḟ , f̈), are given for
the interested reader in Appendix B.1 as they are quite complicated.
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4.2.1 Asymptotic Solution at Black-Hole Horizon

As we are interested in deriving novel black-hole solutions, we will first investigate
whether an asymptotic solution describing a regular black-hole horizon is admitted by
the field equations. Instead of assuming the usual power-series expression in terms of
(r − rh), where rh is the horizon radius, we will construct the solution as was also done
in [1,2,23,24]. To this end, we demand that, near the horizon, the metric function eA(r)

should vanish (and eB(r) should diverge) whereas the scalar field must remain finite. The
first demand is reflected in the assumption that A′(r) should diverge as r → rh – this
will be justified again a posteriori – while φ′(r) and φ′′(r) must be finite in the same
limit.

Assuming the aforementioned behaviour near the black-hole horizon, Eq. (4.12) may
be expanded in terms of A′(r) as follows1

eB =
(2ḟφ′ + r)

1− Λr2
A′ − 2ḟφ′ (r2φ′2 − 12Λr2 + 8) + r (r2φ′2 − 4)

4(1− Λr2) (2ḟφ′ + r)
+O

(
1

A′

)
. (4.17)

Then, substituting the above into the system (4.15)-(4.16), we obtain

A′′ =
W1

W3

A′2 +O (A′) , (4.18)

φ′′ =
W2

W3

(2ḟφ′ + r)A′ +O(1), (4.19)

where

W1 = −(r4 + 4r3ḟφ′ + 4r2ḟ 2φ′2 − 24ḟ 2) + 24Λ2r4ḟ 2

+Λ
[
4r5ḟφ′ + 4r2ḟ 2

(
r2φ′2 − 16

)
− 64rḟ 3φ′ − 64ḟ 4φ′2 + r6

]
, (4.20)

W2 = −r3φ′
(
1− Λr2

)
− 32Λḟ 3φ′2 + 16Λrḟ 2φ′

(
Λr2 − 3

)
−2ḟ

[
6 + r2φ′2 + 2Λ2r4 − Λr2

(
r2φ′2 + 4

)]
, (4.21)

and
W3 =

(
1− Λr2

) [
r4 + 2r3ḟφ′ − 16ḟ 2

(
3− 2Λr2

)
− 32Λrḟ 3φ′

]
. (4.22)

From Eq. (4.17), we conclude that the combination (2ḟφ′+ r) near the horizon must be
non-zero and positive for the metric function eB to have the correct behaviour, that is

1Note, that only the (+)-sign in the expression for eB in Eq. (4.12) leads to the desired black-hole
behaviour.
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to diverge as r → rh while being positive-definite. Then, Eq. (4.19) dictates that, if we
want φ′′ to be finite, we must necessarily have

W2|r=rh = 0 . (4.23)

The above constraint may be written as a second-order polynomial with respect to φ′,
which can then be solved to yield

φ′h = −r
3
h(1− Λr2

h) + 16Λrhḟ
2
h(3− Λr2

h)± (1− Λr2
h)
√
C

4ḟ
[
r2
h − Λ(r4

h − 16ḟ 2
h)
] , (4.24)

where all quantities have been evaluated at r = rh. The quantity C under the square
root stands for the following combination

C = 256Λḟ 4
h

(
Λr2

h − 6
)

+ 32r2
hḟ

2
h

(
2Λr2

h − 3
)

+ r6
h ≥ 0 , (4.25)

and must always be non-negative for φ′h to be real. This combination may be written as
a second-order polynomial for ḟ 2

h with roots

ḟ 2
± =

r2
h

[
3− 2Λr2

h ±
√

3
√

3− 2Λr2
h + Λ2r4

h

]
16Λ (−6 + Λr2

h)
. (4.26)

Then, the constraint on C becomes

C = (ḟ 2
h − ḟ 2

−) (ḟ 2
h − ḟ 2

+) ≥ 0 . (4.27)

Therefore, the allowed regime for the existence of regular, black-hole solutions with scalar
hair is given by ḟ 2

h ≤ ḟ 2
− or ḟ 2

h ≥ ḟ 2
+, since ḟ 2

+ > ḟ 2
−. To obtain some physical insight

on these inequalities, we take the limit of small cosmological constant; then, the allowed
ranges are

ḟ 2
h ≤

r4
h

96

(
1 +

Λr2
h

6
+ ...

)
, or, ḟ 2

h ≥
r4
h

48

(
1− 3

Λr2
h

+ ...

)
, (4.28)

respectively. In the absence of Λ, Eq. (4.25) results into the simple constraint ḟ 2
h ≤ r4

h/96,
and defines a sole branch of solutions with a minimum allowed value for the horizon
radius (and mass) of the black hole [1, 2]. In the presence of a cosmological constant,
this constraint is now replaced by ḟ 2

h ≤ ḟ 2
−, or by the first inequality presented in Eq.

(4.28) in the small-Λ limit. This inequality leads again to a branch of solutions that
– for chosen f(φ), φh and Λ – terminates at a black-hole solution with a minimum
horizon radius rminh . We observe that, at least for small values of Λ, the presence of
a positive cosmological constant relaxes the constraint allowing for smaller black-hole
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solutions, while a negative cosmological constant pushes the minimum horizon radius
towards larger values. The second inequality in Eq. (4.28) describes a new branch of
black-hole solutions that does not exist when Λ = 0; this was also noted in [294, 296] in
the case of the linear coupling function. This branch of solutions describes a class of very
small GB black holes, and terminates instead at a black hole with a maximum horizon
radius rmaxh .

Returning now to Eq. (4.15) and employing the constraint (4.24), the former takes
the form

A′′ = −A′2 +O (A′) . (4.29)

Integrating the above, we find that A′(r) ∼ 1/(r−rh), a result that justifies the diverging
behaviour of this quantity near the horizon that we assumed earlier. A second integration
yields A(r) ∼ ln(r − rh), which then uniquely determines the expression of the metric
function eA in the near-horizon regime. Employing Eq. (4.17), the metric function B is
also determined in the same regime. Therefore, the asymptotic solution of Eqs. (4.12),
(4.15) and (4.16), that describes a regular, black-hole horizon in the limit r → rh, is
given by the following expressions

eA = a1(r − rh) + ... , (4.30)

e−B = b1(r − rh) + ... , (4.31)

φ = φh + φ′h(r − rh) + φ′′h(r − rh)2 + ... , (4.32)

where a1, b1 and φh are integration constants. We observe that the above asymptotic
solution constructed for the case of a non-zero cosmological constant has exactly the
same functional form as the one constructed in [1, 2] for the case of vanishing Λ. The
presence of the cosmological constant modifies though the exact expressions of the basic
constraint (4.24) for φ′h and of the quantity C given in (4.25), the validity of which
ensures the existence of a regular black-hole horizon. As in [1, 2], the exact form of the
coupling function f(φ) does not affect the existence of the asymptotic solution, therefore
regular black-hole solutions may emerge for a wide class of theories of the form (4.1).

The regularity of the asymptotic black-hole solution is also reflected in the non-
diverging behaviour of the components of the energy-momentum tensor and of the scale-
invariant Gauss-Bonnet term. The components of the former quantity in this regime
assume the form

T tt =
2e−B

r2
B′φ′ḟ − Λ +O(r − rh), (4.33)

T rr = −2e−B

r2
A′φ′ḟ − Λ +O(r − rh), (4.34)

T θθ =
e−2B

r
(2A′′ + A′2 − 3A′B′)φ′ḟ − Λ +O(r − rh). (4.35)
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Employing the asymptotic expansions (4.30)-(4.32), one may see that all components
remain indeed finite in the vicinity of the black-hole horizon. For future use, we note
that the cosmological constant adds a positive contribution to all components of the
energy-momentum tensor T µν for Λ < 0, while it subtracts a positive contribution for
Λ > 0. Also, all scalar curvature quantities, the explicit form of which may be found in
Appendix A.2, independently exhibit a regular behaviour near the black-hole horizon –
when these are combined, the GB term, in the same regime, takes the form

R2
GB = +

12e−2B

r2
A′2 +O(r − rh) , (4.36)

exhibiting, too, a regular behaviour as expected.

4.2.2 Asymptotic Solutions at Large Distances

The form of the asymptotic solution of the field equations at large distances from the
black-hole horizon depends strongly on the sign of the cosmological constant. Therefore,
in what follows, we study separately the cases of positive and negative Λ.

4.2.2.1 Positive Cosmological Constant

In the presence of a positive cosmological constant, a second horizon, the cosmological
one, is expected to emerge at a radial distance r = rc > rh. We demand that this
horizon is also regular, that is that the scalar field φ and its derivatives remain finite in
its vicinity. We may in fact follow a method identical to the one followed in section 4.2.1
near the black-hole horizon: we again demand that, at the cosmological horizon, gtt → 0
while grr →∞; then, using that A′ diverges there, the regularity of φ′′ from Eq. (4.16)
eventually leads to the constraint

φ′c = −r
3
c (1− Λr2

c ) + 16Λrcḟ
2
c (3− Λr2

c )± (1− Λr2
c )
√
C̃

4ḟ
[
r2
c − Λ(r4

c − 16ḟ 2
c )
] , (4.37)

with C̃ now being given by the non-negative expression

C̃ = 256Λḟ 4
c

(
Λr2

c − 6
)

+ 32r2
c ḟ

2
c

(
2Λr2

c − 3
)

+ r6
c ≥ 0 . (4.38)

Employing Eq. (4.37) in Eq. (4.15), the solution for the metric function A may be
again constructed. Overall, the asymptotic solution of the field equations near a regular,
cosmological horizon will have the form

eA = a2 (rc − r) + ..., (4.39)

e−B = b2 (rc − r) + ..., (4.40)

φ = φc + φ′c(rc − r) + φ′′c (rc − r)2 + ..., (4.41)
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where care has been taken for the fact that r ≤ rc. One may see again that the above
asymptotic expressions lead to finite values for the components of the energy-momentum
tensor and scalar invariant quantities. Once again, the explicit form of the coupling
function f(φ) is of minor importance for the existence of a regular, cosmological horizon.

4.2.2.2 Negative Cosmological Constant

For a negative cosmological constant, and at large distances from the black-hole horizon,
we expect the spacetime to assume a form close to that of the Schwarzschild-Anti-
de Sitter solution. Thus, we assume the following approximate forms for the metric
functions

eA(r) =

(
k − 2M

r
− Λeff

3
r2 +

q2

r2

)(
1 +

q1

r2

)2

, (4.42)

e−B(r) = k − 2M

r
− Λeff

3
r2 +

q2

r2
, (4.43)

where k, M , Λeff and q1,2 are, at the moment, arbitrary constants. Substituting the
above expressions into the scalar field equation (4.11), we obtain at first order the con-
straint

φ′′(r) +
4

r
φ′(r)− 8Λeff ḟ

r2
= 0 . (4.44)

The gravitational equations, under the same assumptions, lead to two additional con-
straints, namely

Λ− Λeff +
Λeff r

2φ′

12

(
φ′ − 16Λeff ḟ

r

)
= 0, (4.45)

Λ− Λeff −
4

9
ḟΛ2

effr
2

(
φ′′ +

3φ′

r

)
− Λeff r

2

12
φ′2

(
1 +

16Λeff f̈

3

)
= 0 . (4.46)

Contrary to what happens close to the horizons (either black-hole or cosmological
ones), the form of the coupling function f(φ) now affects the asymptotic form of the
scalar field at large distances. The easiest case is that of a linear coupling function,
f(φ) = αφ - that case was first studied in [294, 296], however, we review it again in the
context of our analysis as it will prove to play a more general role. The scalar field, at
large distances, may be shown to have the approximate form

φ(r) = φ∞ + d1 ln r +
d2

r2
+
d3

r3
+ ... , (4.47)

where again (φ∞, d1, d2, d3) are arbitrary constant coefficients. The coefficients d1 and
Λeff may be determined through the first-order constraints (4.44) and (4.45), respec-
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tively, and are given by

d1 =
8

3
αΛeff , Λeff

(
3 +

80α2Λ2
eff

9

)
= 3Λ . (4.48)

The third first-order constraint, Eq. (4.46), is then trivially satisfied. In order to deter-
mine the values of the remaining coefficients, one needs to derive higher-order constraints.
For example, the coefficients k, q1 and d2 are found at third-order approximation to have
the forms

k =
81 + 864α2Λ2

eff + 1024α4Λ4
eff

81 + 1008α2Λ2
eff + 2560α4Λ4

eff

, q1 =
24α2Λeff (9 + 64α2Λ2

eff )

(9 + 32α2Λ2
eff ) (9 + 80α2Λ2

eff )
,

d2 = −
12α (27 + 288α2Λ2

eff + 512α4Λ4
eff )

81 + 1008α2Λ2
eff + 2560α2Λ2

eff

, (4.49)

while for q2 or d3 one needs to go even higher. In contrast, the coefficient M remains
arbitrary and may be interpreted as the gravitational mass of the solution.

In the perturbative limit (i.e. for small values of the coupling constant α of the GB
term), one may show that the above asymptotic solution is valid for all forms of the
coupling function f(φ). Indeed, if we write

φ(r) = φ0 +
∞∑
n=1

αn φn(r) , (4.50)

and define f(φ) = αf̃(φ), then, at first order, ḟ ' α ˙̃f(φ0). Therefore, independently of
the form of f(φ), at first order in the perturbative limit, ḟ is a constant, as in the case of
a linear coupling function. Then, a solution of the form of Eqs. (4.42)-(4.43) and (4.47)
is easily derived 2 with α in Eqs. (4.48) and (4.49) being now replaced by ḟ(φ0).

For arbitrary values of the coupling constant α, though, or for a non-linear coupling
function f(φ), the approximate solution described by Eqs. (4.42), (4.43) and (4.47) will
not, in principle, be valid any more. Unfortunately, no analytic form of the solution at
large distances may be derived in these cases. However, as we will see in section 4.3,
numerical solutions do emerge with a non-trivial scalar field and an asymptotic Anti-de
Sitter-type behaviour at large distances. These solutions are also characterised by a
finite GB term and finite, constant components of the energy-momentum tensor at the
far asymptotic regime.

2In the perturbative limit, at first order, one finds d1 = 8Λḟ(φ0)/3, Λeff = Λ, k = 1, q1 = 0, and

d2 = −4ḟ(φ0).
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4.2.3 Thermodynamical Analysis

In this subsection, we calculate the thermodynamical properties of the sought-for black-
hole solutions, namely their temperature and entropy. The first quantity may be easily
derived by using the following definition [331,332]

T =
kh
2π

=
1

4π

(
1√
|gttgrr|

∣∣∣∣dgttdr

∣∣∣∣
)
rh

=

√
a1b1

4π
, (4.51)

that relates the black-hole temperature T to its surface gravity kh. Note that the above
formula has exactly the same form with the corresponding equation for the case of the
asymptotically flat solutions, Eq. (3.30), since our solutions are spherically-symmetric.
In the previous chapter we calculated the horizon entropy by using the Euclidean ap-
proach Eq. (3.29). However, in the case of a non-asymptotically-flat behaviour, the
above method needs to be modified: in the case of a de-Sitter-type asymptotic solution,
the Euclidean action needs to be integrated only over the causal spacetime rh ≤ r ≤ rc
whereas, for an Anti-de Sitter-type asymptotic solution, the Euclidean action needs to be
regularised [335,336], by subtracting the diverging, ‘pure’ AdS-spacetime contribution.

Alternatively, one may employ the Noether current approach developed in [337] to
calculate the entropy of a black hole. In this, the Noether current of the theory under
diffeomorphisms is determined, with the Noether charge on the horizon being identified
with the entropy of the black hole. In [338], the following formula was finally derived for
the entropy

S = −2π

∮
d2x
√
h(2)

(
∂L

∂Rabcd

)
H
ε̂ab ε̂cd , (4.52)

where L is the Lagrangian of the theory, ε̂ab the binormal to the horizon surface H, and
h(2) the 2-dimensional projected metric on H. The equivalence of the two approaches has
been demonstrated in [336], in particular in the context of theories that contain higher-
derivative terms such as the GB term. Here, we will use the Noether current approach
to calculate the entropy of the black holes as it leads faster to the desired result.

To this end, we need to calculate the derivatives of the scalar gravitational quantities,
appearing in the Lagrangian of our theory (4.1), with respect to the Riemann tensor. In
Appendix B.2, we present a simple way to derive those derivatives. Then, substituting
in Eq. (4.52), we obtain

S =− 1

8

∮
d2x
√
h(2)

{
1

2

(
gacgbd − gbcgad

)
+ f(φ)

[
2Rabcd+

− 2
(
gacRbd − gbcRad − gadRbc + gbdRac

)
+R

(
gacgbd − gbcgad

) ]}
H
ε̂ab ε̂cd . (4.53)
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The first term inside the curly brackets of the above expression comes from the variation
of the Einstein-Hilbert term and leads to:

S1 = − 1

16

∮
d2x
√
h(2)

(
ε̂ab ε̂

ab − ε̂ab ε̂ ba
)
. (4.54)

We recall that ε̂ab is antisymmetric, and, in addition, satisfies ε̂ab ε̂
ab = −2. Therefore,

we easily obtain the result

S1 =
AH
4
. (4.55)

where AH = 4πr2
h is the horizon surface. The remaining terms in Eq. (4.53) are all

proportional to the coupling function f(φ) and follow from the variation of the GB term.
To facilitate the calculation, we notice that, on the horizon surface, the binormal vector
is written as: ε̂ab =

√
−g00 g11

∣∣
H (δ0

aδ
1
b − δ1

aδ
0
b ). This means that we may alternatively

write: (
∂L

∂Rabcd

)
H
ε̂ab ε̂cd = 4g00 g11

∣∣
H

(
∂L

∂R0101

)
H
. (4.56)

Therefore, the terms proportional to f(φ) may be written as

S2 =− 1

2
f(φ) g00 g11

∣∣
H

∮
d2x
√
h(2)

[
2R0101

− 2
(
g00R11 − g10R01 − g01R10 + g11R00

)
+ g00g11R

]
H
. (4.57)

To evaluate the above integral, we will employ the near-horizon asymptotic solution
(4.30)-(4.32) for the metric functions and scalar field. The asymptotic values of all
quantities appearing inside the square brackets above are given in Appendix B.2. Sub-
stituting in Eq. (4.57), we straightforwardly find

S2 =
f(φh)AH

r2
h

= 4πf(φh). (4.58)

Combining the expressions (4.55) and (4.58), we finally derive the result

Sh =
Ah
4

+ 4πf(φh) . (4.59)

The above describes the entropy of a GB black hole arising in the context of the theory
(4.1), with a general coupling function f(φ) between the scalar field and the GB term,
and a cosmological constant term. We observe that the above expression matches the
one derived in the previous chapter Eq. (3.32) [1, 2] in the context of the theory (4.1)
but in the absence of the cosmological constant. This was, in fact, expected on the basis
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of the more transparent Noether approach used here: the Λ term does not change the
overall topology of the black-hole horizon and it does not depend on the Riemann tensor;
therefore, no modifications are introduced to the functional form of the entropy of the
black hole due to the cosmological constant. However, the presence of Λ modifies in a
quantitative way the properties of the black hole and therefore the value of the entropy,
and temperature, of the found solutions.

4.3 Numerical Solutions

4.3.1 Anti-de Sitter Gauss-Bonnet Black Holes

In order to construct the complete black-hole solutions in the context of the theory
(4.1), i.e. in the presence of both the GB and the cosmological constant terms, we
need to numerically integrate the system of Eqs. (4.15)-(4.16). The integration starts
at a distance very close to the horizon of the black hole, i.e. at r ≈ rh + O(10−5) (for
simplicity, we set rh = 1). The metric function A and scalar field φ in that regime
are described by the asymptotic solutions (4.30) and (4.32). The input parameter φ′h
is uniquely determined through Eq. (4.24) once the coupling function f(φ) = αf̃(φ) is
selected and the values of the remaining parameters of the model near the horizon are
chosen. These parameters appear to be α, φh and Λ. However, the first two are not
independent: since it is their combination αf̃(φh) that determines the strength of the
coupling between the GB term and the scalar field, a change in the value of one of them
may be absorbed in a corresponding change to the value of the other; as a result, we
may fix α and vary only φh. The values of φh and Λ also cannot be totally uncorrelated
as they both appear in the expression of C, Eq. (4.25), that must always be positive;
therefore, once the value of the first is chosen, there is an allowed range of values for the
second one for which black-hole solutions arise. This range of values are determined by
the inequalities ḟ 2

h ≤ ḟ 2
− and ḟ 2

h ≥ ḟ 2
+ according to Eq. (4.27), and lead in principle to

two distinct branches of solutions. In fact, removing the square, four branches emerge
depending on the sign of ḟh. However, in what follows we will assume that ḟh > 0, and
thus study the two regimes ḟh ≤ ḟ− and ḟh ≥ ḟ+; similar results emerge if one assumes
instead that ḟh < 0.

Before starting our quest for black holes with an (Anti)-de Sitter asymptotic be-
haviour at large distances, we first consider the case with Λ = 0 where upon we success-
fully reproduce the families of asymptotically-flat back holes derived in [1, 2]. Then, for
given values of the coupling constant α we select all the values of Λ that validate the
constraint (4.25) and look for novel black-hole solutions. In this section we consider only
solutions with negative cosmological constant Λ < 0 and thus we expect them to have
an anti-de-Sitter behavior at infinity.
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Figure 4.1: (a) The metric components |gtt| and grr, and (b) the Gauss-Bonnet term
R2
GB in terms of the radial coordinate r, for f(φ) = αe−φ.

4.3.1.1 Exponential coupling function

As mentioned above, the integration starts from the near-horizon regime with the asymp-
totic solutions (4.30) and (4.32), and it proceeds towards large values of the radial coordi-
nate until the form of the derived solution for the metric resembles, for Λ < 0, the asymp-
totic solution (4.42)-(4.43) describing an Anti-de Sitter-type background. The arbitrary
coefficient a1, that does not appear in the field equations, may be fixed by demanding
that, at very large distances, the metric functions satisfy the constraint eA ' e−B. We
have considered a large number of forms for the coupling function f(φ), and, as we will
now demonstrate, we have managed to produce a family of regular black-hole solutions
with an Anti-de Sitter asymptotic behaviour, for every choice of f(φ).

We will first discuss the case of an exponential coupling function, f(φ) = αe−φ. The
solutions for the metric functions eA(r) and eB(r) are depicted in Fig. 4.1(a). We may
easily see that the near-horizon behaviour, with eA(r) vanishing and eB(r) diverging, is
eventually replaced by an Anti-de Sitter regime with the exactly opposite behaviour
of the metric functions at large distances. The solution presented corresponds to the
particular values Λ = −1 (in units of r−2

h ), α = 0.1 and φh = 1, however, we obtain the
same qualitative behaviour for every other set of parameters satisfying the constraint 3

ḟh ≤ ḟ−, that follows from Eq. (4.25). The spacetime is regular in the whole radial
regime, and this is reflected in the form of the scalar-invariant Gauss-Bonnet term: this
is presented in Fig. 4.1(b), for α = 0.01, φh = 1 and for a variety of values of the

3Here, we do not present black-hole solutions that satisfy the alternative choice ḟh ≥ ḟ+ since
this leads to solutions plagued by numerical instabilities, that prevent us from deducing their physical
properties in a robust way. The same ill-defined behaviour of this second branch of solutions with very
small horizon radii was also found in [294,296].
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Figure 4.2: (a) The energy-momentum tensor Tµν , and (b) the scalar field φ in terms of
the radial coordinate r, for f(φ) = αe−φ.

cosmological constant. We observe that the GB term acquires its maximum value near
the horizon regime, where the curvature of spacetime is larger, and reduces to a smaller,
constant asymptotic value in the far-field regime. This asymptotic value is, as expected,
proportional to the cosmological constant as this quantity determines the curvature of
spacetime at large distances.

Although in Section 4.2.2.2, we could not find the analytic form of the scalar field
at large distances from the black-hole horizon for different forms of the coupling func-
tion f(φ), our numerical results ensure that its behaviour is such that the effect of the
scalar field at the far-field regime is negligible, and it is only the cosmological term that
determines the components of the energy-momentum tensor. In Fig. 4.2(a), we display
all three components of T µν over the whole radial regime, for the indicative solution
Λ = −1, α = 0.1 and φh = 1. Far away from the black-hole horizon, all components
reduce to −Λ, in accordance with Eqs. (4.8)-(4.10), with the effect of both the scalar
field and the GB term being there negligible. Near the horizon, and according to the
asymptotic behaviour given by Eqs. (4.33)-(4.35), we always have T rr ≈ T tt, since, at
r ' rh, A

′ ' −B′; also, the T θθ component always has the opposite sign to that of T rr
since A′′ ' −A′2. This qualitative behaviour of T µν remains the same for all forms of the
coupling function we have studied and for all solutions found, therefore we refrain from
giving additional plots of this quantity for the other classes of solutions found.

From the results depicted in Fig. 4.2(a), we see that, near the black-hole horizon,
we always have T rr ≈ T tt > 0. Comparing this behaviour with the asymptotic forms
(4.33)-(4.35), we deduce that, close to the black-hole horizon where A′ > 0, we must
have (φ′ḟ)h < 0. In the case of vanishing cosmological constant, the negative value of
this quantity was of paramount importance for the evasion of the no-hair theorem [22]
and the emergence of novel, asymptotically-flat black-hole solutions [1, 2]. We observe
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that also in the context of the present analysis with Λ 6= 0, this quantity turns out to
be again negative, and to lead once again to novel black-hole solutions. Coming back
to our assumption of a decreasing exponential coupling function and upon choosing to
consider α > 0, the constraint (φ′ḟ)h < 0 means that φ′h > 0 independently of the value
of φh. In Fig. 4.2(b), we display the solution for the scalar field in terms of the radial
coordinate, for the indicative values of α = 0.1, φh = 0.5 and for different values of
the cosmological constant. The scalar field satisfies indeed the constraint φ′h > 0 and
increases away from the black-hole horizon4. At large distances, we observe that, for
small values of the cosmological constant, φ(r) assumes a constant value; this is the
behaviour found for asymptotically-flat solutions [1, 2] that the solutions with small Λ
are bound to match. For increasingly larger values of Λ though, the profile of the scalar
field deviates significantly from the series expansion in powers of (1/r) thus allowing for
a r-dependent φ even at infinity – in the perturbative limit, as we showed in the previous
section, this dependence is given by the form φ(r) ' d1 ln r.

4.3.1.2 Polynomial coupling functions

We will now consider the case of an even polynomial coupling function of the form
f(φ) = αφ2n with n ≥ 1. The behaviour of the solution for the metric functions matches
the one depicted 5 in Fig. 4.1(a). The same is true for the behaviour of the GB term and
the energy-momentum tensor, whose profiles are similar to the ones displayed in Figs.
4.1(b) and 4.2(a), respectively. The positive-definite value of T rr near the black-hole
horizon implies again that, there, we should have (ḟφ′)h < 0, or equivalently φhφ

′
h < 0,

for α > 0. Indeed, two classes of solutions arise in this case: for positive values of φh,
we obtain solutions for the scalar field that decrease away from the black-hole horizon,
while for φh < 0, solutions that increase with the radial coordinate are found. In Fig.
4.3(a), we present a family of solutions for the case of the quadratic coupling function
(i.e. n = 1), for φh = −1 and α = 0.01, arising for different values of Λ – since φh < 0,
the scalar field exhibits an increasing behavior as expected.

Let us examine next the case of an odd polynomial coupling function, f(φ) = αφ2n+1

with n ≥ 0. The behaviour of the metric functions, GB term and energy-momentum
tensor have the expected behaviour for an asymptotically AdS background, as in the
previous cases. The solutions for the scalar field near the black-hole horizon are found
to satisfy the constraint α(φ2nφ′)h < 0 or simply φ′h < 0, when α > 0. As this holds

4A complementary family of solutions arises if we choose α < 0, with the scalar profile now satisfying
the constraint φ′h < 0 and decreasing away from the black-hole horizon.

5Let us mention at this point that, for extremely large values of either the coupling constant α or the
cosmological constant Λ, that are nevertheless allowed by the constraint (4.25), solutions that have their
metric behaviour deviating from the AdS-type form (4.42)-(4.43) were found; according to the obtained
behaviour, both metric functions seem to depend logarithmically on the radial coordinate instead of
polynomially. As the physical interpretation of these solutions is not yet clear, we omit these solutions
from the remaining of our analysis.
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Figure 4.3: The scalar field φ in terms of the radial coordinate r, (a) for f(φ) = αφ2,
and (b) for f(φ) = αφ3.

independently of the value of φh, all solutions for the scalar field are expected to decrease
away from the black-hole horizon. Indeed, this is the profile depicted in Fig. 4.3(b) where
a family of solutions for the indicative case of a qubic coupling function (i.e. n = 1) is
presented for α = 0.1, φh = 0.1 and various values of Λ.

The case of an inverse polynomial coupling function, f(φ) = αφ−k, with k either
an even or odd positive integer, was also considered. For odd k, i.e. k = 2n + 1, the
positivity of T rr near the black-hole horizon demands again that (ḟφ′)h < 0, or that
−α/φ2n+2φ′ < 0. For α > 0, the solution for the scalar field should thus always satisfy
φ′h > 0, regardless of our choices for φh or Λ. As an indicative example, in Fig. 4.4(a),
we present the case of f(φ) = α/φ with a family of solutions arising for α = 0.1 and
φh = 2. The solutions for the scalar field clearly satisfy the expected behaviour by
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Figure 4.4: The scalar field φ in terms of the radial coordinate r, (a) for f(φ) = α/φ,
and (b) for f(φ) = α lnφ.
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decreasing away from the black-hole horizon. On the other hand, for even k, i.e. k = 2n,
the aforementioned constraint now demands that φh φ

′
h < 0. As in the case of the odd

polynomial coupling function, two subclasses of solutions arise: for φh > 0, solutions
emerge with φ′h < 0 whereas, for φh < 0, we find solutions with φ′h > 0. The profiles
of the solutions in this case are similar to the ones found before, with φ approaching,
at large distances, an almost constant value for small Λ but adopting a more dynamical
behaviour as the cosmological constant gradually takes on larger values.

4.3.1.3 Logarithmic coupling function

As a final example of another form of the coupling function between the scalar field and
the GB term, let us consider the case of a logarithmic coupling function, f(φ) = α lnφ.
Here, the condition near the horizon of the black hole gives αφ′/φ < 0, therefore, for
α > 0, we must have φ′hφh < 0; for φh > 0, this translates to a decreasing profile for the
scalar field near the black-hole horizon. In Fig. 4.4(b), we present a family of solutions
arising for a logarithmic coupling function for fixed α = 0.01 and φh = 1, while varying
the cosmological constant Λ. The profiles of the scalar field agree once again with the
one dictated by the near-horizon constraint, and they all decrease in that regime. As
in the previous cases, the metric functions approach asymptotically an Anti-de Sitter
background, the scalar-invariant GB term remains everywhere regular, and the same is
true for all components of the energy-momentum tensor that asymptotically approach
the value −Λ.

4.3.1.4 Effective potential and physical characteristics

It is of particular interest to study also the behaviour of the effective potential of the
scalar field, a role that in our theory is played by the GB term together with the coupling
function, i.e. |Vφ| ≡ ḟ(φ)R2

GB. In Fig. 4.5(a), we present a combined graph that displays
its profile in terms of the radial coordinate, for a variety of forms of the coupling function
f(φ). As expected, the potential Vφ takes on its maximum value always near the horizon
of the black hole, where the GB term is also maximized and thus sources the non-trivial
form of the scalar field. On the other hand, as we move towards larger distances, Vφ
reduces to an asymptotic constant value. Although this asymptotic value clearly depends
on the choice of the coupling function, its common behaviour allows us to comment on the
asymptotic behaviour of the scalar field at large distances. Substituting a constant value
V∞ in the place of Vφ in the scalar-field equation (4.11), we arrive at the intermediate
result

∂r
[
e(A−B)/2r2φ′

]
= −e(A+B)/2r2 V∞ . (4.60)

Then, employing the asymptotic forms of the metric functions at large distances (4.42)-
(4.43), the above may be easily integrated with respect to the radial coordinate to yield
a form for the scalar field identical to the one given in Eq. (4.47). We may thus
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Figure 4.5: (a) The effective potential Vφ of the scalar field, in terms of the radial
coordinate, and (b) the coefficient d1 in terms of the mass M , for various forms of f(φ).

conclude that the logarithmic form of the scalar field may adequately describe its far-
field behaviour even beyond the perturbative limit of very small α.

We now proceed to discuss the physical characteristics of the derived solutions. Due
to the large number of solutions found, we will present, as for Vφ, combined graphs for
different forms of the coupling function f(φ). Starting with the scalar field, we notice
that no conserved quantity, such as a scalar charge, may be associated with the solution
at large distances in the case of asymptotically Anti-de Sitter black holes: the absence of
an O(1/r) term in the far-field expression (4.47) of the scalar field, that would signify the
existence of a long-range interaction term, excludes the emergence of such a quantity,
even of secondary nature. One could attempt instead to plot the dependence of the
coefficient d1, as a quantity that predominantly determines the rate of change of the
scalar field at the far field, in terms of the mass of the black hole. This is displayed
in Fig. 4.5(b) for the indicative value Λ = −0.1 of the cosmological constant. We
see that, for small values of the mass M , this coefficient takes in general a non-zero
value, which amounts to having a non-constant value of the scalar field at the far-field
regime. As the mass of the black hole increases though, this coefficient asymptotically
approaches a zero value. Therefore, the rate of change of the scalar field at infinity for
massive GB black holes becomes negligible and the scalar field tends to a constant. This
is the ‘Schwarzschild-AdS regime’, where the GB term decouples from the theory and
the scalar-hair disappears - the same behaviour was observed also in the case of the
asymptotically-flat GB black holes studied in the previous two chapters [1, 2] where, in
the limit of large mass, all of our solutions merged with the Schwarzschild ones.

We present next the ratio of the horizon area of our solutions compared to the horizon
area of the SAdS one with the same mass, for the indicative values of the negative
cosmological constant Λ = −0.001 and Λ = −0.1 in the two plots of Fig. 4.6. These
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Figure 4.6: The area ratio AGB/ASAdS of our solutions as a function of the mass M of
the black hole, for various forms of f(φ), (a) for Λ = −0.001 and (b) Λ = −0.1.

plots provide further evidence for the merging of our GB black-hole solutions with the
SAdS solution in the limit of large mass. The left plot of Fig. 4.6 reveals that, for small
cosmological constant, all our GB solutions remain smaller than the scalar-hair-free SAdS
solution independently of the choice for the coupling function f(φ) - this is in complete
agreement with the profile found in the asymptotically-flat case [1, 2]. This behaviour
persists for even larger values of the negative cosmological constant for all classes of
solutions apart from the one emerging for the logarithmic function whose horizon area
is significantly increased in the small-mass regime, as may be seen from the right plot
of Fig. 4.6. These plots verify also the termination of all branches of solutions at the
point of a minimum horizon, or minimum mass, that all our GB solutions exhibit as a
consequence of the inequality (4.25). We also observe that, as hinted by the small-Λ
approximation given in Eq. (4.27), an increase in the value of the negative cosmological
constant pushes upwards the lowest allowed value of the horizon radius of our solutions.

We now move to the thermodynamical quantities of our black-hole solutions. We start
with their temperature T given by Eq. (4.51) in terms of the near-horizon coefficients
(a1, b1). In Fig. 4.7(a), we display its dependence in terms of the cosmological constant
Λ, for several forms of the coupling function. We observe that T increases, too, with
|Λ|; we thus conclude that the more negatively-curved the spacetime is, the hotter the
black hole, that is formed, is. Note that the form of the coupling function plays almost
no role in this relation with the latter thus acquiring a universal character for all GB
black-hole solutions. The dependence of the temperature of the black hole on its mass,
as displayed in Fig. 4.7(b), exhibits a decreasing profile, with the obtained solution being
colder the larger its mass is. For small black-hole solutions, the exact dependence of T
on M depends on the particular form of the coupling function but for solutions with
a large mass its role becomes unimportant as a common ‘Schwarzschild-AdS regime’ is
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Figure 4.7: (a) The temperature T of the black hole as a function of the cosmological
constant Λ and (b) the mass M of the black hole, for various forms of f(φ).

again approached.

Let us finally study the entropy of the derived black-hole solutions. In Fig. 4.8, we
display the ratio of the entropy of our GB solutions over the entropy of the corresponding
Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter solution with the same mass, for the same indicative values
of the negative cosmological constant as for the horizon area. i.e. for Λ = −0.001 (left
plot) and Λ = −0.1 (right plot). We observe that the profile of this quantity depends
strongly on the choice of the coupling function f(φ), for solutions with small masses,
whereas in the limit of large mass, where our solutions reduce to the SAdS ones, this
ratio approaches unity as expected. For small values of Λ, the left plot of Fig. 4.8 depicts
a behaviour similar to the one found in the asymptotically-flat case [1, 2]: solutions
emerging for the linear and the quadratic coupling functions exhibit smaller entropy
compared to the SAdS one, while solutions for the exponential, logarithmic and inverse-
linear coupling functions lead to GB black holes with a larger entropy over the whole
mass range or for particular mass regimes. As we increase the value of the cosmological
constant (see right plot of Fig. 4.8), the entropy ratio is suppressed for all families of GB
black holes apart from the one emerging for the logarithmic coupling function, which
exhibits a substantial increase in this quantity over the whole mass regime. Together
with the solutions for the exponential and inverse-linear coupling functions, they have an
entropy ratio larger than unity while this ratio is now significantly lower than unity for
all the other polynomial coupling functions. Although the question of the stability of the
derived solutions is an important one and must be independently studied for each family
of solutions found, the entropy profiles presented above may provide some hints regarding
the thermodynamical stability of our solutions compared to the Schwarzschild-Anti-de
Sitter ones.
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Figure 4.8: The entropy ratio SGB/SSAdS of our solutions as a function of the mass M
of the black hole, for various forms of f(φ), (a) for Λ = −0.001 and (b) Λ = −0.1.

4.3.2 de Sitter Gauss-Bonnet Black Holes

We now address the case of a positive cosmological constant, Λ > 0. In order to find
solutions with a positive cosmological constant we use a slightly different form for the
metric

ds2 = −e−2δ(r)N(r)dt2 +
1

N(r)
dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2) , (4.61)

with

N(r) = 1− 2m(r)

r
− Λ

3
r2. (4.62)

Using the expansions near the horizon (4.30)-(4.32) it is easy to find the corresponding
asymptotic expressions for the new metric functions

m(r) =
rh
2
− r3

hΛ

6
+m1(r − rh) +O

(
(r − rh)2) , δ(r) = δ0 +O(r − rh), (4.63)

where,

m1 = −(−1 + r2
hΛ)φ′hḟ(φh)

rh + 2φ′hḟ(φh)
. (4.64)

The expansion for the scalar field Eq. (4.32) and the regularity constraint Eq. (4.24)
remain unchanged. We start our integration process at a distance close to the black-
hole horizon, using the asymptotic solutions (4.32) and (4.63)-(4.64) and choosing φh to
satisfy again the regularity constraint (4.24). The coupling function f(φ) is assumed to
take on a variety of forms – namely exponential, even and odd polynomial, inverse even
and odd polynomial, and logarithmic forms – as in the case of the negative cosmological
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Figure 4.9: (a) The metric functions |gtt| and grr of the spacetime and (b) the Gauss-
Bonnet term R2

GB in terms of the radial coordinate r, for a positive cosmological constant
and coupling function f(φ) = αe−φ.

constant. The numerical integration then proceeds outwards to meet the corresponding
asymptotic solution near the cosmological horizon.

In Fig. 4.9(a) we depict the metric functions of a Gauss-Bonnet black-hole solution
with a positive cosmological constant for the exponential coupling function. We note
that both the metric functions have the anticipated behavior at the two asymptotic
regions. The spacetime is asymptotically de Sitter and the location of the cosmological
horizon for Λ = 0.05 is calculated numerically at rc/rh = 7.1967. The regularity of the
spacetime is confirmed by the finiteness of the Gauss-Bonnet term at both horizons and
in the intermediate radial regime as depicted in Fig. 4.9(b). The de Sitter spacetime has
a constant curvature everywhere given by Eq. (1.94) while the Gauss-Bonnet term near
the cosmological horizon has the form R2

GB ≈ 8Λ2/3. The plateau in the form of the
Gauss-Bonnet term near the cosmological horizon in Fig. 4.9(b) also verifies the de Sitter
behavior of the spacetime there. Finally, the validity of the expression R2

GB ≈ 8Λ2/3 has
been also verified numerically for our solutions.

The form of the scalar field is presented in Fig. 4.10(a). We observe that while the
scalar field is regular at the horizon of the black hole, it diverges at the cosmological
horizon. Nevertheless, the energy-momentum tensor shown in Fig. 4.10(b) is everywhere
regular as is also the scalar invariant Gauss-Bonnet term. Using the small-α (large mass)
approximation, we may investigate the divergence of the scalar field analytically. If the
coupling constant is small (α/r2

h � 1) we may find perturbative solutions around the
Schwarzschild-de Sitter solution of the form

gtt = −
(

1− 2M

r
− Λ

3
r2

)(
1 +

∞∑
i=1

αiAi(r)

)
, (4.65)
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Figure 4.10: (a) The scalar field φ and (b) the components of the energy momentum
tensor in terms of the radial coordinate r, for a positive cosmological constant and
coupling function f(φ) = αe−φ.

grr =

(
1− 2M

r
− Λ

3
r2

)−1
(

1 +
∞∑
i=1

αiBi(r)

)
, (4.66)

φ(r) = φ0 +
∞∑
i=1

αiφi(r). (4.67)

By replacing the above expressions into the field equations and by performing the ex-
pansion we find that the field equations are satisfied with the first corrections of the
metric functions being A1 = 0 and B1 = 0. The first correction of the scalar field φ1 has
a complicated form, however its first derivative is simpler and is given by

φ1(r) =
3Car3 + 8ḟ(φ0) (Λ2r6 − 18M2)

3r4 (Λr3 + 6M − 3r)
, (4.68)

where C is an integration constant. We observe that for a positive cosmological constant,
the above equation diverges at both horizons. By fixing the value of the integration
constant C we may remove the divergence from the black-hole horizon but we cannot
remove it simultaneously from the cosmological horizon. A physical divergence in the
scalar field would result to a divergence in the trace of the energy momentum tensor
making our spacetime singular. However we already know from Fig. 4.10(b) that the
energy-momentum tensor is everywhere regular. We can easily interpret this behavior by
looking at the Einstein’s field equations Gµν = Tµν : for our solutions Eqs. (4.65)-(4.66),
the left part of the Einstein’s field equations Gµν is everywhere regular (between the
two horizons). Since Eq. (4.68) is a solution of the Einstein’s field equations and Gµν

is everywhere regular, the energy-momentum tensor Tµν should be also regular. Similar
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results have been found for all the other forms of the coupling function f(φ) that we
have considered. The case of the positive cosmological constant was also investigated
in [295] where solutions with an asymptotic de Sitter behavior were found exhibiting
also a scalar-field singularity at a point beyond the cosmological horizon. Also, in the
context of the EsGB theory, particle-like solutions with a diverging scalar field at the
origin and a regular energy-momentum tensor were found in [298,299].

4.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we have extended the analysis of the previous two chapters [1,2], on the
emergence of novel, regular black-hole solutions in the context of the Einstein-scalar-
Gauss-Bonnet theory, to include the presence of a positive or negative cosmological
constant. Since the uniform distribution of energy associated with the cosmological
constant permeates the whole spacetime, we expected Λ to have an effect on both the
near-horizon and far-field asymptotic solutions. Indeed, our analytical calculations in
the small-r regime revealed that the cosmological constant modifies the constraint that
determines the value of φ′h for which a regular, black-hole horizon forms. In addition, it
was demonstrated that such a horizon is indeed formed, for either positive or negative
Λ and for all choices of the coupling function f(φ).

In contrast, the behaviour of the solution in the far-field regime depended strongly on
the sign of the cosmological constant. For Λ > 0, a second horizon, the cosmological one,
was expected to form at a distance rc > rh, whereas for Λ < 0, an Anti-de Sitter type of
solution was sought for at asymptotic infinity. Both types of solutions were analytically
shown to be admitted by the set of our field equations at the limit of large distances, thus
opening the way for the construction of complete black-hole solutions with an (Anti)-de
Sitter asymptotic behaviour.

The complexity of the field equations prevented us from constructing such a solution
analytically, therefore we turned to numerical analysis. Using our near-horizon analytic
solution as a starting point, we integrated the set of field equations from the black-hole
horizon and outwards. For a negative cosmological constant (Λ < 0), we demonstrated
that regular black-hole solutions with an Anti-de Sitter-type asymptotic behaviour arise
with the same easiness that their asymptotically-flat counterparts emerge. We have
produced solutions for an exponential, polynomial (even or odd), inverse polynomial
(even or odd) and logarithmic coupling function between the scalar field and the GB
term. In each and every case, once f(φ) was chosen, selecting the input parameter φ′h to
satisfy the regularity constraint (4.24) and the second input parameter φh to satisfy the
inequality (4.25) a regular black hole solution always emerged. The metric components
exhibited the expected behaviour near the black-hole and asymptotic infinity with the
scalar invariant GB term being everywhere regular. All solutions possessed non-trivial
scalar hair, with the scalar field having a non-trivial profile both close to and far away
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from the black-hole horizon. For small negative values of Λ, we recovered the power-law
fall-off of the scalar field at infinity, found in the asymptotically-flat case [1, 2] whereas
for large negative values of Λ the profile of φ was dominated by a logarithmic dependence
on the radial coordinate. This behaviour was analytically shown to emerge both in the
linear coupling-function case and in the perturbative limit, in terms of the coupling
parameter α, but it was numerically found to accurately describe all of our solutions at
large distances.

The absence of a (1/r)-term in the expression of the scalar field at large distances
excludes the presence of a scalar charge, even a secondary one. The coefficient d1 in
front of the logarithmic term in the expression of φ can give us information on how
much the large-distance behaviour of the scalar field deviates from the power-law one
valid in the asymptotically-flat case. We have found that this deviation is stronger for
GB black holes with a small mass whereas the more massive ones have a d1 coefficient
that tends to zero. The temperature of the black holes was found to increase with the
cosmological constant independently of the form of the coupling function. The latter
plays a more important role in the relation of T with the black-hole mass: while the
temperature decreases with M for all classes of solutions found, the lighter ones exhibit
a stronger dependence on f(φ). The same dependence on the form of the coupling
function is observed in the entropy and horizon area of our solutions. For small masses,
the entropy of each class of solutions has a different behaviour, with the ones for the
exponential, inverse-linear polynomial and logarithmic coupling functions exhibiting a
ratio SGB/SSAdS (over the entropy of the Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter black hole with
the same mass) larger than unity for the entire mass range, for large values of Λ. This
feature hints towards the enhanced thermodynamical stability of our solutions compared
to their General Relativity (GR) analogues. In the limit of large mass, the entropy of
all classes of our solutions tend to the one of the Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter black
hole with the same mass. The same holds for the horizon area: while for small masses,
each class has its own pattern with M , will all solutions being smaller in size than the
corresponding SAdS one apart from the logarithmic case, for large masses all black-hole
solutions match the horizon area of the SAdS solution.

Based on the above, we conclude that our GB black-hole solutions with a negative
cosmological constant smoothly merge with the SAdS ones, in the large mass limit. As
in the asymptotically-flat case, it is the small-mass range that provides the characteristic
features for the GB solutions. These solutions have a modified dependence of both their
temperature and horizon area on their mass compared to the SAdS solution. Another
characteristic is also the minimum horizon, or minimum mass, that all our GB solutions
possess due to the inequality (4.25). Finally, we have demonstrated that the general
classes of theories that contain the GB term and lead to novel black-hole solutions,
continue to do so even in the presence of a negative cosmological constant in the theory.
A further investigation is clearly necessary since the relevance of the GB solutions with an
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Anti-de Sitter-type asymptotic solution in the context of the AdS-CFT correspondence
should be inquired.

Finally, for the case of the positive cosmological constant Λ > 0 we also found
numerically asymptotically de Sitter solutions for black holes. While these solutions are
characterized by regular metric functions at both horizons, the solution for the scalar field
diverges at the cosmological horizon. However, the components of the energy momentum
tensor are everywhere regular. In order to investigate further the behavior of the scalar
field we used the small−α approximation in order to construct analytic solutions. We
found that the regularity of the metric ensures the regularity of the energy momentum
tensor. The observable quantities of our solutions are the components of the energy
momentum tensor and not the value of the scalar field. Therefore, since the divergence
of the scalar field does not affect the observable quantities of the spacetime we conclude
that this behavior is not problematic.
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Chapter 5

Novel Einstein–scalar-Gauss-Bonnet
wormholes without exotic matter

5.1 Introduction

A particularly interesting property emerging in the EdGB solutions is the presence of
regions with negative effective energy density – this is due to the presence of the higher-
curvature GB term and is therefore of purely gravitational nature [23, 24, 138]. Conse-
quently, the EdGB theory allows for Lorentzian, traversable wormhole solutions without
the need for exotic matter [138,147]. It is tempting to conjecture that the more general
EsGB theories should also allow for traversable wormhole solutions. Indeed, traversable
wormholes require violation of the energy conditions [139,140]. But whereas in General
Relativity this violation is typically achieved by a phantom field [141–146], in EdGB
theories it is the effective stress-energy tensor that allows for this violation [138,147].

Thus, in this chapter, we consider a general class of EsGB theories with an arbitrary
coupling function for the scalar field. We first readdress the case of the exponential
coupling function, and show that the EdGB theory is even richer than previously thought,
since it features also wormhole solutions with a double throat and an equator in between.
Then, we consider alternative forms of the scalar coupling function, and demonstrate that
the EsGB theories always allow for traversable wormhole solutions, featuring both single
and double throats. The scalar field may vanish or be finite at infinity, and it may
have nodes. We also map the domain of existence (DOE) of these wormholes in various
exemplifications, evaluate their global charges and throat areas and demonstrate that
the throat remains open without the need for any exotic matter.

The outline of this chapter is as follows: in section 5.2 we briefly recall EsGB theory
and discuss the throat geometry for single and double throat configurations. We here
present the asymptotic expansions near the throat/equator and in the two asymptotically
flat regions, and we also derive the formulae necessary to study the violation of the energy
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conditions. We present our numerical solutions in section 5.3, and discuss some of their
properties, their domains of existence and the energy conditions. In order to impose
symmetry of the solutions under reflection of the spatial radial coordinate, η → −η, we
study in section 5.4 the junction conditions at the throat/equator, and show that we
can solve these by including only a shell of ordinary matter. In section 5.5 we present
embedding diagrams of the wormhole solutions, and finally we conclude in section 5.7.
The analysis of this chapter is based on [4]

5.2 The Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet Theory

We consider the same quadratic scalar-tensor theory employed in chapters 2 and 3 and
described by the following effective action

S =
1

16π

∫
d4x
√
−g
[
R− 1

2
∂µφ ∂

µφ+ F (φ)R2
GB

]
. (5.1)

The GB term, a topological invariant in four dimensions, is coupled to the scalar field
through a coupling function F (φ), that as before will be left arbitrary. Note that, for
notational convenience, we use the capital letter F to denote the coupling function.

The Einstein and scalar field equations are obtained by variation of the action with
respect to the metric, respectively the scalar field, and have the form of Eqs. (2.2)-(2.4).
Again, we consider only static, spherically-symmetric solutions of the field equations. To
this end, we employ the following line-element

ds2 = −ef0(η)dt2 + ef1(η)
{
dη2 +

(
η2 + η2

0

) (
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2

)}
. (5.2)

The substitution of the above metric in the Einstein and scalar field equations leads to
three second-order and one first-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that are
displayed in Appendix C. Due to the Bianchi identity, only three of these four equations
are independent. In our analysis, we choose to solve the three second-order equations
while the first-order one will serve as a constraint on the unknown quantities f0, f1 and
φ.

5.2.1 Single and Double-Throat Geometry

In a previous analysis by Kanti, Kleihaus and Kunz [138, 147], traversable wormhole
solutions were determined using the following line-element

ds2 = −ef0(l)dt2 + p(l) dl2 +
(
l2 + r2

0

) (
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2

)
. (5.3)

The wormhole geometry is characterised by the circumferential radius Rc defined as

Rc =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

√
gϕϕ|θ=π/2 dϕ . (5.4)
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A general property of a wormhole is the existence of a throat. A minimum of Rc corre-
sponds to a wormhole throat, whereas a local maximum corresponds to an equator. For
the line-element (5.3), the circumferential radius is Rc(l) =

√
l2 + r2

0. This expression
clearly possesses a minimum at l = 0, corresponding to a throat of radius r0, and it does
not allow for a local maximum, i.e. an equator. Consequently, wormholes with only a
throat and no equator were presented in [138,147].

For the set of coordinates defined in Eq. (5.2), the circumferential radius is expressed
as Rc(η) = ef1/2

√
η2 + η2

0. As we will see, this expression allows for the existence of one
or two local minima (i.e. throats) and of a local maximum (i.e. equator). We introduce
the distance variable in a coordinate-independent way as

ξ =

∫ η

0

√
gηη dη̃ =

∫ η

0

ef1(η̃)/2 dη̃ . (5.5)

The conditions for a throat, respectively equator, at η = 0 then read

dRc

dξ

∣∣∣∣∣
η=0

= 0 ,
d2Rc

dξ2

∣∣∣∣∣
η=0

≷ 0 , (5.6)

where the greater sign (>) refers to a throat and the smaller sign (<) to an equator.
Using the metric (5), these conditions yield

f ′1(0) = 0 , η2
0 f
′′
1 (0) + 2 ≷ 0 . (5.7)

where the prime denotes derivative with respect to η. In the degenerate case, when the
throat and equator coincide, the inequalities in Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) become equalities. If
a throat/equator is located at η = 0, then its area is given by At,e = 4πR2

c(0) = 4πη2
0e
f1(0),

while for a double-throat wormhole with the throat located at ηt, At = 4πR2
c(ηt) =

4π(η2
t + η2

0)ef1(ηt).

5.2.2 Asymptotic Expansions

5.2.2.1 Expansion near the throat/equator

A traversable wormhole solution is characterised by the absence of horizons or singular-
ities. In order to ensure that this is the case for our solutions, we consider the following
regular expansions for the metric functions and scalar field, near the throat/equator at
η = 0,

ef0 = a0 (1 + a1η + a2η
2 + ...) , (5.8)

ef1 = b0 (1 + b1η + b2η
2 + ...) , (5.9)

φ = φ0 + φ1η + φ2η
2 + ... . (5.10)
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where a0 = ef0 |η=0, b0 = ef1 |η=0 are the values of the |gtt| and gηη metric components
respectively at the η = 0 value of the radial coordinate. The Lorentzian signature
of spacetime demands that both parameters a0 and b0 must be positive; in addition,
they should be finite and non-vanishing. As discussed in the previous subsection, the
emergence of an extremum in the circumferential radius Rc dictates that f ′1(0) = 0; this
leads to the result b1 = 0. The (ηη) component of the Einstein equations, given in Eq.
(C.2), yields near the throat/equator a constraint equation:[(

η2
0φ
′2 + 4

)
ef1 − 8f ′0φ

′Ḟ
]
η=0

= 0 . (5.11)

The remaining three equations may then be solved to express the second-order coefficients
(a2, b2, φ2) in terms of the zero and first-order coefficients in the η-expansions (5.8)-(5.10).
These are found to have the form:

a2 =
b0

[
4b0Ḟ

2
0 φ

2
1 (η2

0φ
2
1 + 4) 2 + b3

0η
2
0 (η2

0φ
2
1 + 4) 2 − 128Ḟ 2

0 η
2
0φ

6
1F̈0

]
256Ḟ 2

0 φ
2
1

(
b2

0η
2
0 + 4Ḟ 2

0 φ
2
1

) , (5.12)

b2 = − 2b0φ
2
1F̈0

b2
0η

2
0 + 4Ḟ 2

0 φ
2
1

, (5.13)

φ2 = −4b0Ḟ
2
0 φ

2
1 (η2

0φ
2
1 + 4) + b3

0η
2
0 (η2

0φ
2
1 + 4) + 64Ḟ 2

0 φ
4
1F̈0

32
(
b2

0Ḟ0η2
0 + 4Ḟ 3

0 φ
2
1

) . (5.14)

From the above expressions, it seems that there are six free parameters in our theory:
the coefficients (η0, φ0, φ1, a0, b0) and the coupling constant α which is defined through
the relation F (φ) = αF̃ (φ), where F̃ is a dimensionless quantity. However, the actual
number of free parameters is much smaller. First of all, we notice that the field equations
(C.1)-(C.4) are invariant under the simultaneous scaling of the coordinate η, the constant
η0, and the scalar-field coupling constant α,

η → λη , η0 → λη0 , α→ λ2α , (5.15)

where λ is an arbitrary constant. Therefore, we may fix η0, which determines the scale of
the wormhole’s equator/throat, to a specific value, or equivalently introduce a dimension-
less coupling parameter α/η2

0. We can also fix three of the remaining four parameters by
applying appropriate boundary conditions at infinity. Thus, by demanding asymptotic
flatness, expressed by the conditions

lim
η→∞
|gtt| = 1, lim

η→∞
gηη = 1 , (5.16)

we may fix the a0 and b0 parameters, while the condition limη→∞ φ = φ∞ allows us to
fix φ1. Concluding, the only free parameters in the near-equator/throat area are the
dimensionless coupling constant α/η2

0 and the value φ0 of the scalar field at η = 0.
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Let us also examine the components of the effective stress-energy-momentum tensor
Eq.(2.4) near the throat/equator. We find:

T tt =
1

b0η2
0

− 4φ2
1F̈0

b2
0η

2
0 + 4Ḟ 2

0 φ
2
1

+O (η) , (5.17)

T ηη = − 1

b0η2
0

+O (η) , (5.18)

T θθ =
−b0η

2
0φ

2
1F̈0 (η2

0φ
2
1 + 4) + 2b2

0η
2
0 + 8Ḟ 2

0 φ
2
1

8b0Ḟ 2
0 η

2
0φ

2
1 + 2b3

0η
4
0

+O (η) . (5.19)

We observe that, as desired, all components of the stress-energy tensor are finite at η = 0,
i.e. at the location of the throat or equator of the solution.

5.2.2.2 Expansion at large distances

As the radial coordinate approaches infinity we expect that the space-time will be flat
and the scalar field constant. Our solutions are expanded in a power series form in terms
of 1/ηn:

ef0 = 1 +
∞∑
n=1

pn
ηn
, (5.20)

ef1 = 1 +
∞∑
n=1

qn
ηn
, (5.21)

φ = φ∞ +
∞∑
n=1

dn
ηn
. (5.22)

Substituting the above expansions into the field equations (C.1)-(C.4), we may determine
the unknown coefficients (pn, qn, dn) in terms of only two coefficients that remain arbi-
trary: d1 = −D, where D is the scalar charge of the wormhole, and p1 = −2M , where M
is the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) mass of the wormhole. Thus, the number of free
parameters at infinity is also two, similarly to the near-throat/equator regime. We have
calculated the remaining coefficients up to order O(1/r5), and the asymptotic solutions
have the following form:

ef0 = 1− 2M

η
+

2M2

η2
− M(D2 + 36M2 − 12η2

0)

24η3

+
D2M2 + 12(M4 −M2η2

0 − 4DMḞ∞)

12η4
+O

(
1

η5

)
, (5.23)

ef1 = 1 +
2M

η
+

12M2 −D2 − 4η2
0

8η2
+
M [12(M2 − 3η2

0)− 5D2]

24η3
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+
3D4 +D2(96η2

0 − 104M2) + 48(M4 − 24M2η2
0 + 7η4

0) + 1536DMḞ∞
768η4

+O
(

1

η5

)
, (5.24)

φ = φ∞ −
D

η
− D3 + 4D(M2 − 3η2

0)

48η3
− 4M2Ḟ∞

η4
+O

(
1

η5

)
. (5.25)

We observe that the above solutions have exactly the same form as the corresponding
solutions which describe asymptotically-flat black holes found in chapters 2 and 3 [1,2].
Apparently, the emergence of an asymptotically-flat limit does not depend on the choice
of the boundary condition at the other asymptotic regime i.e. the horizon of a black hole
or the throat/equator of a wormhole. The main difference is that, in the case of black
holes, the mass M and the scalar charge D are related parameters – which makes black
holes a one-parameter family of solutions – while, in the case of wormholes, these two
parameters are independent. Also, the aforementioned asymptotic solutions at infinity
are almost independent of the functional form of the coupling function F (φ), since the
latter does not enter in the expansions earlier than in the fourth order.

Finally, if we make use of the expansions above, we may calculate again the effective
stress-energy tensor components Eq. (2.4) at large distances. These are found to be

T tt = −T ηη = T θθ = Tϕϕ ≈ −φ′2/4 ≈ −D2/4η4 +O
(
1/η5

)
. (5.26)

As we expect, the above expressions have exactly the same form as the corresponding
ones for the asymptotically flat black holes. We observe that, at large distances where
the curvature of spacetime is small, the stress-energy tensor is dominated by the kinetic
term of the scalar field which is itself decaying fast.

5.2.3 Violation of Energy Conditions

In the previous works by Kanti, Kleihaus and Kunz [138,147], it was shown that for any
single-throat wormhole the null energy condition is violated at least in some region near
the throat. Here, we review that analysis, and show that the violation of the null energy
condition also holds for double-throat wormholes.

The null energy condition (NEC) is expressed as Tµνn
µnν ≥ 0, where nµ is any

null vector satisfying the condition nµnµ = 0. We may define the null vector as nµ =(
1,
√
−gtt/gηη, 0, 0

)
with its contravariant form being nµ = (gtt,

√−gtt gηη, 0, 0). For a

spherically-symmetric spacetime, the NEC takes the form:

Tµνn
µnν = T tt n

tnt + T ηη n
ηnη = −gtt (−T tt + T ηη ) . (5.27)

Then, the NEC holds if −T tt + T ηη ≥ 0. Alternatively, we may choose nµ =
(
1, 0,√

−gtt/gθθ, 0
)
, and a similar analysis leads to the condition −T tt + T θθ ≥ 0.
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For a wormhole solution to emerge, it is essential that these two conditions are vio-
lated [140]. Indeed, using the expansion of the wormhole solution at the throat/equator,
we find [

−T tt + T ηη
]
ηt,e

= −2
[
e−f1R′′c/Rc

]
ηt,e

. (5.28)

Consequently, the NEC is always violated at the throat(s), since Rc possesses a minimum
there, implying R′′c (ηt) > 0, while no violation occurs at the equator, where R′′c (ηe) < 0.
For example, for a single-throat solution with the throat at η = 0, we obtain the explicit
expressions

[
−T tt + T ηη

]
η=0

=

[
−2e−f1

η2
0

+
4F̈ φ′2

e2f1η2
0 + 4Ḟ 2φ′2

]
η=0

= − 2

b0η2
0

+
4φ2

1F̈0

b2
0η

2
0 + 4Ḟ 2

0 φ
2
1

, (5.29)

[
−T tt + T θθ

]
η=0

=

 F̈ φ′2 (4− η2
0φ
′2)

2
(
e2f1η2

0 + 4Ḟ 2φ′2
)

η=0

=
φ2

1F̈0 (4− η2
0φ

2
1)

2b2
0η

2
0 + 8Ḟ 2

0 φ
2
1

, (5.30)

where we have used the approximate expressions Eqs. (5.17)-(5.19) near the wormhole
throat. We note that the desired violation of the NEC follows not from the presence of
an exotic form of matter but from the synergy between the scalar field and the quadratic
GB term.

In the far-asymptotic regime, we may use the expansions at infinity Eqs. (5.23)-(5.25)
to find that the two Null Energy Conditions take the form:

−T tt + T ηη =
D2

2η4
+O

(
1

η5

)
, (5.31)

−T tt + T θθ = −40DMḞ∞
η6

+O
(

1

η7

)
. (5.32)

We observe that if DḞ∞ > 0, the second Null Energy Condition is also violated at spatial
infinity.

Let us also examine the Weak Energy Condition (WEC), which suggests that the
energy density measured by any observer has to be greater than or equal to zero. This
is expressed through the inequality: TµνV

µV ν ≥ 0, where V µ is any timelike vector. If
we choose V µ = (1/

√
−gtt, 0, 0, 0), and impose the condition VµV

µ = −1, then Vµ =
(−
√
−gtt, 0, 0, 0), and the WEC is simply T tt ≤ 0. Near the throat/equator, we found

that T tt is given by Eq. (5.17); this expression is not sign-definite, therefore the WEC
may also be violated in the small η-regime. On the other hand, at asymptotic infinity,
where Tµν is dominated by the kinetic term of the scalar field, the T tt component is given
by Eq. (5.26) and clearly obeys the WEC.
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5.2.4 Smarr Relation

Up to this point we have managed to construct approximate analytical solutions in both
the asymptotic regions. We have also found that our wormholes are two-parameter
solutions. We may relate the near η = 0 parameters with the parameters at spatial
infinity using the Smarr relation. In order to derive the Smarr-like mass relation for our
wormhole solutions we start with the definition of the Komar mass formula [138,147]

M = Mth +
1

4π

∫
Σ

Rµνξ
µnνdV = Mth −

1

4π

∫ √
−gR0

0d
3x, (5.33)

where ξµ is the timelike Killing vector, Σ is a space-like hypersurface, nν is a normal
vector on the surface Σ and dV is the natural volume element on the surface Σ. Here
the mass term Mth denotes the contribution of the throat.

Mth =
1

2
Ath

κth

2π
, (5.34)

in which with Ath we denote the area of the throat and κ is the surface gravity at the
throat,

κ2
th = −1

2
(∇µξν) (∇µξν) =

1

2

(
1√
|gttgηη|

∣∣∣∣dgttdη

∣∣∣∣
)
η=ηth

. (5.35)

Now we need to express the R0
0

√
−g as a total derivative in order to calculate the integral

in Eq. (5.33). To do that we first write the R0
0 in terms of the effective energy-momentum

tensor Eq. (2.4)

R0
0

√
−g =

(
T 0

0 −
1

2
T µµ + β

[
∇2φ+ Ḟ (φ)R2

GB

])√
−g, (5.36)

where we have added a zero in the form of the scalar-field equation multiplied by a con-
stant parameter β. By replacing the explicit form of the field equations and performing
some straightforward algebraic manipulations we find

R0
0

√
−g =

(
ḞH − V F

)′
+ β ∂µ

(√
−g ∂µφ

)
+

1

2

√
−gR2

GB

(
F + β Ḟ

)
. (5.37)

For simplicity, in the above equation, we define the functions H(r) and V (r) as

H =
V φ′

A′
− e

1
2

(f0−f1)f ′0φ
′ ((η2 + η2

0

)
f ′1 + 2η

)
, (5.38)

V =
e

1
2

(f0−f1)f ′0 (η3f ′1 (ηf ′1 + 4) + 2η2
0 (η2f ′21 + 2ηf ′1 − 2) + η4

0f
′2
1 )

2 (η2 + η2
0)

. (5.39)
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Equation (5.37) may be expressed as a total derivative only if
(
F + β Ḟ

)
= 0, or equiv-

alently F = a e−φ/β.
From the above analysis it is clear that we may construct an analytic form of the

Smarr Formula only for the case of the exponential coupling function. Here –following a
similar notation with the works in [138, 147]– we choose a slightly different form of the
exponential coupling F = αe−γφ, where γ is a constant. The Smarr formula then has
the following form

M = 2Sth
κth

2π
− D

2γ
+
Dth

2γ
(5.40)

where the quantities Dth and Sth are defined at the throat as

Sth =
1

4

∫ √
hth

(
1 + 2αe−γφthR̃th

)
d2x, (5.41)

Dth =
1

4π

∫ √
hthe

f0th
2 nµth∂µφth

(
1 + 2αe−γφthR̃th

)
d2x. (5.42)

In the above expressions with φth and f0th we denote the function values on the throat.
hth is the induced spatial metric on the throat, R̃th the scalar curvature on hth, and nµth
is the normal vector on the throat. More information on the derivation of the Smarr
relation for the exponential coupling function may be found here [138, 147]. In case of
a double throat wormhole a very similar Smarr relation can be derived by replacing the
throat with the equator,

M = 2Seq
κeq

2π
− D

2γ
+
Deq

2γ
, (5.43)

where κeq, Deq and Seq are defined analogously to Eqs. (5.35), (5.41)-(5.42), but evalu-
ated at the equator instead of the throat. The difference of Eqs. (5.40) and (5.43) yields
a relation of quantities defined at the throat and quantities defined at the equator.

2Seq
κeq

2π
+
Deq

2γ
= 2Sth

κth

2π
+
Dth

2γ
. (5.44)

5.3 Numerical solutions

We now turn to the derivation of the wormhole solutions by numerically integrating
the three second-order, ordinary differential equations (C.1), (C.3) and (C.4). In order
to find asymptotically-flat, regular wormhole solutions, we have to impose appropriate
boundary conditions at asymptotic infinity and at the throat/equator, as discussed in the
previous section. For completeness, we list here the full set of these boundary conditions:

f0(∞) = f1(∞) = 0 , φ(∞) = φ∞ , (5.45)

f ′1(0) = 0 ,
[(
η2

0φ
′2 + 4

)
ef1 − 8f ′0φ

′Ḟ
]
η=0

= 0 . (5.46)
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Figure 5.1: Solutions: (a) The metric component −gtt, the scalar field φ and the scaled
circumferential radius Rc/Rt are shown as functions of the compactified coordinate η/(1+
η) for different coupling functions. All solutions are characterized by the same values
of f0(0) and φ(0). (b) The metric component −gtt, the scalar field φ and the scaled
circumferential radius Rc/Rt are shown as function of the compactified coordinate η/(1+
η) for a single throat wormhole (blue) and a double throat wormhole (red) for the same
values of the scaled scalar charge and the scaled throat area.

For the numerical integration, we use the compactified coordinate x = η/(η + η0) to
cover the range 0 ≤ η < ∞. We choose η0 = 1 for all our numerical solutions. In order
to solve the three, second-order ODEs with the aforementioned boundary conditions, we
constructed two independent codes: one using the software package COLSYS, and the
other using the Mathematica software.

In our analysis, we have found wormhole solutions with either vanishing or non-
vanishing asymptotic values of the scalar field, namely for φ∞ = 0 and φ∞ = 1. We have
also considered several forms of F (φ), including exponential F = αe−γφ, F = αe−γφ

2
,

power-law F = αφn with n 6= 0, inverse power-law F = αφ−n, and logarithmic F =
α ln(φ) functions. We have found wormhole solutions in every single case studied. Due
to the qualitative similarity of the obtained behaviour for the metric functions and scalar
field, in this work we will mainly focus on the presentation of results for the cases with
coupling functions F = αe−φ and F = αφ2, and present combined graphs for different
forms of F (φ) whenever possible. During our quest for regular, physically-acceptable
wormhole solutions, scalarized black holes also emerged in multitude thus confirming
the results of [1, 2].

In Fig. 5.1(a), we depict the metric component −gtt = ef0 , the scalar field φ and the
scaled circumferential radius Rc/Rt for several coupling functions F (φ). All solutions
are characterised by the same boundary values f0(0) = −5 and φ(0) = 0.5 but we have
allowed for two different asymptotic values for φ, namely φ∞ = 0 and φ∞ = 1. We
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Figure 5.2: (a) The quantity F (φ)R2
GB as function of η for several forms of the coupling

function F (φ). (b) Domain of existence: The scaled throat area of single and double
throat wormholes is shown as function of the scaled scalar charge for the coupling function
F = αe−φ for several values of α/η2

0.

observe that the behaviour of the metric component −gtt and the circumferential radius
Rc/Rt depends rather mildly on the form of the coupling function or the asymptotic
value φ∞. On the other hand, both of these factors considerably affect the profile of the
scalar field as may be clearly seen from the plot.

We have found both single and double-throat wormhole solutions for every form of the
coupling function F (φ). In Fig. 5.1(b), we compare single and double-throat wormholes
for the same values of the scaled scalar charge D/M and scaled throat area At/16πM2.
Once again, it is the scalar field that is mostly affected by the different geometry near
the throat or equator. We note for future reference that the derivatives of the −gtt and φ
do not vanish at η = 0, i.e. at the throat, for single-throat wormholes, or at the equator,
for double-throat ones. This feature will lead to the introduction of a distribution of
matter, albeit a physically-acceptable one, at η = 0 when we attempt to symmetrically
continue our wormhole solutions to the negative regime of the η coordinate. This process
and the implications of the associated junction conditions will be studied in Section IV.

The spacetime around our wormhole solutions is finite for all values of the radial
coordinate η ∈ [ 0,∞). All curvature invariant quantities remain everywhere finite, as
expected. In Fig. 5.2(a), we depict the profile of the quantity F (φ)R2

GB, for a variety of
forms of the coupling function F (φ) and for the same set of values of the free parameters
for easy comparison. We observe that the combination F (φ)R2

GB is indeed finite, vanishes
at asymptotic infinity as anticipated while its profile in the small η-regime depends on
the form of F (φ). We also note that the double-throat solution presents a different profile
from the single-throat ones; this is due to the fact that the value of the scalar field at
the equator is different from its value at the throat.
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Figure 5.3: Domain of existence for the coupling function F = αφ2 for several values
of α/η2

0 : The scaled throat area of single and double throat wormholes is shown as
function of the scaled scalar charge for (a) φ∞ = 1, and (b) φ∞ = 0. The dot indicates
the Schwarzschild black hole. The inlet shows the domain of existence for wormholes
with one node of the scalar field – the red area indicates the domain where single and
double-throat wormholes co-exist.

Next, we discuss the domain of existence (DOE) of the wormhole solutions, in terms
of the scaled scalar charge and the scaled throat area, and restrict our discussion to the
indicative cases of the exponential and quadratic coupling functions. In Fig. 5.2(b), we
show the DOE for the exponential case, F = αe−φ. The different curves correspond
to families of wormholes for a fixed value of α with single throat (dashed) and double
throat (solid). Solutions emerge for arbitrarily small values of α up to some maximal
value - here, we depict a variety of solutions arising up to the value α/η2

0 = 0.361. The
boundary of the DOE is formed by the black hole solution with scalar hair (solid black),
the wormhole solutions with a degenerate throat (dotted black), configurations with
cusp singularities outside the throat (dashed black) and configurations with singularities
at the equator (dashed-dotted black). We note that the part of the DOE above the
dashed-dotted curve comprises both single-throat and double-throat wormholes. The
single-throat wormholes of this area can in fact be obtained from the double-throat ones
– we will return to this point in Section IV. The region of the domain of existence below
the dashed-dotted curve contains only single-throat wormholes which are not related to
double-throat solutions.

We now turn to the case of the quadratic coupling function, F = αφ2. Contrary to
what happens in the case of the exponential coupling function, in this case, the DOE
depends on the asymptotic value of the scalar field. For φ(∞) = 1, the quantity Ḟ (φ)
assumes a non-zero asymptotic value, as in the exponential case, therefore the DOE,
depicted in Fig. 5.3(a), is similar to the one displayed in Fig. 5.2(b). In contrast, if
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Figure 5.4: (a) The Null Energy Condition and (b) the Weak Energy Condition for a
variety of forms of the coupling function F (φ).

φ(∞) = 0, then Ḟ vanishes asymptotically and the range of α, for which wormholes
arise, is also limited from below. The DOE in this case is shown in Fig. 5.3(b) – now,
wormholes emerge only if 0.205 < α/η2

0 < 0.480. The Schwarzschild black holes are
now part of the boundary of the DOE, as indicated by the dot in Fig. 5.3(b), since the
constant configuration φ ≡ φ∞ = 0 solves the scalar field equation trivially. Moreover,
wormhole solutions exist for which the scalar field may possess N nodes. The boundary
of the DOE for N = 1 is shown in the inlet in Fig. 5.3(b). Note that the range of α in
this case is approximately 1.85 ≤ α/η2

0 ≤ 2.75, i. e. considerably larger than for N = 0.
Let us finally address the issue of the violation of the Null and Weak Energy Con-

ditions. In Fig. 5.4(a), we display the quantity −T tt + T ηη for a number of wormhole
solutions arising for different forms of the coupling function F (φ). It is evident that the
NEC is always violated near the throat of each solution by an amount which depends on
the form of the coupling function F (φ) since the latter determines the weight of the GB
term in the theory. On the other hand, the NEC is obeyed at asymptotic infinity. We
note that, in the case of the double-throat solution, the NEC is violated at the throat
while it is obeyed at the equator, according to the analysis of the previous section. A
similar behaviour is exhibited by the T tt component depicted in Fig. 5.4(b): the WEC
is again violated at the small η-regime, by an amount determined by F (φ), while it is
obeyed at asymptotic infinity where the GB term becomes negligible. The double-throat
solution again respects the WEC at the equator while it violates it near the throat.

5.4 Junction conditions

Wormhole solutions may be either symmetric or asymmetric under the change η → −η.
In the context of the EsGB theory with an exponential coupling function [138, 147],
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Figure 5.5: Schematic picture for the construction of double-throat and single-throat
wormhole solutions.

asymmetric wormholes were found but they were plagued by curvature singularities
lurking behind the throat. A regular wormhole solution may then be constructed by
imposing a symmetry under the change η → −η. The obtained solution then consists
of two parts: the first coincides with the part of the asymmetric solution which extends
from the asymptotic region at infinity to the location of the throat; the second part of
the wormhole solution is obtained by the symmetric continuation of the first part in the
negative η-regime.

A similar construction was performed in the context of the present analysis, in the
case of solutions with a single throat – these solutions are the ones depicted in Figs.
5.2(b) and 5.3(a,b) under the dashed-dotted curves. In the case of singular wormhole
solutions with a throat and an equator, a similar process may give rise to double-throat
wormholes and to single-throat wormholes since now there are two options, as Fig. 5
depicts. The first option is to construct a regular wormhole by cutting at the throat
and symmetrically continuing to the left, as described above; in that case, the equator
is removed from the spacetime geometry and a single-throat wormhole is constructed.
The second option is to cut the singular solution at the equator, keep the regular part
from the asymptotic infinity to the equator and continue symmetrically to the left; in
this way, a double-throat wormhole solution, with an equator located exactly between
the throats, is constructed. Both wormholes possess the same mass and scalar charge,
since these quantities are extracted from the asymptotic region that is common in both
solutions. Hence, for any double-throat wormhole there exist a single-throat wormhole
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with the same mass and scalar charge – these are the solutions depicted in Figs. 5.2(b)
and 5.3(a,b) above the dashed-dotted curves.

Let us now discuss in more detail the construction of symmetric, regular, and thus
traversable, wormholes 1. From Fig. 5.1, we observe that the derivatives of the −gtt and
φ do not vanish in general at η = 0. Therefore, imposing a symmetry under η → −η
creates a “cusp” in the profile of the aforementioned quantities. This feature may be
attributed to the presence of a distribution of matter at η = 0, i.e. around the throat
or the equator, for single or double-throat solutions, respectively. The embedding of
this thin-shell matter distribution in the context of the complete solution is determined
through the junction conditions [341, 342], that follow by considering the jumps in the
Einstein and scalar field equations (2.2)-(2.3) as η → −η. These are found to have the
form

〈Gµ
ν − T µν〉 = sµν , 〈∇2φ+ ḞR2

GB〉 = sscal , (5.47)

where sµν denotes the stress-energy tensor of the matter at the throat, resp. equator, and
sscal a source term for the scalar field. For a physically-acceptable solution, this matter
distribution should not be exotic. We thus assume a perfect fluid with pressure p and
energy density ρ, and a scalar charge ρscal at the throat, resp. equator, together with
the gravitational source [138,147]

SΣ =

∫ [
λ1 + 2λ0F (φ)R̄

]√
−h̄d3x (5.48)

where λ1, λ0 are constants, h̄ab is the three-dimensional induced metric at the throat,
resp. equator, and R̄ is the corresponding Ricci scalar. Substitution of the metric then
yields the junction conditions

8Ḟ φ′e−
3f1
2 = λ1η

2
0 + 4λ0Fe

−f1 − ρη2
0 , (5.49)

e−
f1
2 f ′0 = λ1 + p , (5.50)

e−f1φ′ − 4
Ḟ

η2
0

f ′0e
−2f1 = −4λ0

Ḟ

η2
0

e−
3f1
2 +

ρscal

2
, (5.51)

where all quantities are taken at η = 0. The above junction conditions determine ρ, p
and ρscal in terms of the arbitrary constants λ0 and λ1 and the form of the scalar field
and metric functions close to the boundary.

For every form of the coupling function F (φ), we may find an extensive (λ0, λ1)-
parameter regime over which ρ is always positive, and the necessity of the exotic matter
is thus avoided. An interesting special case is when the matter distribution around the

1As the coupling function may acquire different forms in the context of our analysis, constructing
also asymmetric wormholes, see e.g. [340], may be indeed a possibility that we plan to pursue in a future
work.
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p = 0 (dust) and specific values of (λ0, λ1).

throat has a vanishing pressure, i.e. p = 0, and therefore its equation of state is the one
of dust. In this case, Eq. (5.50) gives λ1 = e−f1/2f ′0. If we choose λ0 = λ1, Eqs. (5.49)
and (5.51) easily yield

ρ =
e−

3f1
2

η0

[(
4F + η2

0e
f1
)
f ′0 − 8Ḟ φ′

]
, ρsc = 2e−f1φ′, (5.52)

respectively, where again all quantities are evaluated at η = 0. In Fig. 5.6, we depict
the energy density ρ at the throat, resp. equator, as a function of the scaled scalar
charge D/M , for a variety of wormhole solutions arising for F (φ) = αφ2 and for the
aforementioned values of p, λ0 and λ1. We note that in this example the energy density
ρ is positive for all wormhole solutions. As in the construction of the solution, where
the synergy of an ordinary distribution of matter with a gravitational source kept the
throat, resp. equator, open, here a similar synergy creates a symmetric wormhole free
of singularities.

5.5 Embedding Diagram

A useful way to visualize the geometry of a given manifold is the construction of the
corresponding embedding diagram. In this case, we consider the isometric embedding
of the equatorial plane of our wormhole solutions, defined as the line-element (5.2) for
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Figure 5.7: (a) The embedded equatorial plane is shown for the double-throat wormhole
with α/η2

0 = 0.35 and D/M = 0.886. (b) The profiles of the isometric embedding are
shown for a sequence of solutions for the coupling function F = 0.25e−φ.

t = const. and θ = π/2. The isometric embedding follows by equating the line-element
of the two-dimensional equatorial plane with a hypersurface in the three-dimensional,
Euclidean space, namely

ef1 [dη2 + (η2 + η2
0) dϕ2] = dz2 + dw2 + w2dϕ2 , (5.53)

where (z, w, ϕ) is a set of cylindrical coordinates on the hypersurface. Considering z
and w as functions of η, we find

w = ef1/2
√
η2 + η2

0, (5.54)(
dw

dη

)2

+

(
dz

dη

)2

= ef1 . (5.55)

Then, combining the above equations, we find

z(η) = ±
∫ η

0

√
ef1(η̃) −

(
d

dη̃

[
ef1(η̃)/2

√
η̃2 + η2

0

])2

dη̃. (5.56)

Therefore, {w(η), z(η)} is a parametric representation of a slice of the embedded θ = π/2-
plane for a fixed value of the ϕ coordinate, while the corresponding surface of revolution
is the three-dimensional representation of the wormhole’s geometry.

In Fig. 5.7(a), we depict the isometric embedding of the geometry of a symmetric,
traversable, double-throat wormhole solution. The three-dimensional view of the sur-
face follows from the parametric plot (w(η) cosϕ,w(η) sinϕ, z(η)) as described above.
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The diagram clearly features an equator and two throats smoothly connected to two
asymptotic regimes. In Fig. 5.7(b), we also show the geometry transition between single
and double-throat wormholes, by plotting w vs. z, for a sequence of solutions for fixed
α/η2

0 = 0.25. We observe that, with increasing scaled throat area, the double-throat
wormholes develop a degenerate throat and turn into single-throat ones. If the scaled
throat area is increased further, a second transition takes place where the single-throat
wormholes turn again to double-throat ones.

5.6 Bounds on the EsGB theory

Let us address at this point the issue of the existing bounds on the GB coupling constant.
The parameters of any modified gravitational theory, including the EsGB theory, may be
constrained by processes and observations in strong gravitational regimes. We have al-
ready mentioned in section 1.9 that, in the cosmological Friedmann–Lemâıtre–Robertson
–Walker (FLRW) background the EsGB theory predicts a propagation speed for the grav-
itational waves different from the speed of light [289]. Therefore, after the detection of
the GW170817 gravitational wave event and its GRB170817A gamma-ray burst coun-
terpart [172–174] the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory was ruled out as cosmological
dark energy model. Although the theory is ruled out as a late time cosmological model,
we can still use it as a model for early time cosmological solutions [303] or even for local
solutions like black-holes or wormholes [304].

Actually, a Gauss-Bonnet black hole or wormhole may affect the speed of a gravi-
tational wave but only locally. For the Gauss-Bonnet solutions the gravitational back-
ground at first approximation reduces very fast to that of the corresponding GR solution
at distances a few times the characteristic scale of the solution e.g. the horizon radius
of the black hole or the throat radius of the wormhole, for example see Figs. 3.2(b) and
5.2(a). What is clear is that the derivation of the dispersion relation for cosmological
backgrounds may be very different from that in a black-hole background. Indeed, in [46],
the authors performed a linear stability analysis of the dynamical quadratic gravity, and
working in the geometric optics limit found that there are corrections to the dispersion
relation but these decay very fast compared to the GR terms.

Shortly afterwards, a more rigorous analysis was performed [343, 344] where pertur-
bations were considered around a static, spherically-symmetric BH solution arising in the
context of quadratic gravity. They found that, indeed, the speed of gravitational waves
is modified, and a formula was produced. Using our EsGB theory and the behaviour of
the scalar and metric functions at asymptotic infinity, we have found that

c2
gw =

G
F

= 1 +
8DḞ (φ∞)

r3
+

4DF̈ (φ∞) + 8MDḞ (φ∞)

r4
+ · · · , (5.57)

where the expressions for the functions F and G may be found in appendix A.3, and for
their calculation we employ the expansions at infinity Eqs. (5.23)-(5.25). Therefore, if
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Ḟ (φ∞) 6= 0 and F̈ (φ∞) 6= 0, in principle, the gravitational-wave speed may be modified
but the effect is proportional to the coupling which is assumed to be small. Also, D
is the scalar charge that, as we know, neutron stars do not have any. Therefore, this
particular event GW170817 cannot impose any constraint on our solutions. Even if we
use the other gravitational wave detections that involve black-holes instead of neutron
stars, the correction terms scale at least as 1/r3; these turn out to be very small given
the fact that most of the mergers were detected at distances larger than 300 Mpc.

The last years, many researchers have found bounds for the EsGB theory using
astrophysical or cosmological data. Using data for the time delay produced by the
gravitational field of the Sun for light to travel from Earth to the Cassini spacecraft and
back to Earth while passing close to the Sun [256], the following bound was derived on the
value of the GB coupling constant [345]:

√
α ≤ 1.25×1012 cm. In the same work, another

weaker bound was derived based on the uncertainty in the values of the semi-major axes
of the planetary orbits around the Sun (particularly Mercury’s):

√
α ≤ 1.9 × 1013 cm.

In [23], a theoretical upper bound was imposed on the GB coupling constant so that
black-hole solutions exist in the EdGB theory [47] (see also Eq. (2.24)):

√
α ≤

(
M

M�

)
× 105 cm. (5.58)

This bound imposes a minimum mass for black-hole solutions and thus must be checked
against the minimum black-hole masses that have ever been detected. Using M ∼ 5M�
we found

√
α ≤ 6.2× 105 cm.

The existence of compact stars, i.e. neutron stars, in the EdGB theory was in-
vestigated in [39]. It was found that for a given central density of matter, there is
a maximum allowed value of the coupling constant for which neutron stars may be
formed. That bound was found to be

√
α ≤ 7.2 × 105 cm. A lot of work has been

done on the modifications that quadratic gravity terms bring to the orbital decay rate
of binary systems [62, 334, 346, 347]. The most stringent constraint on this direction√
α ≤ 1.9 × 105 cm, was found in [348] using a low-mass X-ray binary. Finally, in [45],

the stability analysis of both axial and polar sectors of the static black-hole solutions in
EdGB was performed. Apart from the linear stability of the solutions that was demon-
strated, the authors studied the Quasi-Normal-Modes (QNMs), which will be relevant
for the late-time behaviour of a black-hole merger. The measurement of two of the domi-
nant modes may help us to place a bound on the coupling constant of the GB. According
to the authors, this bound has the form:

√
α ≤ 10

(
50

ρ

)(
M

10M�

)
× 105 cm, (5.59)

where ρ is the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement instrument. All LIGO-Virgo
detections have a signal-to-noise ratio ρ around 10 while for the Einstein Telescope, it
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Method (
√
α)max

Solar System 1.25× 1012 cm

QNMs from LIGO-Virgo 25× 105 cm

Binary Black-Hole Signals 10.1× 105 cm

Existence of Neutron Stars 7.2× 105 cm

Existence of Black Holes 6.2× 105 cm
QNMs from Einstein Telescope 2.5× 105 cm

Orbital Decay Rate in Binaries 1.9× 105 cm

Table 5.1: A list of the known bounds in EdGB theory.

will hold that ρ = 100. A list of all known bounds in EdGB theory may be found in
Table 5.1.

The most recent bound on the GB coupling parameter α was set in [304] where the
effect of the scalar dipole radiation on the phase evolution of the gravitational wave-
form was taken into account – this radiation was emitted during the merging process
of two binary systems in which one of the constituents could be a scalarised black hole
(GW151226 and GW170608 as detected by LIGO). This bound was set on the value

√
α < 10.1× 105 cm, (5.60)

taking into account the different definitions of α; in dimensionless units, this translates
to α/M2 < 1.72, where M is the characteristic mass scale of the system, i.e the black-
hole mass. In the absence of a direct bound on wormholes, since no such object has been
detected so far, and demanding that the EsGB theory should allow for both black-hole
solutions and wormholes to emerge, we apply the aforementioned bound by LIGO on our
wormhole solutions, too. For an exponential coupling function, all of our solutions satisfy
the bound α/M2 < 0.91 while for a quadratic coupling function we obtain α/M2 < 0.605
(for solutions with no nodes for the scalar field), respectively α/M2 < 2.9 (for solutions
with one node). Thus the observational bound leaves unaffected the aforementioned
DOEs: all solutions in Fig. 5.2(b) and Figs. 5.3(a,b) (with no nodes) fall entirely within
the allowed range2.

5.7 Discussion

In this chapter, we have considered a general class of EsGB theories with an arbitrary
coupling function between the scalar field and the quadratic Gauss-Bonnet term. By

2Note that these plots include both the wormhole and the black hole solutions.
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employing a novel coordinate system, we have allowed for wormhole solutions with either
single-throat or double-throat geometries to emerge. We have determined the asymptotic
form of the metric functions and scalar field in the small and large radial-coordinate
regimes, and demonstrated that the Null and Weak Energy Conditions may be violated,
especially in the inner regime where the effect of the GB term is dominant.

We have then numerically integrated our set of field equations in order to determine
the complete wormhole solutions that interpolate between the derived asymptotic solu-
tions. We have found wormholes, with either a single throat or a double throat and an
equator, for every form of the coupling function we have tried. The spacetime is regular
over the entire positive range of the radial coordinate, as also is the non-trivial scalar field
that characterizes every wormhole solution. Our solutions are therefore characterized by
two independent parameters, their mass and scalar charge. The domain of existence has
been studied in detail in each case, and here we have presented the ones for the expo-
nential and quadratic coupling functions in order to discuss the qualitative differences as
the form of the coupling function and the value of the scalar field at asymptotic infinity
varies.

An important result of our analysis is that the EsGB theories always feature wormhole
solutions without the need for exotic matter, since the higher-curvature terms allow
for gravitational effective negative energy densities. This has been demonstrated by
examining the Null and Weak Energy Conditions for our solutions and showing that
indeed the coupling between the scalar field and the GB term results in a negative
energy density near the throat/equator. The Null Energy Condition is also violated
since it is associated with the appearance of a throat that every wormhole solution must
possess.

In order to construct traversable wormhole solutions with no spacetime singularities
beyond the throat or equator, our regular solution over the positive range of the radial
coordinate was extended in the negative range in a symmetric way. This construction
demands the introduction of a distribution of matter around the throat or equator that
nevertheless may be shown to consist of physically-acceptable particles. We have pro-
vided an indicative example where this distribution of matter is described by the equation
of state of dust with a vanishing isotropic pressure and a positive energy density.

Our next step will be to study the physical characteristics of our solutions in greater
detail and to generalise them to admit also rotation [145]. In addition, a linear stability
analysis of these EsGB wormholes [138,147,349,350] will be performed and their radial
and quasi-normal modes, which could be observable signatures of their existence, will be
determined.
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Conclusions

Einstein’s General theory of Relativity is the theory that describes gravity. It is a ge-
ometrical theory in which the gravitational interactions are related with the geometry
of spacetime. Einstein’s theory not only includes (as a limit) the traditional Newtonian
gravitational theory, which describes weak gravitational fields but also extends it pro-
viding a framework for the description of strong gravitational interactions. Although
General Relativity is well tested, it is known that it is not a perfect theory. The Stan-
dard Model for Cosmology has many open problems, like the nature of the dark energy
and matter, the accurate model for inflation or the initial singularity problem. All the
above, together with theoretical reasons such as the non-renormalizability of General
Relativity, motivate the need for modified gravitational theories.

The last decades many theories have been proposed as alternatives to General Rel-
ativity. However, the most simple and most studied modified theories of gravity are
the scalar-tensor theories. In these, the degrees of freedom of the gravitational field are
increased with the addition of one or more scalar fields. The last twenty years a scalar-
tensor theory which is known as the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory has attracted
the interest of many scientists. In this theory, the scalar field φ has a non-minimal cou-
pling f(φ) with the gravitational field through the quadratic gravitational Gauss-Bonnet
term. The most attractive feature of this theory is that it belongs to the family of Horn-
deski theories, thus the field equations are of second order and as a result, it avoids
Ostrogradsky instabilities or problematic ghost states. In this work we focused on the
derivation of novel local solutions in the framework of the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet
theory.

One of the most interesting properties of the black-hole solutions in General Relativity
is their uniqueness and simplicity: black holes are uniquely determined only by three
physical quantities (mass, electromagnetic charge and angular momentum). No-Hair
theorems, which forbid the association of the GR black holes with any other type of
conserved “charges” were formulated quite early on. Even in the case of the scalar-tensor
theories, No-scalar Hair theorems were proposed which made difficult the derivation of
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new black-hole solutions in these theories. However, in some scalar-tensor theories the
No-Hair theorems are evaded and new solutions have been found.

In chapter 2 we discussed the evasion of the No-scalar hair theorem in the framework
of the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory. In order to kept our analysis as general
as possible we keep arbitrary the form of the coupling function. At first we examined
the evasion of Bekenstein’s old No-scalar-hair theorem. This theorem is based on the
integration of the scalar field equation over the exterior regime of the black hole. The old
No-Hair theorem may be evaded only for positive coupling functions f(φ) > 0. Then, we
examined the evasion of novel Bekenstein’s No-scalar-Hair theorem. The novel theorem,
which is more general, relies its existence on the sign of the T rr component of the energy
momentum tensor in the two asymptotic regions of the black hole. Actually, we found
that for the novel No-Hair theorem to evaded we only need to impose a constraint on
φ′h and the following constraint r4

h > 96ḟ 2
h on the horizon of the black hole. These

constraints impose bounds on the parameters of the theory and not on the explicit form
of the coupling function. Thus, for every form of the coupling function –as long as the
parameters of the theory validate the constraints– we may evade the No-Hair theorem.
Also, the above constraint denotes the existence of a lower bound on the horizon radius
rh and thus the mass of the black hole.

Subsequently, we investigated the spontaneous scalarisation effect in the framework
of a general coupling function. The spontaneous scalarisation effect for black holes was
discovered first for the special cases of the exponential and quadratic coupling functions.
This effect appears for coupling functions which allow the Schwarzschild black hole (with
an everywhere constant scalar field φ(r) = φ0) to be a solution of the Einstein-scalar-
Gauss-Bonnet theory. In these theories, which are identified by the constraints ḟ(φ0) = 0
and f̈(φ0) > 0, the Schwarzschild black hole with mass smaller than a critical mass Mc

becomes unstable and as a result the system assumes the more stable Gauss-Bonnet
black hole as a solution. Although the spontaneous scalarisation effect may provide an
explanation on how these solutions may arise it is not an existence theorem. The only
way for a spontaneous scalarised solution to exist is to validate the constraint r4

h > 96ḟ 2
h

like every other solution in the framework of the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory.

In chapter 3 we extended the analysis of the previous chapter by considering several
sub-classes of the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory. We have studied a large num-
ber of choices for the coupling function f(φ) between the scalar field and the GB term:
exponential, polynomial (even and odd), inverse polynomial (even and odd) and loga-
rithmic. In each case, employing the appropriate boundary conditions, we numerically
constructed a large number of exact black-hole solutions with scalar hair, and studied
in detail their characteristics. Our solutions are characterized by a universal behavior of
the components of the metric tensor, having the expected behavior near the black-hole
horizon and asymptotic flatness at radial infinity. The solution for the scalar field is
everywhere regular and is characterized by a finite value near the horizon, while it ap-
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proaches a constant value at infinity. The behavior of the scalar field is indicated by the
inequality ḟhφ

′
h < 0. For coupling functions with ḟh > 0 the scalar field has a decreasing

profile while for ḟh < 0 has an increasing profile. All curvature invariant quantities were
examined, and found to have a similar universal profile, independently of the form of
the coupling function f , that ensured the finiteness and asymptotically flatness of the
space-time and thus the regularity of all solutions. Finally, for every solution, the com-
ponents of the energy momentum tensor were also found to be regular over the entire
radial domain. In accordance with the results of the previous chapter, that of the evasion
of the No-Hair theorem, the T rr component was found to be positive and decreasing in
both asymptotic regimes and in all cases considered.

The physical characteristics of our black holes were also extracted for every solution.
In each case the scalar charge D was determined and its dependence on the mass of the
black hole M was studied. In all cases the scalar charge is a mass-dependent quantity and
therefore our black holes are characterized by a non-trivial scalar field with a secondary
type of hair. For every solution the black-hole entropy S and the horizon area A were also
calculated. However, instead of the entropy and the area themselves we mainly studied
their ratios Ah/ASch and Sh/SSch, with respect to the corresponding quantities of the
Schwarzschild solution with the same mass, since they have even more information to
offer. In the large mass limit, for all cases considered, the scalar charge D vanishes while
both ratios Ah/ASch and Sh/SSch approach unity. Therefore large Gauss-Bonnet black
holes have the same characteristics with the corresponding Schwarzschild black holes of
the same mass. On the other hand, for small masses the Gauss-Bonnet black holes are
quite different from the Schwarzschild ones. In all cases the area ratio is always below
unity. The Gauss-Bonnet black holes are therefore always smaller than the corresponding
Schwarzschild black holes. The Gauss-Bonnet term, as an extra gravitational term,
causes the shrinking of the black holes. Contrariwise, for small masses, the entropy ratio
may be higher or below unity. The behavior of the entropy ratio may provide indications
for the stability of our solutions. Gauss-Bonnet black holes with entropy higher than
that of the Schwarzschild solution tend to be more thermodynamically stable solutions.
Finally, the behavior of the scalar charge is strongly dependent on the form of the
coupling function. In the small-M limit, each family of solutions presented a different
behavior either monotonic or not monotonic.

In chapter 4 we extended the analysis of the previous two chapters by adding a cos-
mological constant Λ in the theory. At first we investigated the existence of approximate
solutions in the two boundaries. In the near horizon region we found solutions that have
the same qualitative behavior with the solutions found in the previous chapters. For ev-
ery form of the coupling function, we may construct regular black hole solutions. As in
the previous chapters, the condition for the existence of the horizon implies the existence
of a lower bound on the horizon radius and therefore the mass of the black hole. In the
other asymptotic region, that of large distances the solutions depend on the sign of the
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Chapter 6. Conclusions

cosmological constant. For Λ < 0 we found that the spacetime assumes an anti-de Sitter
form while the scalar field has a logarithmic form. For Λ > 0 we found that the space-
time assumes a de Sitter form and the scalar field is characterized by a finite value at
the cosmological horizon. In fact the approximate solutions at the cosmological horizon
have a similar form with the solutions near the horizon of the black hole. However, from
the No-scalar-Hair theorem we know that the existence of regular solutions in the two
boundaries does not guarantee the existence of an intermediate solution that smoothly
connects the two asymptotic solutions. While the addition of a cosmological constant
does not alter significantly the form of the field equations, it makes the derivation of
an evasion theorem extremely difficult. Therefore we investigated the existence of new
solutions only numerically.

In this chapter we focused on the derivation of numerical asymptotically de Sitter
and anti-de Sitter solutions. As in the previous chapter we used many different forms
for the coupling function: exponential, polynomial, inverse-polynomial and logarithmic
as well. For Λ < 0 the spacetime solutions are characterized by a regular black hole
horizon and by an asymptotically anti-de Sitter region at infinity in accordance with
our approximate analytic solutions. Also, the solution for the scalar field is everywhere
finite and is characterized by a logarithmic form at infinity φ(r) = φ0 + d1 ln r+O(r−2).
This behavior along with the absence of an 1/r term indicates that we cannot associate a
conserved scalar charge with these solutions. The coefficient d1 in front of the logarithmic
term provides us information on how much the large-distance behavior of the scalar field
deviates from the power-law one. We have found that this deviation is stronger for
Gauss-Bonnet black holes with a small mass whereas for massive ones the d1 coefficient
vanishes. In addition, for every solution constructed, we calculated the ratios of the
horizon area and entropy, Ah/ASAdS and Sh/SSAdS, with respect to the corresponding
quantities of the Schwarzschild Anti-de Sitter solution. As in the asymptotically flat
case, in the majority of the anti-de Sitter solutions the area ratio is below unity. The
anti-de Sitter Gauss-Bonnet black holes are also smaller than the corresponding solutions
of the General Relativity. Only in one case of the logarithmic coupling function we found
solutions with area ratio above unity. In addition, the entropy ratio provides hints on
the stability of our new solutions. The behavior of the entropy ratio depends on both
the explicit form of the coupling function and the value of the cosmological constant
resulting to potentially stable or unstable solutions in every case considered. For Λ > 0
the spacetime solutions are characterized by a regular black hole horizon and by an
asymptotically de Sitter region at large distances with a regular cosmological horizon.
While the scalar field is also regular at the black-hole horizon, at the cosmological horizon
diverges. However, at the cosmological horizon the trace of the energy momentum tensor,
which is a more fundamental quantity, remains finite. A similar behavior has been found
in the case of the particle-like solutions in the framework of the EsGB theory.

Finally, in chapter 5 we constructed traversable wormhole solutions in the frame-
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work of the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory. All the black hole solutions we have
found, even the asymptotically de Sitter ones, are characterized by a negative effective
energy density near the horizon of the black hole. This negative energy density leads
to the violation of both the Weak and the Null Energy Conditions in the near horizon
regime. This violation, in the framework of the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory, is
attributed to the contribution from the Gauss-Bonnet term. The violation of the energy
conditions leads to the emergence of wormhole solutions since it is essential for the cre-
ation of the throat. However, since the violation is a purely gravitational effect it could
not be ascribed to the presence of exotic matter. In our case, the scalar field constitutes
ordinary matter and therefore our solutions are considered as realistic. As in the previ-
ous chapters we have found numerically wormhole solutions using many different choices
for the coupling function.

The spacetime of our wormhole solutions is regular over the entire radial regime and
does not possess horizons or singularities; thus our wormholes are traversable. Also, our
wormholes may be characterized by a single or even a double throat and an equator
in between whereas they are asymptotically flat. The scalar field is everywhere regular
and is characterized by a conserved scalar charge which, contrary to the case of the
black holes, is of primary hair type. In addition, in order to construct traversable worm-
hole solutions with no spacetime singularities beyond the throat or equator, our regular
solution over the positive range of the radial coordinate was extended in the negative
range in a symmetric way. This construction demands the introduction of a thin shell
distribution of matter around the throat or equator that nevertheless may be shown to
consist of physically-acceptable particles. In addition, for every solution we constructed
the isometric embedding diagram and the domain of existence has been studied in detail
as well. Finally, in this chapter we also discussed the bounds on the Einstein-scalar-
Gauss-Bonnet theory and we found that these bounds leave unaffected the majority of
our solutions, both-black holes and wormholes.

Concluding, the Einstein-scalar-Gauss-Bonnet theory is a well-motivated gravita-
tional theory which not only contains Einstein’s General Relativity but also extends it
with a quadratic curvature term –as we would expect from a novel effective gravitational
field describing gravity in the strong regime. The EsGB theory belongs to the family
of the Horndeski theories and therefore it contains only one additional scalar field ant
no more than second derivatives in the field equations. In addition, the EsGB theory,
interdependently of the form of the coupling function f(φ), leads to a plethora of novel
local gravitational solutions like black holes, wormholes or even solitons with attractive
properties. Finally, regarding the local solutions, the EsGB theory still survives from
the imposed bounds of observational data.
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Appendix A

Black holes in
Einstein-Scalar-Gauss-Bonnet
theory

A.1 Set of Differential Equations

Here, we display the explicit expressions of the coefficients P , Q and S that appear in the
system of differential equations (2.16)-(2.17) and (3.28) and whose solution determines
the metric function A and the scalar field φ. They are:

P = +e4B
(

32A′ḟ − 48rA′2ḟ − 8r2φ′ − 4r3A′φ′ − 64rφ′2ḟ
)

+ e3B
(
−64A′ḟ + 96rA′2ḟ

+48r2A′3ḟ + 8r2φ′ − 4r3A′φ′ − 4r4A′2φ′ + 128A′2φ′ḟ 2 + 96rA′3φ′ḟ 2 + 64rφ′2ḟ

+24r2A′φ′2ḟ − 20r3A′2φ′2ḟ − 2r4φ′3 + 96rA′φ′3ḟ 2 − 16r3φ′4ḟ + 32r2φ′3f̈

+r5A′φ′3 + 16r3A′φ′3f̈
)

+ 16e2B
(

8A′ḟ − 12rA′2ḟ − 20r2A′3ḟ − 64A′2φ′ḟ 2

−112rA′3φ′ḟ 2 − 14r2A′φ′2ḟ + 19r3A′2φ′2ḟ − 96A′3φ′2ḟ 3 − 32rA′φ′3ḟ 2

+36r2A′2φ′3ḟ 2 + 8r3φ′4ḟ − 4r4A′φ′4ḟ − 8r2φ′3f̈ + 4r3A′φ′3f̈ − 32r2A′φ′4ḟ f̈
)

+16eB
(

8A′2φ′ḟ 2 + 38rA′3φ′ḟ 2 + 64A′3φ′2ḟ 3 + 18rA′φ′3ḟ 2 − 17r2A′2φ′3ḟ 2
)

−1152A′3φ′2ḟ 3 , (A.1)

Q = +32e5Br − e4B
(

64r + 24r2A′ + 160φ′ḟ + 48rA′φ′ḟ + 4r3φ′2 + 128rφ′2f̈
)

+e3B
(

32r + 24r2A′ − 8r3A′2 + 320φ′ḟ + 224rA′φ′ḟ − 32r2A′2φ′ḟ − 12r3φ′2

+6r4A′φ′2 + 256A′φ′2ḟ 2 − 32rA′2φ′2ḟ 2 − 24r2φ′3ḟ + 12r3A′φ′3ḟ − 32rφ′4ḟ 2
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−r5φ′4 + 256rφ′2f̈ + 128r2A′φ′2f̈ + 640φ′3ḟ f̈ + 256rA′φ′3ḟ f̈ − 16r3φ′4f̈
)

+e2B
(

128r2A′2φ′ḟ − 160φ′ḟ − 176rA′φ′ḟ − 640A′φ′2ḟ 2 + 320rA′2φ′2ḟ 2

+152r2φ′3ḟ − 52r3A′φ′3ḟ + 128A′2φ′3ḟ 3 + 256φ′4rḟ 2 − 80r2A′φ′4ḟ 2 + 4r4φ′5ḟ

−128rφ′2f̈ − 128r2A′φ′2f̈ − 1280φ′3ḟ f̈ − 1280rA′φ′3ḟ f̈ + 16r3φ′4f̈

−1280A′φ′4ḟ 2f̈ + 64r2φ′5ḟ f̈
)

+ eB
(

384A′φ′2ḟ 2 − 672rA′2φ′2ḟ 2 − 768A′2φ′3ḟ 3

−480rφ′4ḟ 2 + 144r2A′φ′4ḟ 2 + 640φ′3ḟ f̈ + 1024rA′φ′3ḟ f̈ + 3584A′φ′4ḟ 2f̈

−64r2φ′5ḟ f̈
)

+ 1152A′2φ′3ḟ 3 − 2304A′φ′4ḟ 2f̈ ,

and

S = +128rḟe4B + 8e3B
(
r4φ′ − 32rḟ − 16r2A′ḟ − 80φ′ḟ 232rA′φ′ḟ 2 + 4r3φ′2ḟ

)
+32e2B

(
4rḟ + 4r2A′ḟ + 40φ′ḟ 2 + 40rA′φ′ḟ 2 − 3r3φ′2ḟ + 40A′φ′2ḟ 3 − 4r2φ′3ḟ 2

)
+8eB

(
32r2φ′3ḟ 2 − 80φ′ḟ 2 − 128rA′φ′ḟ 2 − 448A′φ′2ḟ 3

)
+ 2304A′φ′2ḟ 3 . (A.2)

A.2 Scalar quantities

By employing the metric components of the line-element (2.8), one may compute the
following scalar-invariant gravitational quantities:

R = +
e−B

2r2

(
4eB − 4− r2A′2 + 4rB′ − 4rA′ + r2A′B′ − 2r2A′′

)
, (A.3)

RµνR
µν = +

e−2B

16r4

[
8(2− 2eB + rA′ − rB′)2 + r2(rA′2 − 4B′ − rA′B′ + 2rA′′)2

+r2(rA′2 + A′(4− rB′) + 2rA′′)2
]
, (A.4)

RµνρσR
µνρσ = +

e−2B

4r4

[
r4A′4 − 2r4A′3B′ − 4r4A′B′A′′ + r2A′2(8 + r2B′2 + 4r2A′′)

+16(eB − 1)2 + 8r2B′2 + 4r4A′′2
]
, (A.5)

R2
GB = +

2e−2B

r2

[
(eB − 3)A′B′ − (eB − 1)A′2 − 2(eB − 1)A′′

]
. (A.6)
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A.3 Gravitational waves speed in Horndeski theory

The expression for the propagation speed of gravitational waves along the radial direction
for a black hole in Horndeski theory was found at [343,344]

c2
gw =

G
F
. (A.7)

Using the metric (3.2) we may express the functions F and G in terms of the Horndeski’s
Gi functions

F = 2

(
G4 +

1

2
eBφ′X ′G5X −XG5φ

)
, (A.8)

G = 2

[
G4 − 2XG4X +X

(
A′

2
eBφ′G5X +G5φ

)]
. (A.9)
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Appendix B

Black holes with a cosmological
constant in EsGB theory

B.1 Set of Differential Equations

Here, we display the explicit expressions of the coefficients P , S and Q that appear in the
system of differential equations (4.15)-(4.16) and whose solution determines the metric
function A and the scalar field φ. Note, that in these expressions we have eliminated
again, via Eq. (4.14), B′, that involves A′′ and φ′′, but retained eB for notational
simplicity. They are:

P = −128e4BΛ2r3ḟ
(
rA′ + 2eB − 2

)
+ 16A′3ḟ

[
−2eB

(
−14eB + 3e2B + 19

)
rḟφ′

+ 8
(
−8eB + 3e2B + 9

)
ḟ 2φ′2 − e2B

(
3eB − 5

)
r2
]

+ 4eBA′2
{
eBrḟ

[(
5eB − 19

)
r2φ′2

+ 12
(
eB − 1

)2
]
− 4ḟ 2φ′

[ (
9eB − 17

)
r2φ′2 + 8

(
eB − 1

)2
]

+ e2Br4φ′
}

+ 4e2B2 Λ

{
−e2Br3(−2 + rA′)φ′ − 16A′ḟ 2φ′

[
6(3− 4eB + e2B) + (−5 + eB)rA′

]
+ 4eB ḟ

[
−3r2A′2(1 + eB) + 4

(
4(−1 + eB)2 − r2φ′2

)
+ 2rA′(3− 3eB + r2φ′2)

]}
− 2e2Brφ′

{
−8ḟφ′

[
4eB(−1 + eB) + r2φ′2(−2 + eB)

]
− 4reB(−1 + eB)

− rφ′2
[
r2eB − 16f̈(−1 + eB)

]}
− A′eB

{
32rḟ 2φ2φ′(9− 4eB + 3e2B)

− r3φ′eB
[
4eB(1 + eB)− φ′2

(
r2eB + 16f̈(1 + eB)

)]
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+ 8eB ḟ
[
4(−1 + eB)2 + r2φ′2(−7 + 3eB)− 2φ′4(r4 + 8r2f̈)

]}
, (B.1)

S = 2304A′ḟ 3φ′2 + 8eB
[
− 128rA′ḟ 2φ′ − 448A′ḟ 3φ′2 + 32r2ḟ 2φ′3 − 80ḟ 2φ′

]
+ 8e2B

[
16r2A′f ′ + 160rA′ḟ 2φ′ + 160A′ḟ 3φ′2 − 12r3ḟφ′2 − 16r2ḟ 2φ′3

− 64Λr2ḟ 2φ′ + 16rḟ + 160ḟ 2φ′
]

+ 8e3B
[
− 16r2A′ḟ − 32rA′ḟ 2φ′ + 4r3ḟφ′2

+ 16Λr3ḟ + 64Λr2ḟ 2φ′ − 32rḟ − 80ḟ 2φ′ + r4φ′
]

+ 8e4B
[
16rḟ − 16Λr3ḟ

]
, (B.2)

and

Q = 2304A′ḟ 2f̈φ′4 − 1152A′2ḟ 3φ′3 + eB
[
− 144r2A′ḟ 2φ′4 + 672rA′2ḟ 2φ′2

+ 768A′2ḟ 3φ′3 − 384A′ḟ 2φ′2 − 1024rA′ḟ f̈φ′3 − 3584A′ḟ 2f̈φ′4

+ 480rḟ 2φ′4 + 64r2ḟ f̈φ′5 − 640ḟ f̈φ′3
]

+ e2B
[
128r2A′f̈φ′2 + 52r3A′ḟφ′3

+ 80r2A′ḟ 2φ′4 − 128r2A′2ḟφ′ − 576Λr2A′ḟ 2φ′2 − 320rA′2ḟ 2φ′2

+ 176rA′ḟφ′ − 128A′2ḟ 3φ′3 + 640A′ḟ 2φ′2 + 1280rA′ḟ f̈φ′3 + 1280A′ḟ 2f̈φ′4

− 16r3f̈φ′4 + 128rf̈φ′2 − 4r4ḟφ′5 − 152r2ḟφ′3 − 256rḟ 2φ′4 + 384Λrḟ 2φ′2

+ 160ḟφ′ − 64r2ḟ f̈φ′5 − 512Λr2ḟ f̈φ′3 + 1280ḟ f̈φ′3
]

+ e3B
[
− 128r2A′f̈φ′2

+ 208Λr3A′ḟφ′ + 32r2A′2ḟφ′ + 320Λr2A′ḟ 2φ′2 + 32rA′2ḟ ′2φ′2 − 224rA′ḟφ′

− 256A′ḟ 2φ′2 − 256rA′ḟ f̈φ′3 − 6r4A′φ′2 + 8r3A′2 − 24r2A′ + 16r3f̈φ′4

+ 128Λr3f̈φ′2 − 256rf̈φ′2 + 16Λr4ḟφ′3 + 24r2ḟφ′3 − 12r3A′ḟφ′3 + 32rḟ 2φ′4

+ 224Λr2ḟφ′ − 512Λrḟ 2φ′2 − 320ḟφ′ + 512Λr2ḟ f̈φ′3 − 640ḟ f̈φ′3 + r5φ′4

+ 12r3φ′2 − 32r
]

+ e4B
[
− 48Λr3A′ḟφ′ + 48rA′ḟφ′ − 24Λr4A′ + 24r2A′

− 128Λr3f̈φ′2 + 128rf̈φ′2 + 128Λ2r4ḟφ′ − 224Λr2ḟφ′ + 128Λrḟ 2φ′2 + 160ḟφ′

− 4Λr5φ′2 + 4r3φ′2 − 64Λr3 + 64r
]

+ e5B
[
− 32Λ2r5 + 64Λr3 − 32r

]
. (B.3)

B.2 Variation with respect to the Riemann tensor

Here, we derive the derivative of the Lagrangian of the theory (4.1) with respect to
the Riemann tensor. A simple way to do this is to take the derivative ignoring the
symmetries, that the final expression should possess, and restore them afterwards. For
example, if Aabcd is a 4-rank tensor and A is the corresponding scalar quantity, we may
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write:

∂A

∂Aabcd
=

∂

∂Aabcd
(gµρgνσAµνρσ) = gµρgνσδaµδ

b
νδ
c
ρδ
d
σ = gacgbd . (B.4)

Now, if Aabcd = Rabcd, it should satisfy the following relations:

Aabcd = Acdab = −Aabdc and Aabcd + Aacdb + Aadbc = 0. (B.5)

Restoring the symmetries, we arrive at:

∂R

∂Rabcd

=
1

2

(
gacgbd − gbcgad

)
. (B.6)

Alternatively, we could have explicitly written:

∂R

∂Rabcd

=
∂

∂Rabcd

(gµρgνσRµνρσ) =
1

2
gµρgνσ

∂

∂Rabcd

(Rµνρσ −Rνµρσ)

=
1

2
gµρgνσ

(
δaµδ

b
νδ
c
ρδ
d
σ − δaνδbµδcρδdσ

)
=

1

2

(
gacgbd − gbcgad

)
, (B.7)

which clearly furnishes the same result.

We now proceed to the higher derivative terms. Let us start with the Kretchmann
scalar for which we find

∂RµνρσR
µνρσ

∂Rabcd

= 2Rµνρσ ∂Rµνρσ

∂Rabcd

= 2Rabcd, (B.8)

The above result does not need any correction as it is already proportional to Rabcd, and
satisfies all the desired identities. We now move to the RµνR

µν term, and employ again
the simple method used above. Then:

∂AµνA
µν

∂Aabcd
= 2Aµν

∂Aµν
∂Aabcd

= 2Aµνgκλ
∂Aκµλν
∂Aabcd

= gacAbd − gbcAad. (B.9)

If Aabcd = Rabcd and Aµν = Rµν , the above result will have all the right properties if it is
rewritten as

∂RµνR
µν

∂Rabcd

=
1

2

(
gacRbd − gbcRad − gadRbc + gbdRac

)
, (B.10)

which is indeed the correct result. Finally, we easily derive that

∂R2

∂Rabcd

= R
(
gacgbd − gbcgad

)
. (B.11)
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In order to compute the integral appearing in Eq. (4.57), we use the near-horizon
solution (4.30-4.31) for the metric functions and scalar field. Then recalling that, near
the horizon, the relations A′′ ≈ −A′2 and B′ ≈ −A′ also hold, we find the results

R0101
∣∣
H = −1

4
e−A−2B

(
−2A′′ + A′B′ − A′2

) ∣∣
H → 0 ,

−2
(
g00R11 − g10R01 − g01R10 + g11R00

) ∣∣
H →

4

rh
e−A−2BA′

∣∣
H ≈ −

4b2
1

a1rh
,

g00g11R
∣∣
H →

e−A−2B

r2

(
4rA′ − 2eB

) ∣∣
H ≈

4b2
1

a1rh
− 2b1

a1r2
h

,

g00g11

∣∣
H = eA+B

∣∣
H → a1/b1 .

Substituting these into Eq. (4.57), we readily obtain the result (4.58).
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Appendix C

Wormholes in
Einstein–scalar-Gauss-Bonnet
theory

C.1 Field Equations

Employing the metric (5.2) in Eqs. (2.2)-(2.3), the (tt), (ηη) and (θθ) components of
Einstein’s equations take the form

η6
0

(
2f ′1

(
φ′
(
Ḟ
(
f ′1

2 − 4f ′′1
)
− 2f ′1F̈ φ

′
)
− 2Ḟ f ′1φ

′′
)

+ ef1
(
f ′1

2 + 4f ′′1 + φ′2
))

+ η4
[
− 4Ḟ ηf ′1φ

′′ (ηf ′1 + 4
)

+ef1η
(
η
(
4f ′′1 + φ′2

)
+ ηf ′1

2 + 8f ′1
)

+ 2φ′
(
Ḟ
(
f ′1
(
η2f ′1

2 − 8
)
− 4ηf ′′1

(
ηf ′1 + 2

))
− 2ηf ′1F̈ φ

′ (ηf ′1 + 4
)) ]

+η4
0

[
2φ′
(
Ḟ
(
3f ′1

(
η2f ′1

2 − 4
)
− 4ηf ′′1

(
3ηf ′1 + 2

))
− 2F̈ φ′

(
ηf ′1 + 2

) (
3ηf ′1 − 2

))
− 4Ḟ φ′′

(
ηf ′1 + 2

) (
3ηf ′1 − 2

)
+ef1

(
η
(
3η
(
4f ′′1 + φ′2

)
+ 3ηf ′1

2 + 8f ′1
)

+ 4
) ]

+ ηη2
0

[
− 4ηF̈φ′2

(
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(C.1)
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respectively. The scalar equation in turn yields
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In the above equations, the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the radial
coordinate η.
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